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1 Summary
1.1

Team Summary
Charger Rocket Works

Propulsion Research Center,
301 Sparkman Dr. NW, Huntsville, AL 35899

Jason Winningham

NAR Mentor
Level 3 NAR: 89526 / TRA: 13669
Jason.Winningham@uah.edu
256.824.6132

1.2

Launch Vehicle Summary

The launch vehicle is designed to launch to 4800 feet, recover and deploy the payload
safely. The vehicle is 6 inches in diameter, 124 inches long and 43.11 lb at lift off. The vehicle is
propelled by an Aerotech L1420R motor. The vehicle is recovered with a dual deployed parachute
system controlled by two Perfectflite Stratologgers in a fully redundant system. An 18-in drogue
parachute will deploy at apogee and a 144-inch main parachute will deploy at 600 feet above
ground level. The vehicle will launch from a 1515 rail of 144 inches in length.
1.3

Payload Summary

The team has elected to design and build the deployable unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
as the scientific payload for the NASA USLI competition. The team has designed the UAV in such
a way that it will use on-board accelerometer data as well as GPS measurements to gather flight
characteristics for the UAV and to locate its position during flight. It will also be equipped with a
stationary high definition first person view camera that will allow real time video imaging of the
forward flight path. This data, as well as the flight data and UAV coordinates from the
accelerometer and GPS respectively, will be stored on an on-board flight computer and transmitted
to a local ground station via radio. The arms of the UAV will be spring loaded and will
mechanically unfold upon unpacking of the self-orienting protective sheath at UAV deployment.
The protective sheath will serve as the main component of the UAV deployment system. It will
act as an encasement for the UAV within the body tube of the rocket. Upon deployment, the sheath
will be ejected from the internal body of the rocket and unfold in a self-orienting procedure. Once
unfolded, the arms of the UAV will be capable of shifting to their flight orientation. The simulated
navigational beacon will be retained and released from the UAV by the use of a solenoid, which
will also communicate with the ground station via radio.
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2 Changes from CDR
2.1

Changes made to Vehicle Criteria

The vehicle has undergone minimal changes since the CDR report. One change made to
the design was increasing the infill percentage on various 3D printed components such as the fin
can from 25% to 35%. This was done so to offer more structural support for those components.
The downside to doing this was that vehicle mass was increased slightly. A bracket was also
developed to mount the GPS tracker as well as additional avionics equipment in the nose cone.
This bracket retained the tracker much better than the one used on the subscale vehicle. The
additional avionics were included to obtain useful data during flight. To conserve battery life of
these components, two SPST key switches were added to the base of the nose cone. This allows
these components to be powered off until the vehicle has been inserted onto the launch rail.
2.2

Changes made to Payload Criteria

Since CDR, the payload underwent design changes in all aspects of its reach within the
project. The UAV, the deployment sheath, and the deployment system were all altered to some
extent to improve functionality, to increase structurally integrity, and to better accommodate the
other systems with which they interact. The UAV was redesigned to only use one battery due to a
significantly lower thrust to weight ratio discovered during thrust testing. The solution decided
upon was to increase this ratio by decreasing weight instead of increasing thrust. It proved easier
and more time-efficient to redesign to the UAV for one battery instead of determining why original
thrust calculations were off and then bolstering the UAV propulsion system. The deployment
sheath was redesigned to have spring steel tape measure pieces act as coiled ribs that assisted the
unfolding strength and time of the sheath. This design change was made after the sheath was left
in the vehicle body tube for two hours as part of a small test to determine how the sheath might
act when subjected to the lengthy amount of time folded up inside the body tube while the rocket
is on the stand. When the sheath was forced out of the body tube, it barely unfolded and took close
to two minutes to completely flatten out. The tape measure ribs were added parallel to the carbon
fiber beam, and after the sheath had been left in the rocket body tube for over two hours, it unfolded
with an ideal force and time after being forced out of the body tube.
2.3

Changes made to Project Plan

The project plan has undergone changes under the requirement and budget subsections.
The budget was altered to incorporate a tooling and raw materials section to manage that cost
separately from each team. In the CDR the costs of multiple motors were incorporated into the
budget due to an inventory error they were never placed. This charge has since been removed from
the budget showing a 550 dollar decrease during the month of November. Since CDR, there have
been two changes to the derived requirements. Based on additional information from NASA
concerning the placement of the FEA’s, derived requirement UAH P-01 has been modified. The
lateral distance the payload is required to traverse has moved from 1 mile to 0.5 miles.
Additionally, P-08 has been removed because it was redundant to P-01.
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3 Launch Vehicle (LV)
The launch vehicle has been constructed entirely with little deviation from the CDR design
and was test flown for the Vehicle Demonstration Flight. The test flight results showed that despite
being slightly heavier than CDR mass estimates the rocket ascended higher than anticipated due
to an unexpectedly low drag coefficient. The vehicle reached the team’s target altitude to within
250 feet, satisfying a team-derived requirement; additionally, the vehicle descended within the
drift, kinetic energy, and time requirements set by SLI. Using full-scale flight data, the team has
performed a thorough Monte Carlo analysis to estimate the probable range of flight day apogees.
3.1

Design and Construction

The full-scale vehicle was designed according to what was outlined at the CDR level. There
were few changes to the design of the vehicle. The most notable of these were the addition of a 3D
printed mount for the GPS tracker and additional avionics in the nose cone as well as an increase
the infill percentage on several of the 3D printed components to increase strength. Since its first
flight, the rocket has not undergone any further changes outside of being painted and is ready for
launch day.

Figure 1: Fully Assembled Rocket

3.1.1 Upper Airframe
The upper airframe is six inches in diameter and is made of fiberglass composite. It has a
length of 44in. The upper airframe houses the payload, payload deployment system, and the drogue
parachute. The nose cone houses the GPS tracker, a Raven3 altimeter, and an inertial measurement
unit (IMU). The upper airframe and nosecone can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Upper Airframe and Nosecone
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The nose cone, shown in Figure 3, was purchased from Madcow Rocketry and includes a
removable metal tip. The shoulder of the nose cone was epoxied into the nose cone shell and
measures six inches in length. A ¼-20 threaded rod was cut to length and inserted into the metal
tip; the rod extends just past the end of the shoulder such that the nose cone bulkhead can be
secured to the nose cone. The nose cone bulkhead was CNC milled from 0.25-inch sheet of 6061T6 aluminum. Four holes for measuring pressure and two holes for inserting key switches were
drilled into the bottom of the nosecone.

Figure 3: Nose Cone Assembly

A GPS module sits inside the nose cone and is used to track the rocket during flight. The
tracker is mounted to a mount 3D printed from PLA plastic. The plastic was printed with a 35%
infill. This mount is mounted to the nose cone bulkhead via four 4-40 bolts. The tracker mount
also holds the Raven3 altimeter and IMU used for gathering comprehensive flight data. The
assembled mount is shown in Figure 4. To conserve battery life for all components, two SPST key
switches were mounted to the base of the nose cone. These holes and additional pressure
equalization holes were made using a drill press. The key switches will ensure that all components
are powered off until the rocket is on the launch pad.
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Figure 4: Nose Cone Bulkhead and
Tracker Mount

Figure 5: Upper Airframe Bulkhead

The upper airframe bulkhead, seen in Figure 5 is used to mount both the payload
deployment mechanism and the main parachute shock cord. It has been CNC milled in-house
from a 0.25 in. piece of aluminum stock, with close-fit holes for each of the bolts. Six 4-40 holes
are used for securing the bulkhead to the upper body tube. Important features on its face include
a ¼-in hole for the drogue parachute’s attachment eyebolt and attachment points for the payload
deployment system.
Six bulkhead attachment holes were made in the body tube by first marking the length
from the bottom of the body tube to the location of the first hole, which was then drilled with a
drill press. The bulkhead was then installed with one screw and forced flat by inserting a piece of
coupler tubing. The remaining holes were laid out by eye using a circumscribed line on the body
tube and marks made on the bulkhead corresponding to the location of the holes in the bulkhead.
The bulkhead was then removed and holes in the body tube drilled.
3.1.2 Coupler
The coupler progressed mostly as expected from CDR. The couplers were constructed by
cutting G12 fiberglass tubing to the length of 13” and adding an epoxied 1” long body tube section
in the center of the coupler as a switch band. The key switches were attached by drilling a ¾” hole
in the switch band at ±45° from the center of the coupler axis. Four equidistant holes of 0.29”
diameter were drilled as pressure vents for the barometric altimeters. These holes were spaced at
90°intervals around the switch band.
The avionics mounting bulkhead was constructed by drilling holes through a 3D printed
jig. These holes were marked out for the threaded rod pass through, wire management, standoff
holes, and battery mounting holes. The jig was clamped to the bulkhead by using a small bolt to
connect them. This was then clamped to the drill press and drilled. A second bolt was added after
the first hole was drilled to ensure that the bulkhead would not rotate during the remaining drilling.
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Figure 6: Coupler Fully Assembled and without Shell

The coupler progressed as expected. A few issue were encountered but none of them
proved to be critical or required hardware changes. One of the issues encountered that was
anticipated and planned for was the hole pattern for the Stratologger altimeters. A jig was 3D
printed to aid in drilling holes in the bulkheads. Despite this plan working well for the other holes,
only three of the four mounting holes lined up for each of the Stratologgers. This was a nonissue
as it was decided three screws would be sufficient for flight.
An easily avoidable issue resulted when it was discovered that the key switches only
permitted key removal in a single position. The possibility of the key breaking off in the switch
during handling thus became a concern. This concern was later validated when a key was nearly
sheared off in the switch while trying to tighten the switch in the coupler. This required a
modification to procedure during arming and was remedied by designing a cover which sits over
the key. Figure 7 shows the covers. When in the horizontal orientation (Figure 7, right) the switches
are off, and the coupler is safe. When in the vertical orientation (Figure 7, left) the switch is on
and the key can be removed by pulling the key cover off. The switches had to be disconnected
during coupler assembly and the key inserted and turned to the “on” position. At this position they
key was not removable. Then the protecting covers will then be placed on top and taped to the
rocket (see Figure 7, right). Once on the rail the tape will be cut, and covers will be removed one
by one during the arming sequence. The lesson learned here was to thoroughly read the data sheet.
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Figure 7: Key Cover Design and Application

Figure 8: Misaligned Hole Pattern
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3.1.3 Lower Airframe
Like the upper airframe, the aft airframe is six inches in diameter and is made of fiberglass
composite. It is longer than the upper body tube, at 52 in. This section acts as the housing for the
lower bulkhead, main parachute, motor, and fin-can. The full lower airframe assembly can be seen
in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Lower Airframe Assembly

The aft body tube was purchased from a supplier and cut in-house to meet design
specifications. The lower body tube was cut to length on a wet saw in the same manner as the
upper body tube. The body tube was drilled in order to attach the lower bulkhead, fin-can, and rail
buttons. Four 12 in. long fin slots were cut using a plunging router while utilizing a wooden jig to
ensure proper alignment and a plastic jig inserted into the body tube to prevent flexing when cutting
as seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 11: Fin Slot Jigs

Figure 10: Fin Slot Cutting

Two ¼” holes were drilled to install the rail buttons. The lower button sits 1 1/4” above the
aft of the lower body tube. The upper button sits immediately below the shoulder of the installed
coupler which is 43 ¾” from the aft of the lower body tube. The holes for the rail buttons are
clocked so that they are in line with one another and sit between two adjacent fins.
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The aft bulk-head is attached to the aft airframe in a way similar to the fin can by #4-40
bolts. The bulkhead is machined from 6061 Aluminum. On the top side of the bulkhead, one steel
eyebolt is attached via an aluminum coupling nut; this is the location where the main retention
system connects to the aft airframe.

Figure 12: Aft Bulkhead

The aluminum bulkhead has been CNC milled in-house from a 0.25 in. piece of aluminum
stock, with close-fit holes for each of the bolts. Six 4-40 holes are used for securing the bulkhead
to the lower body tube. There is a ¼-20 hole in the center of the bulkhead to fit the eyebolt which
attaches to the main recovery harness.
The fins of the vehicle are attached to a 3D printed, removable fin can in Figure 13. This
design proved to be the optimal choice since it allowed for easy removal of the fins and doubled
as a centering ring device for the motor case. The fin can consists of three individual components:
a top and bottom centering component, the fins, and a thrust plate. The fin can is assembled using
4-40 bolts with brass threaded inserts heat-set into the plastic. The thrust plate is secured to the
bottom of the fin can.
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Figure 13: Fin Can Assembly

The top and bottom portions of the fin can, as seen in Figure 13, consist of a centering ring
component which sits securely between the motor case and the aft body tube and a portion of a fin
spar to which the fins are bolted through on either side. These parts are 3D printed from PLA
plastic with a 35% infill. Both the top and bottom components are identical and can easily be
replaced should one become damaged. This design is slightly different from the design used for
CDR as it has stronger fin spars to increase supported loading.
In the fin spars are two #32 drill-bit sized holes through which two 4-40 bolts are used to
bolt to the fin. These holes were made during the printing process and post processed with a drill.
Along the bases of the centering ring portions are four equally spaced #21 drill-bit sized holes
through which 4-40 bolt-compatible brass inserts are heat set into the plastic. These holes were
also be made during the printing process. The fin can is bolted to the aft body tube via eight 4-40
bolts.
The CDR presentation panel expressed concern about the fin can’s strength. To ensure its
strength a drop test with the assembled lower airframe was conducted and is elaborated in Section
6.2.2.6. The test was successful proves that the fin can is able withstand the forces of flight and
landing.
The fins were cut with wet-saw from a sheet of G10 fiberglass. Each fin was cut
individually and afterwards clamped together and sanded to ensure symmetry. Once symmetrical,
a drill press was used to make four through-holes to which the fins are bolted to the centering rings.
The fins are one-eighth inch thick. The root chord of the fins are twelve inches, the tip chord eight
inches, and the span five inches. The leading edge of each fin is sharpened to an airfoil shape to
increase aerodynamic performance during flight.
Below the bottom centering ring sits the thrust plate, pictured in Figure 14. The thrust plate
has been CNC machined from 6061-T6 Aluminum. The plate is 0.190 inches thick. The plate has
a smaller lip where it catches the aft body frame and evenly transfers the thrust of the motor to the
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body of the rocket. Four through-holes have been machined into the plate to allow for four 4-40
bolts to run through it and attach it to the fin can. The motor is secured during flight by use of a
3D printed retention ring made of ABS plastic which is attached by two #4-40 bolts as seen in
Figure 16.

Figure 14: Thrust Plate

Figure 16: Retention Ring

Figure 15: Thrust Plate Machining

Figure 17: Attached Retention Ring

3.1.4 Motor
As in the CDR, the team has selected the L1420R as our motor. Open Rocket was used to
make the selection, and this has been validated with the vehicle demonstration launch. The motor
is installed by inserting it into the fin and with the bottom motor retaining ring pressed flush against
the thrust plate. Lastly, the motor retaining ring is screwed on below it so secure it during the
descent phase of the mission.
3.1.5 Mass Budget
With the rocket now in its final configuration, the actual masses have been determined, and
the true final weight of the rocket can be recorded. Table 1 shows the final weight of all
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components down to ±0.0025 lbm. These masses also include the masses of very small
components such as bolts and wires. The final loaded mass of the rocket, including payload, is
50.095 lbm while the empty mass is 39.995 lbm. This weight is only 2.874% off CDR estimates.
A vast majority of this additional weight comes from several of the 3D printed parts which were
switched from ABS plastic to PLA and also saw print infill and wall shell thickness alterations to
increase strength as well. The nose cone tracker and IMU mount also added an additional 0.900
lbm.
Table 1: Vehicle Mass Budget

3.2

Recovery

The recovery systems of the vehicle have not undergone any changes since the CDR level.
The Vehicle Demonstration Flight showed that all recovery systems performed as designed;
furthermore, the flight proved that the vehicle meets all of the recovery related SLI requirements.
A Raven3 altimeter and an IMU have been added to the vehicle to provide the team with a better
idea of how the rocket performs and orients itself during flight.
3.2.1 Parachute Selection
The selection of parachutes was driven to meet NASA requirements 3.3, 3.9, and 3.10. A
small drogue would be needed to descend the vehicle quickly and reduce drift while a larger main
would be needed to land softly and not damage the rocket or surrounding field.
The drogue parachute selected is the FruityChutes CFC-18 Classic Elliptical shown in
Figure 18. The drag coefficient for this parachute is specified to be between 1.5 and 1.6. An online
calculator provided by FruityChutes suggested that given the mass of the vehicle below the drogue
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during descent, the expected descent rate would be 119 ft/s. However, from the Vehicle
Demonstration flight, the actual descent velocity was far lower at 83.1 ft/s. This is due to the fact
that the online calculator treats the mass under the parachute as a dragless point mass. The body
tubes orient themselves horizontally during descent and provide this additional drag.
The main parachute selected is the FruityChutes IFC-144 Iris Ultra, also shown in Figure
18. The drag coefficient for this parachute is specified to be 2.2; this is due to its toroidal shape.
While the online calculator specified that the parachute would descend at a rate of 12.5 ft/s given
the mass of the vehicle below it, the vehicle actually descended at a rate of 11.2 ft/s. This decrease
in expected velocity is also attributed to drag provided by the vehicle; however, the effects are not
as significant as the drogue parachute.

Figure 18: FruityChutes IFC-144 (left) and CFC-18 (right)

Both parachutes are retained to the vehicle by fifty feet of one-inch tubular nylon shock
cord shown in Figure 19. The shock cords are attached to cast-iron I-bolts on the tops of the
corresponding bulkheads via quick links. The drogue line is attached to the upper coupler and
upper airframe bulkheads while the main line is attached to the aft coupler and aft airframe
bulkheads. The connection points on the lines are sewn loops as opposed to Figure-8 knots; these
sewn lines have been tested to ensure that they can withstand flight loading. Both parachutes will
be attached one-quarter of the way up along the shock cord from the coupler end.
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Figure 19: Tubular Nylon Shock Cord and Nomex Sleeve

Since nylon is inflammable, the shock cord exposed on the coupler end is sheathed in a
Nomex sleeve so that the black powder charges do not damage its surface. This is done for both
shock cords. Additionally, the parachutes are each wrapped in their own Nomex blanket to shield
them from burn damage.
Since the parachutes are mounted in abnormal fashion with the main being placed in the
lower airframe and the drogue being placed in the upper airframe there was concern about a
premature deployment of the main parachute at apogee. This occurred on a previous Charger
Rocket Works team. To prevent this, an appropriate amount of shear pins must be added, more the
minimum charge to deploy the main parachute. The testing resulted in 8 shear pins being used on
the lower airframe. The testing is elaborated in Section 6.2.2.5.
3.2.2 Avionics
The nosecone and coupler contain all of the vehicle’s avionics components. Recovery
requires the use of a switch, switch key, Stratologger, battery, deployment charge, and of course
the parachutes. The SPST key switch from Digikey is used to power on the Stratologger CF. Once
launched, the Stratologger records and stores its altitude at a rate of 20 samples per second. The
Stratologger has two detonation outputs, one at apogee and one at a 600ft altitude where the main
parachute is deployed. The redundant Stratologger ignites the redundant charges which are set to
apogee +1 and 500 ft. The ignition signal is sent to terminals which connect to the e-matches which
will then fire the black powder charge, releasing the parachutes. Each altimeter is independently
connected to their own new 9V battery and key switch by a stranded wire for redundancy. Figure
20 shows a schematic view of the avionics system. U1 and U2 are the primary and secondary
Stratologger CF altimeters, respectively. Main 1 and drogue 1 are the primary deployment charges;
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main 2 and drogue 2 are the secondary deployment charges. Bat 1 and Bat 2 are both the 9 volt
batteries.

Figure 20: Avionics Schematic

The charges were sized at 3.25g for the drogue and 6g for the main. The redundant charges
were sized at 3.5g for the drogue and 7g for the main. The charges sizes were determined
experimentally through iterative charge testing outlined in Section 6.2.2.3.
The nose cone key switch was one of the latest addition to the avionics components. This
was done so the tracker could be powered after assembly of the rocket and closer to time of launch.
This conserves battery life and ensures GPS data throughout the course of flight. The GPS tracking
module has been developed over many years of competition and has been proven successful on
many CRW flights. The XBee tracker is powered with the turn of a key and continuously records
and transmits live data to a transceiver on the ground.
The nose cone contains many avionics components. These include: the tracker, the IMU,
the RAVEN, batteries to power the preceding items, and switches that allow high-draw devices to
be turned off from the outside of the rocket. The mounting points for all of these components are
integrated into a singular 3D printed mounting bracket, seen in Figure 4.
The avionics were mounted using #4-40 steel hex standoffs. The initial attempt to use
aluminum standoffs were unsuccessful because the standoffs sheared too easily during installation.
Holes were also drilled around the installed battery holders to enable better wire management and
the addition of a hook-and-loop strap for positive battery retention. We are planning to use these
hook-and-loop straps to prevent the disconnection of the batteries during flight. The team noticed
during the full scale test flight that the cold conditions of the launch day made fine motor work
difficult. This raises a safety concern in that cold hands make it difficult to concentrate on one’s
task. We don’t want this to adversely affect any critical systems. The battery holders selected have
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a friction type retention component, but the team feels that an additional retention method is worth
the extra few grams of added mass.

Figure 21: Hook-and-Loop Battery Retention Straps

Interference testing was conducted to ensure that the powder charges detonated in a safe
and controlled manner. Failure to verify the deployment’s operation could result in either of two
disastrous cases: the charges never ignite, and the vehicle falls to the earth or the charges ignite
prematurely either deploying the parachutes too early in flight or while still on the ground. The
testing is discussed in Section 6.
3.2.3 Tracking
The tracker is located in the nosecone of the rocket and is now securely mounted to the
nosecone bulkhead by a 3D printed bracket. A telemetry link between the vehicle and ground
station is established using this custom tracker, designed by the NAR mentor, and a matching
transceiver on ground station. As this connection is mainly to locate the vehicle for recovery and
predict trajectory of the flight, the major component on the tracker is a u-blox GPS. The maximum
possible range of this link is 121 km as calculated in Table 2.
Table 2: Vehicle Tracker Hardware

RX
Transmit
RX
TX
Link
Sensitivity Power Antenna Antenna Margin
(dB)
(dBm) Gain (dB) Gain (dB)
(dB)
-110

24

10

2

12

RX
TX
Maximum
Frequency
Antenna Antenna Free Space
(GHz)
Loss (dB) Loss (dB) Loss (dB)
2

2

121

0.915

Range
(km)
121

The table is based on the transmit and receive properties of an XBee Pro S3B This
particular transceiver is characterized by high receiver sensitivity, and a 250 mW transmit power.
Dipole antenna is used in the flight set while a Yagi is used for its high gain on the ground
station end.
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Figure 22: Link Setup

The setup of the ground station part of the tracker link, seen above in Figure 22 consists
of a computer equipped with terminal software, TERATERM and XCTU, that can stream data
from COM port, an explorer board, an XBee PRO S3B and Yagi antenna. The flight hardware on
the other hand is comprised by the custom tracker with GPS, XBee PRO S38, and dipole
antenna.

Figure 23: Full Scale Flight Log

Figure 23 shows an example log the team received during full scale flight. These logs are
used in real time to track the vehicle and recover it during tests. The logs state position as well as
latitude and longitude points which are used to create a trajectory and failure analysis useful for
later flights. Data streaming was successful during the full-scale launch; consistent data was
received during the full accent and decent of the rocket.
3.3

Mission Performance

Thorough analysis has been done on flight performance simulations to get an accurate
estimation for how the rocket will perform for future launches. The trajectory has been modeled
using four independent trajectory simulators and show that there exists little error between them.
Recovery related parameters such as drift, kinetic energy, and descent time all show that the
vehicle will perform within NASA requirements on launch day. Monte Carlo analyses have been
performed on all of these to show how launch uncertainties will affect apogee and descent
behavior. From these studies, CRW is confident that the rocket will perform as intended on launch
day.
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3.3.1 Trajectory
The final mass and drag coefficient of the rocket have aided in predicting the apogee of the
rocket on launch day. The measured mass values for all components of the vehicle were placed in
the OpenRocket model; the drag coefficient cannot, however, be manually overridden within the
software. OpenRocket only allows for manipulation of the outside body surface finish. This affects
the friction drag of the simulations but does not allow for the actual CD value to be used in
calculations. However, Rocksim, a subscription-based simulation software, allows for manual
overrides to drag coefficient in addition to modelling the vehicle similar to OpenRocket.
Table 3: Historical Weather Data for SLI Launch Days

Year
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
Average
Std. Dev.

Avg. Wind Speed
(MPH)
5
6
8
3
6
7
3
5
8
5
5.60
1.78

Max Wind Speed
(MPH)
13
12
20
12
15
16
15
14
18
22
15.70
3.37

Temp (F)
43
62
57
72
55
70
64
74
60
52
60.90
9.65

A Rocksim model of the full-scale rocket was created, given correct component masses,
and given a drag coefficient closer to a value calculated from previous flights. Next, the expected
flight conditions for competition launch day were configured. This included the expected launch
rail length, rail launch angle, and launch orientation angle, elevation, and latitude. The wind
conditions and temperature will not be known until the day of flight. Up to this point, all models
have used an averaged value of wind speed and temperature from the previous ten years. These
values are listed above in Table 3. The rails, from the satellite images provided by SLI, will be
facing to the south. Normally, wind in the Huntsville, Alabama area travels from west to east. This
analysis was considered and implemented into the flight conditions as well. The thrust curve used
for the simulations was obtained from thrustcurve.org and shown in Figure 24. This was the same
data used for previous analysis at the CDR level.
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Figure 24: L1420R Thrust Curve

Figure 25: Rocksim Flight Profile
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The flight profile of the rocket using these estimated values of wind speed, wind direction,
and temperature in Rocksim is shown below in Figure 25. The simulation predicts that the rocket
will reach an apogee of approximately 5012 feet. This altitude is within the CRW requirement V01: keeping within 250 feet of the target apogee. The maximum estimated vertical velocity is 582
feet per second while the maximum acceleration is 249 feet per second squared. The thrust to
weight ratio and rail-exit velocity are 6.91 and 57.6 feet per second, respectively. The latter verifies
that the vehicle will meet NASA requirement 2.18.
However, given that the actual values of the previously mentioned flight conditions will
not be known until the day of launch, it is wise that the rocket is modeled under all wind conditions
up to the maximum allowable wind speed of twenty miles per hour. While keeping all other flight
conditions constant, Figure 26 models the flight profile for different wind speeds in five miles per
hour increments. In the worst-case scenario of twenty miles per hour, the apogee of the rocket falls
to 4963 feet. This is still within the CRW requirement of reaching an apogee within 250 feet of
the target goal.

Figure 26: Flight Profiles for Different Windspeeds

3.3.2 Trajectory Verification
While Rocksim is used as the primary target verification method as a result of it allowing
manual overrides of the body drag coefficient, other simulations were likewise used to assess the
validity of the Rocksim model. The flight profiles of these different simulations are plotted below
in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Flight Software Comparison

The first simulation model is OpenRocket, which up to this point was used as the primary
modeling software for its wide array of user inputs and simulation data. However, the model does
not allow for manual overrides of drag coefficient. Nonetheless, the model was manipulated as
closely as possible to the actual rocket. This model estimates that the rocket will reach an apogee
of 4963 feet. This results in a 0.99% difference compared to Rocksim.
The second simulation is the custom, self-developed software previously used to verify
OpenRocket at the PDR and CDR levels. The drag coefficient for the rocket in this simulation
package can be overrode by users similar to Rocksim. From this software, the apogee of the rocket
was shown to be 4982 feet, only a 0.60% difference from the Rocksim model.
The final simulation used for verification is RASAero II, which at the CDR phase predicted
that the rocket would fly significantly higher than the other two simulations. It was suggested that
this was due to a body surface roughness selection which caused the model to have a lower drag
coefficient than the conflicting models. This was later confirmed to be the issue and has since been
changed to more closely match the actual drag coefficient of the rocket. However, like
OpenRocket, only the surface finish of the rocket can be changed and not the actual drag
coefficient value. Nonetheless, the software predicted that the apogee of the rocket to be 4999 feet.
This is a 0.26% difference from Rocksim.
From these models, despite having different drag profile for the rocket, all suggest that the
rocket will reach an apogee close to the target altitude and within the derived altitude range set by
CRW.
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3.3.3 Monte Carlo Analysis
To ensure consistency in simulation results, a Monte Carlo analysis was performed using
the custom simulation software. At the CDR phase, a similar study was conducted which aimed to
analyze the effects of varying levels of motor impulse, drag coefficient, and vehicle weight due to
the fact that these variables were unknown at the time. From that study of 10,000 iterations, it was
found that approximately 23% fell outside of the range that CRW has deemed acceptable for
competition. The largest contributor was assumed to be the body drag coefficient followed by
vehicle mass. Since then, the vehicle mass has become finalized and will only fluctuate minutely
between launches in the form of new batteries, black powder charges, and motor weight. The drag
coefficient has also been calculated from test flights and should remain consistent between flights
assuming that all flights share similar flight profiles. The vehicle has since been painted, but this
should not significantly affect the drag coefficient.
Using the custom software, a similar Monte Carlo analysis was performed for 10,000
flights using vehicle specifications of the finalized vehicle configuration. The results from this
study are shown below in Figure 28. In this study, the vehicle weight fluctuated by ±0.25 pounds,
the drag coefficient by ±0.04, motor impulse by ±1%, temperature by ±15oF, and wind speed by
±2 MPH. From the results, the distribution is normal with an average altitude of 4982.7 feet. This
is denoted by the dashed black line. From this study, it was found that only 27.54% of the flights
resulted in an apogee outside of the CRW range. The range is shown by the red boundaries. While
the amount which fell outside the requirement boundaries increased, the overall distribution
became more precise in accordance with our goal to reduce our variable uncertainties.

Figure 28: Monte Carlo Analysis of Rocket Apogee
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3.3.4 Stability Analysis
NASA requirement 2.17 that all vehicles have a static stability margin greater than 2.0 at
the point of rail exit and maintain this trend throughout flight. A picture of the final locations of
the center of gravity (CG) and center of pressure (CP) on the rocket is shown below in Figure 29.
Both OpenRocket and Rocksim predict that the location of CP is approximately 91.1 inches from
the tip of the nose cone. Conversely, the CG of the rocket was found by balancing the rocket on a
harness. This location was found to be 77.2 from the tip of the nose cone. This leads the static
stability margin of the rocket on the pad to be 2.25. This is above the required 2.0.

Figure 29: Vehicle CP and CG Locations

As the rocket launches, the CG will move forwards as the motor burns and loses mass.
Figure 30 shows the relationship of CP, CG, and the stability margin throughout flight up to
apogee. From this plot, the rocket will maintain a stability margin above 2.0 up to apogee in
accordance with the NASA requirement. This has been further verified by the vehicle flight test
which saw the rocket launch with a near-vertical profile from rail exit to apogee.

Figure 30: Rocket Stability Profile
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3.3.5 Kinetic Energy Analysis
To ensure that no outstanding damages are done to the launch field, SLI requires that all
vehicles have a vertical kinetic energy less than 75 lbf-ft at touch down. This heavily influences
the selection of the main parachute. At the CDR level, it was estimated that the vertical velocity at
touch down would be 119 ft/s which would result in the heaviest tethered section to have a kinetic
energy of 46.21 lbf-ft using the mass estimates during that time. Since then, the mass of the
heaviest tethered section, the upper airframe and nose cone, has changed to 17.56 pounds. This
affects the allowable descent velocity of the vehicle.
By reworking the kinetic energy to solve for velocity, the maximum allowable velocity for
the heaviest tethered component can be estimated. Should the heaviest tethered component fall at
a velocity below this maximum value and thus meet the kinetic energy requirement, then the other
lighter components will likewise meet the requirement. Using the mass of the heaviest component,
the upper airframe and nose cone section, the maximum allowable velocity was found to be
𝑙𝑏𝑚−𝑓𝑡

2(75 𝑙𝑏𝑓−𝑓𝑡)(32.2 2
)
𝑠 −𝑙𝑏𝑓
17.56 𝑙𝑏𝑚

v=√

(1)

= 16.58 ft/s

Using the values estimated by OpenRocket as well as the expected results from an online descent
calculator provided by parachute manufacturer FruityChutes, the expected descent velocity under
main for the total vehicle weight will be 12.45 feet per second, well below the calculated allowable
velocity. Test flights using this parachute have shown that the actual descent velocity to be far
slower than this estimated value at 11.2 feet per second.
Table 4 lists the masses and corresponding kinetic energies of each tethered section at the
point of touch down. From the analysis, the heaviest section will have a kinetic energy of 34.20
lbf-ft at touch down, well below NASA requirement 3.3 value of 75 lbf-ft.
Table 4: Kinetic Energy at Touchdown

Vehicle Component

Mass [lbm]

Kinetic Energy [lbf-ft]

Upper Airframe

17.56

34.20

Coupler

4.35

10.47

Lower Airframe

15.85

30.87

Given that the main parachute is deployed at 600 feet and falls at a terminal velocity of
11.2 feet per second, the rocket will fall under main parachute for 53.6 seconds. The drogue
parachute is deployed at apogee and was shown to fall at 83.1 feet per from the Vehicle Flight
Demonstration. Under this terminal velocity, the vehicle would fall under drogue for 60.0 seconds,
giving the vehicle a total descent time of 113.6 seconds, well above the 90 seconds required by
NASA requirement 3.10.
However, these calculations fail to also account for parachute opening times for both
drogue and main. Previous models assumed the parachutes opened immediately since the opening
times were unknown and there is no way to accurately calculate these times. From test flights, it
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was found that the drogue parachute typically opens after one second of deployment while the
main parachute takes approximately 3.5 seconds to fully deploy. The main parachute would then
allow the vehicle to fall for an additional 290 feet in that time meaning the main parachute would
only descend the vehicle for 310 feet, greatly reducing the total descent time to 84.26 seconds,
which is within competition requirements. However, the test flight of the vehicle showed this value
to be closer to 80 seconds.
To ensure that flight uncertainties will not result in failure to meet the NASA requirements,
a Monte Carlo analysis was conducted on the descent calculations to analyze the normal
distribution of these values. An iterative code was developed to model the descent profile of the
vehicle as closely to what was witnessed on the day of the Vehicle Demonstration flight. The code
performed uncertainty analysis on variables such as drogue and main parachute drag coefficients,
air density, main parachute opening time, and apogee. These variables and their uncertainty ranges
are listed below in Table 5. The drag coefficients listed act as the calculated global drag value for
both the parachutes and body tubes during descent. The air density average is listed as 0.0712
lbm/ft3 as this is the average value for air density from apogee to touch down; the Monte Carlo
analysis was performed using this average value throughout descent.
Table 5: Descent Monte Carlo Variables

Variable

Mean

Standard Deviation

Apogee

5017 ft

125 ft

Main CD

2.85

0.05

Drogue CD

3.3

0.05

Main Opening Time

3.5 s

0.25 s

Main Opening Altitude

600 ft

25 ft

Air Density

0.0712 lbm/ft3

0.00375 lbm/ft3

Vehicle Mass

44.5 lbm

0.125 lbm

Figure 31 shows the distribution of descent time and includes a red line indicating the 80
second descent time calculated from the Vehicle Flight demonstration during which the rocket
ascended to 5017 feet. This code allocates the previous Monte Carlo average altitude of 4982 feet
as its mean, however. This distribution shows that the rocket will descend at an average value of
78.5 seconds, denoted by the dashed black line. Only a few outliers do not meet the required
descent time.
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Figure 31: Monte Carlo of Descent Time

Figure 32 shows the distribution of kinetic energy of the upper airframe, the heaviest
component, at touchdown. Despite already determining that the expected kinetic energy will be
well within the NASA requirements, this distribution reinforces the fact that the rocket will stay
within the maximum required value of 75 ft-lbf for even the most extreme outliers. The average
value of this distribution, denoted by the black dashed line, is 34.3 lbf-ft.

Figure 32: Monte Carlo of Kinetic Energy at Touchdown

3.3.6 Drift Analysis
To ensure the vehicle stays within the boundaries of the launch field, a first-order drift
analysis was performed under wind speeds up to twenty miles per hour in five mile per hour
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increments. The drift analysis assumes that apogee occurs directly over the launch pad, the
crosswinds are constant and one-directional from apogee to touchdown. Using this model and the
total descent time for the vehicle, the total drift distances are estimated and shown in Figure 33.
From the results, the total distance that the vehicle will drift under twenty mile per hour crosswinds
is 2340 feet from the launch pad. This is under the 2500 feet required by NASA requirement 3.9.
Figure 34shows a drift radius for each wind speed using a satellite image of the competition launch
field. Normally, the rocket should fly into the wind during ascent and fall with the wind upon
descent. This will partially reduce each of these distances on launch day.

Figure 33: First-Order Drift Calculations

Figure 34: Drift Map

Similar to the Monte Carlo analysis performed on the kinetic energy and descent time of
the rocket, the code also performed an uncertainty analysis on the expected drift for each wind
speed. The distributions are shown below in Figure 35. From the analysis, it is evident that as the
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wind speed increases so does the distribution for drift. Furthermore, a portion of the distribution
for 20 MPH is not within the 2500 drift radius; however, these drift distances are a result for the
most extreme descent cases.

Figure 35: Drift Distribution for Different Windspeeds

3.4

Test Flight Results

The full-scale vehicle was flown with a simulated mass simulator to assess that all SLI and
self-imposed requirements were met. The flight was successful and showed that all of the
requirements were met. The team now possesses a better understanding of how the vehicle will
perform on the day of launch and have used demonstration data to adjust simulations. The team
will verify that these results are consistent with the Payload Demonstration Flight in the near
future.
3.4.1 Vehicle Demonstration Flight Objective and Results
Charger Rocket Works flew the full scale for the first time on 12:37 PM February 09, 2019
from the Huntsville Area Rocketry Association’s field in Paint Rock, Alabama. The goal of the
flight was to determine the vehicle’s drag coefficient, descent velocities, and to determine whether
or not the rocket met all Vehicle Demonstration Flight criteria. The weather that day was cold,
approximately 44oF when the team launched at noontime. The wind speed was moderate with
maximum speeds on the ground reaching 9 MPH NNE. Using these inputs, the final rocket model
was updated in OpenRocket. The software predicted that the rocket would reach an apogee of 4664
feet. This was rather low considering the target apogee is 4800 feet but was within the CRW
requirement of ±250 feet. Figure 36 shows the simulated flight profile before flight as well as the
flight profile recorded by the Stratologger altimeters.
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Figure 36: Trajectory Comparison (02/09/2019)

To the team’s surprise, the rocket flew much higher than predicted to an apogee of 5017
feet. This was most likely a result of OpenRocket not having the correct drag coefficient. Prior to
flight, intuitive estimates suggested that the drag coefficient would be somewhere around 0.48.
Any difference between modeled and actual wind speed and temperature would have resulted in
minimal height differential, thus it was concluded that the body drag was the primary reason for
an increase in apogee. The data recorded by the Raven3 altimeter and the IMU are provided in
Appendix F: Full-Scale Flight Data.
As the rocket descended under the drogue parachute, the body tubes aligned themselves
horizontally as expected causing the vehicle to have more drag and fall slower than previously
calculated. By calculating the slope of the altitude-time curve for the period when the vehicle fell
under drogue, it was calculated that the vehicle fell at a terminal velocity of 83.1 ft/s, nearly 67%
of the original estimate which did not include body drag. Likewise, the main parachute fell at a
slightly slower rate of 11.2 ft/s compared to the estimated value of 12.5 ft/s. This is due to
parachute opening times never being considered during original estimates. The main parachute
was deployed at 600 feet AGL. The data gathered from the altimeters showed that the main
parachute took approximately three seconds to fully deploy. During this time, the rocket descended
an additional 300 feet under drogue. Despite the decreases to descent velocities, the rocket
descended within 80 seconds of apogee. Thus, the rocket proved that it met all descent related
requirements and qualifies for competition.
GPS coordinates of the launch rail, touch down site, and final positions were determined
to demonstrate the rocket would remain inside the 2500 foot radius of the launch rail as per NASAR-9. The distance between the launch rail and the touch down site was measured to be 924 feet.
The rocket was dragged along the ground for 781 feet due to the wind. The direct distance between
the launch rail and the final position of the rocket was measured as 1530 feet. This clearly
demonstrated that the rocket will remain well within the recovery area.
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To calculate the rocket’s drag coefficient value, the accelerometer data recorded by the
Raven3 altimeter located in the nose cone would be used. Using the force balance equation, the
sum of accelerations can be used to calculate the acceleration experienced by the rocket during
flight. By plotting acceleration against the squared velocity of the rocket, the equation
a=

𝜌𝑆𝐶𝐷
2𝑚

𝑉2 - g

(2)

could be used to estimate a linear trend in the data from which the drag coefficient could be
calculated by reworking the problem for a known value. However, the Raven3 accelerometer has
a very low resolution of ±3.22 feet due to it being designed to measure accelerations up to 40 G’s.
As a result, the data shown in Figure 37 has a weak linear trend to it, and the drag coefficient was
estimated to be 0.248.
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Figure 37: Raven3 Acceleration versus Velocity Squared

This value seemed unrealistically small. Instead, the Rocksim model was used using launch
day conditions and rocket masses. In doing so, the drag coefficient value could be manually
overridden and given an average flight value. From this analysis, a drag coefficient value of 0.375
was found to position the rocket at an apogee nearly identical to what the actual rocket obtained
on launch day. This was thus considered the vehicle’s official drag coefficient value. The flight
profile for this is shown in Figure 38. While the apogees match, the data pertaining to descent is
still different since Rocksim still assumes the mass under the parachutes is a dragless point mass.
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Figure 38: RockSim Simulation of Vehicle Demonstration Flight

3.4.2 Lessons Learned
The apogee reached in the subscale flight was lower predicted due to the rocket turning
sharply immediately after leaving the launch rail. The full-scale rocket did not experience this
abnormality and therefore had a better flight profile than the subscale rocket. The drag coefficient
of the subscale rocket was not able to be derived from the subscale flight. This was due to abnormal
flight profile and very noisy data. The drag coefficient for the full-scale rocket was able to be
estimated from the data collected during the vehicle demonstration flight. The apogee reached by
the full-scale rocket was higher than the predicted apogee due to inaccurate drag coefficient
estimates. The trajectory models were able to be updated using the drag coefficient calculated from
the vehicle demonstration flight.
After the launch, the vehicle was disassembled. The parts of the vehicle were examined for
any damage. None was found indicating that the vehicle is robust enough to survive the loading of
flight and landing. This validates the construction of the vehicle and also the analysis and modeling
that went into the design of the vehicle.
3.4.3 Competition Readiness
Several tests have been conducted on various components to prove the safety, reliability,
and reusability of the rocket. Pull testing was performed on the recovery system shock cords and
has proven that all of the rockets sections will remain tethered together throughout the flight.
Charge testing was performed to determine the size of the black power charges used to deploy the
drogue and main parachutes and have shown the parachutes are pulled completely out of the body
tubes at deployment. A drop test was performed to determine the number of shear pins needed to
ensure the main parachute will not be prematurely deployed when the drogue parachute is deployed
keeping the drift of the rocket to a minimum. A static pull test on the fin can was performed to
demonstrate the design can handle all expected loads during the flight. The fully assembled lower
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airframe was dropped in order to test both the fin’s and the fin can’s ability to withstand the loads
of impact with the ground during landing. The vehicle demonstration flight verified the rocket
performed well and satisfies all vehicle NASA and CRW requirements for the competition.

4 Safety
The CRW team has continued their dedication to safety throughout the CDR phase of this
project. In addition to adhering to the signed CRW Safety Pledges, the team has continued support
of the Safety Committee and complying with safety expectations. The Safety Committee has been
further involved in working with team leadership, sub-teams, the faculty advisor, mentors, and
PRC staff in continuing Risk and Hazard Assessments, updating and furthering the Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis, authoring and revising standard operating procedures (SOPs) for testing,
demonstrations, and launches, and affirming verifications for safety requirements. In the course of
the FRR phase, SOPs have been developed and approved for full scale black powder, kinetic
energy drop, fin can stress, and UAV hover, thrust, flight range, and ejection demonstrations as
well as full scale launch and UAV field flight procedures. The Hazard and Risk Analysis has grown
as additional hazards have been identified and further mitigations have been instated; these
changes are seen in all sections of analysis. Additionally, all verifications for mitigations have
been specified to accurate documentation. Component Description Sheets and Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis have been updated for both vehicle and payload parts.
4.1

Safety Committee Responsibilities

The structure of the Safety Committee has remained unchanged; led by the Safety Officer,
Hope Cash, the Deputy Safety Officer and Sub-Team Safety Leads have performed the FMEA and
risk assessments for their respective sub-teams. The operating procedures for testing,
demonstrations, and launch checklists have been vetted with the assistance of Team Leadership,
mentors, and the faculty advisor as well as the applicable Red Team members. The Deputy Safety
Officer has also completed additional Safety Briefings covering laboratory, UAV, and full-scale
launch safety. Table 6 lists the training topic, date conducted, and reference briefing number for
verification purposes. The Safety Officer was also present for the full-scale launch of ShredIt 40,00
in early February ensuring all steps were completed and remaining aware of any hazards at the
launch field to system and personnel safety. The Payload Safety Lead has registered the CRW
UAV with the Federal Aviation Administration, fulfilling NASA Requirement 5.5.
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Table 6: Training Dates

Safety Briefing
Number

Training Topic

Date

-

CPR/AED/First Aid

10/4/18 – 10/19/18

1

Basic Emergency Procedures

10/18/18

2

Black Powder Testing and Motor Safety

10/30/18

3

Outreach Safety

11/1/18

4

Sub-Scale Launch Safety

11/15/18

5

Test and Demonstration Safety

1/22/18

6

Full-Scale Launch Safety

2/7/19

7

Basic Lab Safety

2/14/19

8

UAV Safety

2/21/19

9

UAV Laws and Regulations

3/5/19

4.2

Personal Hazard Analysis

The Safety Committee has consistently updated the Risk and Hazard Analysis as the team
has entered the final stages of preparation for launch day. This analysis includes identifying
hazards, the causes and effects, any mitigations that can be applied to lower the criticality of each
risk, and the verification that said mitigation has been applied. New hazards were identified due to
different testing than what was done for the sub-scale model, including shock cord tensile testing
and kinetic energy drop demonstration. The majority of all mitigations for the risks identified have
been applied and verified through testing procedures, safety briefings, and other documents
available in the CRW Safety Manual. After mitigation, hazards remaining at a low or moderate
risk have been reviewed and approved by team leadership, including the team mentor and faculty
advisor, acknowledging awareness and understanding of the remaining outstanding risk. The
detailed list of all hazard analysis, including approval signatures, are located in Appendix B: Risk
and Hazard Assessment.
4.3

Failure Modes Analysis

Each component of the vehicle and payload has a respective Component Description Sheet
(CDS) which includes dimensions, images, and the Failure Modes and Effects Analysis for the
specific component. This FMEA identifies all possible modes of failure for each component,
showing the likelihood and severity of the mode, the potential effect of the failure, and mitigations
to prevent each failure. All components of both the rocket and UAV payload have been fully
analyzed for any possible failure mode and mitigations have been defined to lower the possibility
of each failure mode occurring. The entire list of updated CDS can be found in Appendix C: FMEA
and CDS. Previously identified failure modes have been fully reviewed and updated with any new
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mitigations or amended descriptions, according to the individual components, as the team has
conducted testing and launch of the UAV payload and full-scale rocket.
4.4

Environmental Hazards

The environmental impact of the rocket and UAV systems has been evaluated by the CRW
team. Additionally, environmental concerns posing hazards to the rocket and UAV have been
evaluated and mitigated. While environmental hazards are not completely avoidable, the team’s
response to hazards that may occur have been identified. Environmental hazards have been
separated into two classifications: environmental hazards on system and system hazards on
environment. The CRW definition of environment includes the immediate geographical area and
infrastructure, weather, organizations connected to the project such as the Federal Aviation
Administration, and the launch field community. Environmental hazard risk assessment tables are
included in Appendix B: Risk and Hazard Assessment. Some hazards are mitigated by procedural
steps verified in the final Full-Scale Rocket Prep and Launch and UAV Field Deployment and
Flight standard operating procedures, located in Appendix D: Full-Scale Launch Procedure and
Appendix E: UAV Field Deployment and Flight.
4.5

Remaining Safety Concerns

While testing and demonstrations of vehicle and payload systems have verified most
mitigations determined after assessment, some hazards are inherent to system operation and remain
present. As the vehicle and payload function using hazardous material, the verifications for these
hazard’s mitigations are ongoing and the CRW Safety Team remains responsible for ensuring the
safety of team members. After review of the Risk and Hazard Assessment tables, the team has
identified areas that remain as safety concerns.
4.5.1 Vehicle
The motor and black powder ejection charges remain as a notable safety concern. Charge
sizing during the black powder demonstrations has occurred to allow for the minimum amount of
energetic material on board during flight while guaranteeing successful deployment of recovery
systems; however, transportation, handling, and use of energetic material is still a present hazard,
even after mitigation. Attention to its safe handling continues to occur. The construction of a
second full-scale rocket has revisited construction hazards but identical mitigations are in place to
ensure similar results to construction and performance of the original full-scale rocket. The second
rocket will be demonstrated through launch, verifying mitigations as before.
4.5.2 Payload
Weather could severely affect and damage the UAV payload while it is in flight as testing
cannot be done in all possible weather conditions. Wind, humidity, and precipitation are the major
risks associated UAV operation. UAV flight could be affected in ways causing loss of control
during operation. The power supply for the payload, two LiPo batteries, has inherent risk as
identified in the hazard analysis (Appendix B: Risk and Hazard Assessment). Any problems with
the UAV while in flight could result in a harsh landing, damaging the LiPo batteries and thus
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causing damage to the environment. Although mitigations are in place for the handling of the
batteries and the flight of the UAV, the risk the batteries pose is still present. The use of these
batteries has been discussed in safety briefings and the UAV flight team understands the associated
risks.
4.5.3 Changes and Concerns when transitioning to Operation Phase
As the CRW team has moved from construction of vehicle and payload, operational safety
concerns have been addressed. Safety Briefings have included topics on full-scale launch and
safety expectations for testing or demonstrations and flight of the UAV. Standard operating
procedures have been written and approved for operational use is discussed in the following
section. Retrieval of the sub-scale rocket led to additional safety notes and directions for mitigating
injury should the rocket land in wooded areas. Wind and low temperatures prompted the addition
of hand warmers, gloves, and a tarp to the packing list. Concerns for personnel and environmental
safety remain during the operational phase of the project. Events from the Vehicle Demonstration
Flight have improved the launch operation procedure and personnel and environment hazard
assessment. More concern has been directed toward the effects the team may have on the launch
environment and the potential effects of weather conditions or field conditions on the vehicle and
payload systems. Updated hazards are found in Appendix B: Risk and Hazard Assessment.
4.6

Launch Operations Procedures

To prepare for launches and testing or demonstrations of hardware, standard operating
procedures (SOPs) have been written which include all pertinent information for the given
procedure for operation, safety, emergency response, or reference. Appendix D: Full-Scale Launch
Procedure and Appendix E: UAV Field Deployment and Flight contain the entirety of the FullScale Rocket Prep and Launch and the UAV Field Deployment and Flight SOPs with exception to
their appendices. These operating procedures have been formatted specifically for this document
but contain all steps and demarcated lines for safety. The full versions of the CRW SOPs, including
those used for testing and demonstrations, can be found on the CRW website. The CRW
philosophy in establishing an SOP is based on the safety of all systems with multiple safeguards
in the development process to ensure all members are aware of hazard mitigations and allowed to
voice any objections to procedural steps. SOPs are written following the UAH Propulsion
Research Center’s format and in compliance with the current regulations provided in the PRC 2017
Safety Plan, revised in February 2018, which states that any operation consisting of “pressures
over 100 psi, high voltage, combustion, or other sources of possible injury” require an SOP.
General principles are enforced when a test or launch is occurring. The Safety Monitor (generally
expected to be the team’s Safety Officer or Deputy Safety Officer; however, exceptions can be
made if necessary and authority passed to another individual) is responsible for audibly reading
each step of the procedure and initialing each line once the act has been completed. Red Team
members are individuals who are designated to operate the procedure and have been present at the
full review of the SOP. At the completion of a section, the Safety Monitor and at least one Red
Team member is to signoff, signifying all steps have been completed appropriately and the
operation may continue. Active Red Team members are not allowed to move ahead of the Safety
Monitor and all test or launch operators have the responsibility to call for a pause in procedure
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(stand-down) if he or she has a concern regarding the safety of the operation. The Safety Monitor
is also to write down any procedure redlines or notes made during the operation that should be
considered when reviewing the procedure after the test. Minor changes to procedure steps or
sequence of steps are considered to be redlines and must be noted, which can then be implemented
in an SOP revision. Before any event requiring an SOP can occur, the SOP must be approved by
all applicable authorities. CRW SOPs are expected to receive the signatures of the Safety Officer,
Vehicle or Payload sub-team leads, Vehicle or Payload Safety Leads, Chief Engineer, Program
Manager, Team Mentor, Course Instructor, PRC Director, and be reviewed by the UAH Office of
Environmental Health and Safety Director. The initial authorship of the SOP comes from the
Safety Officer, Sub-Team Safety Lead, and the Vehicle or Payload lead (dependent on the
procedure), or may have been a previously established document that is then updated to the current
CRW design and expectations. A drafted SOP is then vetted during a full review with all Red
Team members, the Safety Officer, and Team Mentor or faculty advisor. The procedure is walked
through in its entirety and steps are added or adjusted for safety, clarity, or efficiency. The FullScale Rocket Prep and Launch procedures has been designed to maximize the time at the launch
site and begins the day before. Preparation of the ejection charges and packing of the rocket and
needed tools and equipment is to be done before arriving to the launch site. Additionally, some
operations can be done effectively in parallel, which is allowable given that both procedures are
still chaperoned by a Safety Monitor. For example, the preparation of the UAV at the field can
occur simultaneously with the coupler preparation and lower airframe assembly checklist. Table 7
lists current approved SOPs and expected required SOPs.
Table 7: SOP Summary

Vehicle

UAV

Sub-Scale Black Powder Demonstration

Deployment Controller Demonstration

Sub-Scale Launch

Thrust Test

Shock Cord Tensile Test

Hover Demonstration

Fin Can Stress Demonstration

Flight Range Demonstration

Kinetic Energy Drop Demonstration

Deployment Ejection Demonstration

Black Powder Demonstration

Field Deployment and Flight

Full-Scale Prep and Launch

Laboratory Checklist: LiPo Battery Charging
Procedure

Specific steps requiring initialing are included within the procedure to verify Red Team
members and surrounding personnel are wearing proper personal protection equipment (PPE) as a
supplement to numerous clearly marked statements concerning safety notices and concerns. Items
demarcated by red ink, red triangles, and/or bolded or capitalized lines include directions or
important information for the Safety Monitor to read. These include but are not limited to when
nitrile gloves should be worn, when steps are to be conducted by the Team Mentor, and when
personnel are to move away from the rocket. The front matter of the SOP also lists the required
PPE for the procedure; it is the direct responsibility of the Safety Monitor to ensure all safety
precautions are enforced. The appendices of the SOP contain the Material Safety Data Sheets for
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any hazardous material or energetic used in the procedure, the Risk and Hazard Assessment tables
pertaining to any aspect of the procedure, any useful reference material (e.g. wiring reference for
the avionics and Stratologgers), the UAH PRC Facility Usage Policy, and the emergency contact
information for PRC staff, UAH resources, and state and local authorities. The team has received
training on proper procedures in the event of emergency (CPR, PRC alert policy, etc.) during test
procedures.
4.6.1 Checklist
The 2019 CRW Full-Scale Rocket Prep and Launch SOP is located in Appendix D: FullScale Launch Procedure and the UAV Field Deployment and Flight SOP is found in Appendix E:
UAV Field Deployment and Flight. The condensed form of these SOPs contains all procedural
steps and front matter but excludes appendices; the full form of the operating procedures will be
used at the field. The preparation and launch procedure has been written to maximize efficiency
while maintaining the highest level of safety. Checklist sections are noted as to which can be
conducted simultaneously with check points clearly marked stating what must be completed before
the procedure may continue. Figure 39 contains a flow diagram depicting the order of the
procedure and which checklist sections may be conducted in series. Troubleshooting procedures
are included within steps and are to be used if expected events, such as GPS lock or Stratologger
issues, occur.

Figure 39: Launch Procedure Flow Diagram
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Figure 40: UAV Operations and Final Closeout Flow Diagram

Figure 40 is a continuation of launch day procedures but after the rocket has landed and
has been cleared by the Range Safety Officer for deployment and flight of UAV. Using two SOPs
for launch day procedures is in effort to increase efficiency and to transfer authority of system
operations to the Payload Red Team and Safety Monitor.
4.6.2 Safety and Quality Assurance
The safety of team members and launch participants has been of the greatest concern while
writing the final launch day procedures. Using procedures written for the sub-scale launch and the
initial approved full-scale launch procedure, changes have been made to safety notes, procedural
steps, and PPE to reflect the lessons learned from each launch opportunity. To guarantee
procedures are executed precisely and cautiously, multiple safeguards have been introduced within
the SOP. Safety directions are marked a distinct manner using red ink, boldface, underlines,
increased font, and/or a red triangle. Instructions for PPE are included in multiple places to remind
and verify that all Red Team members are surrounding personnel are in compliance with CRW
safety measures. PPE reminders are set before increased hazardous operations such as ejection
charge or motor installation. Warnings of events that may occur from missing a step are included
beneath the step as a procedural note in red, italicized font. While the Safety Monitor must initial
every step as it is completed, verification signatures are also required from a participating Red
Team member and the Safety Monitor following each assembly section. The Team Mentor checks
with the Safety Monitor that all steps have been completed prior to signing off that the vehicle is
ready for flight. Additional procedural notes are included in light blue, italicized font below a step
for immediate reference should clarification be needed. Further reference material is added as an
appendix to the SOP.

5 Payload Criteria
The primary objective of the payload team is to ensure that all of the NASA specified
requirements as well as all of payload team’s self-derived requirements are met in their entirety.
These are the design drivers for the payload and are outlined in detail in section 6.1 Requirement
Compliance and Verification. Meeting these requirements serves as the payload team’s success
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criteria and will most effectively guide the team toward designing and building a safe, competition
ready UAV and deployment system.
The competition ready payload system includes proper integration of payload deployment
system and a flight worthy UAV. A successful payload deployment system is one that is capable
of safely ejecting the UAV in the correct orientation on command on ground. A flight worthy UAV
is one that is capable of taking off, and flying to the GPS location of the Future Excursion Area
autonomously and piloted to land and to release the beacon on command. The proper integration
of these two competition-ready systems involves retention of UAV in the deployment sheath
during flight and easy separation post-deployment on ground.
5.1

Payload Mission Concept of Operation (CONOPs)

The payload team defines a competition ready UAV and deployment system as the
following: after vehicle landing, the e-matches will be commanded from the ground station to set
off the black powder charge, thus driving the nosecone, the deployment sheath with the UAV
secured inside, and the piston out and away from the rocket body tube. The deployment sheath
with rotational assistance from the nosecone will self-orient itself such that the UAV will be
upright upon the unfolding of the deployment sheath. The unfolding of the deployment sheath will
allow for the spring mechanism of the arms to pull and hold the arms in their flight-ready
orientation. The unfolding on the arms will activate a switch that powers on the UAV. A command
will be given from the ground station to initiate the UAV’s autonomous flight sequence. The UAV
motors will power up and the UAV will lift off of the deployment sheath and fly to the GPS
coordinates specified in its flight program. Once at these coordinates, a pilot will take over the
UAV flight using a flight controller and drop a simulated navigational beacon in the Future
Excursion Area by pressing a button on the flight controller that sends a signal for a solenoid on
the UAV to release the beacon. Figure 41 shows a concept of operations of the payload.

Figure 41: Payload CONOPs
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5.2

UAV Design and Construction

The UAV has undergone an iterative process of design, manufacture, and test
mechanically. At different points during testing and assembly minor changes were made and the
design was iterated. Majority of mechanical changes were driven by the decision to use a single
battery instead of two to alleviate thrust concerns. A prototype of the UAV was constructed in
order to understand future problematic occurrences, such as part interference, construction
difficulties, etc. Once the mock-up UAV was sufficiently tested, final UAV was constructed
quickly and without any unforeseen complications.
5.2.1 System Hardware
The UAV can be divided into five smaller assemblies each with their unique function.
These include the battery bracket, upper mounting plate, electronics sled, arms and beacon
retention system. A majority of the hardware is mounted to the upper mounting plate and
electronics sled including the UAV arms and the battery bracket. These two plates are 3D printed
using PLA and provide structural integrity to the UAV. The battery bracket mounted to the sides
of the upper mounting plate were made from aluminum sheet metal and secondarily functions as
a protective shell for the UAV. The arms are made up of carbon fiber and used to mount the
motors.
5.2.1.1 UAV Arms
The UAV arms were manufactured in-house by the process of wet carbon fiber lay-up
using 16 layers of carbon fiber. After each layer of fiber was laid, resin was applied by hand and
finally a release layer was laid over the last layer. A total weight of 300 lbs was used for
compression until cure. Once cured the arms were cut out to a total length of 18 inches and width
of 2.5 inches. The thickness of the arms was measured to be 0.125 inches. The arms are to be
mounted onto the upper mounting plate via a 0.164-inch-wide hole. Motors are mounted 6.750
inches away from the center of the arms on both sides using two 0.112-inch holes on either side of
the motor. A clearance hole 0.125 inches in dimeter is drilled between the two holes to allow the
motor to spin freely. Figure 42 shows a picture of the UAV arm lay-up, and a picture of the finish
composite arm with a motor attached.
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Figure 42: Carbon UAV Arm Lay-up (Left) and Arm with Motor (Right)

5.2.1.2 Battery Bracket
The battery bracket was bent out of sheet metal and encloses the under carriage of the
UAV. This helps protect all the components mounted in the two plates as well as the battery. The
two flanges, one on either side, will allow the bracket to stay flush with the upper mounting plate.
Four 4-40 screws on each flange are used to secure the battery bracket to the upper mounting plate.
Three pairs of holes on the bottom of the battery bracket will be used to zip-tie the battery securely
to the bracket. Figure 43 shows the underside of the battery bracket. The zip-ties on the bracket
were left-over from securing the battery during UAV assembly.

Figure 43: Battery Bracket

5.2.1.3 Spring System
After vehicle landing and payload deployment, the UAV arms are spread apart by a spring
and pulley system. Opening the arms also closes the circuit of the UAV power switch, providing
power to the flight computer and radios. The traction line is fixed in two places and has six
redirecting points. The line is not attached directly to the spring, but rather to each arm aligned
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with the end posts. As can be seen in Figure 44, the pulley line is attached at either side to holes in
the UAV arms, then loops three times around one of the two stopping posts. The spring is anchored
to the opposite stopping post, and then hooked to the triple-loop in the line. This reduces the tension
in the line but then increases the distance traveled by a corresponding amount, matching the
distance the spring is stretched to the usable elongation of the spring.

Figure 44: Arm Spring System

5.2.1.4 Upper Mounting Plate
The backbone of the UAV is an additively-manufactured PLA plate, which includes
mounting points for the majority of the UAV hardware. The part was printed on a Prusa MK3S
printer with 100% infill, with a thickness of 0.125 inches across the majority of the plate, thickened
to 0.25 inches for mounting threaded inserts and for component standoffs. The plate is shown in
Figure 45 with several components mounted and labeled. Due to space limitations, the ESCs were
moved from the arms to the upper mounting plate after CDR.

Figure 45: UAV Upper Mounting Plate
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At CDR, this plate was to be CNC milled from polycarbonate stock. However, due to a
temporary closure of the UAH student machine shop, the manufacturing method was changed to
3D printing. Assembly on the initial revision of the plate identified several issues with hole
locations and standoff heights; a second, final revision was printed that incorporated those changes.
5.2.1.5 Electronics Sled
The electronics sled is used to mount the flight computer and telemetry receiver, as well as
containing the UAV main power harness beneath it. Figure 46 shows the final version of the
electronics sled.

Figure 46: Electronics Sled

5.2.1.6 Beacon Retention and Release System
The beacon retention system is mounted to the upper mounting plate and consists of a linear
solenoid and the beacon holder. The beacon holder was printed using PLA and is mounted to the
back of the upper mounting plate to offset the camera. The solenoid is mounted next to the beacon
holder, allowing an interaction between the two components. The solenoid is directly connected
to the flight computer, allowing for direct contact with the solenoid from the ground station. Figure
47 shows the beacon release system for the UAV. Here, the beacon is resting in the beacon holder,
and the solenoid was positioned in the approximate location of it mounting position.
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Figure 47: Beacon Release System

5.2.2 System Electronics
The UAV electrical system is designed to support semi-autonomous flight with real time
video feed and beacon release for a UAV weighing about 2.37 lbs. The electrical system is
designed with Commercial-Off the Shelf (COTS) parts to fulfill all the mission requirements and
self-imposed requirements. The UAV electronics can be divided into eight major sections by their
function: Power system, First person Video (FPV) System, Propulsion System, Communication
System, Beacon Release System, Indicators, Switches, and Flight Controls. Figure 48 shows the
complete assembly of the UAV electrical system.

Figure 48: UAV Full Assembly
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Figure 48 shows the fully assembled UAV electrical and mechanical system. All the
electrical components are mounted on to the upper mounting plate and electronics sled. The motors
are mounted on to the arms of the UAV and camera is hung to the upper mounting plate using a
metal mounting plate.
5.2.2.1 Power System
The power system is comprised of a single of 3S Lithium Polymer batteries with a capacity
of 5000mAh, an AUAV power module ACSP5 in Figure 49 and the means to power all the electric
components. The nominal voltage level for the LiPo power supply is 11.1V and is used to power
the FPV system, the motors and the beacon release mechanism. The AUAV power module ACSP5
steps this 11.1V down to 5V to power the flight computer, the radio transceivers, GPS module and
the indicators.

Figure 49: ZOP 11.1 V 5000mAh LiPo battery and AUAV Power Module
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Figure 50: Power Wiring

Figure 50 shows the provision of powering all the components of the UAV. These
connections were constructed in-house using 16 gauge wires and bullet connectors. Four
connection parallel to the batteries provided uninterrupted power to the motors through ESCs. The
fifth parallel connection is interrupted by a normally closed switch. This power line is connected
to camera, video transmitter, power module and solenoid. This is to allow interruption of current
to the flight computer and video transmitter effectively nulling radio transmission when the switch
is pressed.
5.2.2.2 First Person Video System
The FPV system is designed to meet the self-imposed requirements REQ to stream real
time video. This is to aid with the manual descent of the UAV above the (Future Excursion Area)
FEA and to ensure precision in releasing beacon onto the FEA. The FPV system is comprised of
Caddx Turtle Micro Mini FPV, Airy Mini 5848 5.8GHz VTX and a dipole antenna. The assembly
was tested to fulfill the requirement to transmit clear video for 0.5 miles. The FPV assembly is
shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 51: FPV System

5.2.2.3 Propulsion System
The propulsion system of the UAV is consisting of four sets of COTS Electronic Speed
Controllers (ESC) and brushless motors controlled by the commands of the flight computer. The
schematic in Figure 52 outlines the connections between the motor and the electronic speed
controller. PWM signal from the flight computer changes the speed and direction of rotation of the
motors aided by the ESCs which will attain the desired change in pitch or bank as commanded by
the ground station.
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Figure 52: Propulsion System

Figure 52 shows the assembly of the propulsion system onto an UAV arm. The power line
provides power to motor through the ESCs. The control signal from the flight computer adjusts
the speed of the motor.
5.2.2.4 Communication System
The UAV is a semi-autonomous vehicle that can carry out a set of pre-determined
maneuvers but also be piloted manually and release a beacon. The communication system is
designed to receive commands to start the autonomous maneuvers as well as execute the piloted
maneuvers, release the beacon. In addition to this, the telemetry link is used to send flight
conditions as telemetry back to the ground station. The communication system is comprised of
COTS radio (Holybro 915MHz Telemetry radio) and dipole antennas. This link will also be used
to transmit telemetry on flight condition.
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Figure 53: Communication System

Figure 53 shows the connection between the radio and the antenna using a SubMiniature
version A (SMA) connector and the connection between radio and flight computer using COTS
4pin JST connector.
5.2.2.5 Flight Controls System
The flight control system is consisted of COTS flight computer (including barometric
sensor and IMU) and GPS. The schematic of how the flight computer is connected to the
communication system to receive and process commands, propulsion system to change the
direction based on the command and beacon release system to release beacon on command is
shown in the schematics in Figure 65.

Figure 54: Flight Control System
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Figure 54 shows the complete interface between the flight control system and all the other
systems. The buzzer is used to indicate the state of the flight computer.
5.2.2.6 Beacon Retention and Release System
The beacon release system consists of a push pull solenoid that releases the beacon on
command from ground station. The flight computer processes this command and powers the
solenoid until the button is released. This switch is an N-channel MOSFET. A fly back diode
across the solenoid is added to prevent voltage spike which could occur across an inductive load
when its supply current is suddenly interrupted. The assembly of this circuitry is shown in Figure
55.

Figure 55: Beacon Retention Circuitry

The circuitry was assembles using a small green protoboard, and JST connectors. The
solenoid, data line as well as the power line were soldered to three different two pin JST rectangular
housing. The circuitry on the green protoboard was soldered on and pinned out to three two pin
board to wire connectors that mate with the two pin rectangular housing. This resulted in secure
and compact connection.
5.2.2.7 Switches and Indicators
There is one major switch point in the UAV system. This switch is strategically pressed by
the folding of the arm inside the deployment sheath as shown in Figure 56. This ensures that the
flight computer and the video transmitter is turned off until deployment. This is necessary so no
radio transmission from the telemetry radio and the video transmitter occurs during vehicle flight
and also no power loss occurs to the UAV until deployment. The switch was placed so as to turn
off all the radio components off but not be in the path of a large amounts of current pulled by the
four motors on board. This was necessary as switches able to handle current at that magnitude are
relatively large and expensive. The picture below shows a single pull single throw switch that
controls the power to flight computer, radios, camera, and solenoid.
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Figure 56: Strategic Placement of Switch

Figure 57 shows the separation between power lines that are affected by the switch and
ones unaffected by it. The motors ae uninterrupted as they are parallel to the battery and before the
switch circuitry. The camera, video transmitter, flight computer and beacon release solenoid
required the switch to be free for access to power.

Figure 57: Components affected/ unaffected by the switch

As the buzzer in the Custom Off the Shelf (COTS) flight computer provided a low power
option for indication of a wide range of state for the UAV, the payload chose to use the buzzer
instead of the LEDs discussed in the CDR. The buzzer is connected to the flight computer and able
to indicate all the following states in Table 8.
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Table 8: Indication Sound for failure modes

S.N
1.

Buzzer Tunes
EKF or Nav Failure

2.

Startup OK

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Startup Failed
No SD Card
Armed
Disarmed
Failed to Arm
Low Battery
GPS Glitch
Barometer Glitch

Indicates when the position and altitude system
fails
Indicates successful startup of the flight
computer
Indicates failure to start up the flight computer
Indicates missing SD card
Indicates successful arming of the motors
Indicates successful disarming of the moteors
Indicates failure to arm the motor
Indicates low battery status
Indicates failure to acquire recent GPS fix
Indicates failure to acquire recent barometer
data

Table 8 lists all the different status the buzzer is able to indicate via different alarm tunes.
A flight operator equipped to recognize these tones is able to trouble shoot effectively while being
at ear shot of the UAV. This also allows the team to determine if the UAV is armed or disarmed
before approaching it, decreasing the risk associated with propellers.
5.2.2.8 Power Budget
A thrust to weight of 1.2 was obtained from the first thrust test. As a result, in effort to
reduce weight, one of the two originally decided LiPo battery was removed. This presented
changes to the power budget as shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Power Budget

Table 9 shows lists all the power consuming components of the UAV. The total power
consumed was calculated to be 575.3 Watts. When compared to the battery capacity of 55.5 Watt
hr, this yields a total of 5.76 minutes of flight time. The assumptions made into calculating the
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power budget include a conservative estimation of 90 % efficiency for electrical components
drawing power through the power module, duty cycle of 1% for the solenoid and motor operation
at 60% throttle.
5.2.2.9 Video and Telemetry Budget
There are two communication links established between the UAV and the ground station,
one for transmission of video and other to command the UAV as well receive telemetry from board
transmitter. The telemetry link is characterized with a dipole antenna.

Figure 58: Telemetry/Command Link Budget

Figure 58 shows the total range calculated for the selected setup to be 48 km. The range
testing showed to confirm a minimum range of 0.5 miles, which meets the payload team’s selfderived requirement of being able to communicate with the ground station at a range of 0.5 miles.

Figure 59: Video Link Budget

Figure 59 shows the total range calculated for the selected setup to be 1.4 km. The range
testing showed to confirm a minimum range of 0.5 miles, which meets the payload team’s selfderived requirement of being able to transmit video back to the ground station at a range of 0.5
miles.
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5.2.3 Mass Budget
The payload mass has been finalized since CDR. With removal of one of the batteries, the
UAV mass dropped approximately 23%. The single battery bracket as well as the new 3D printed
PLA upper mounting plate and electronics sled also brought down the UAV mass. The deployment
sheath decreased in mass since CDR mainly because a carbon fiber composite beam was used
instead of an aluminum beam as originally modeled. Lastly, the deployment system went up in
mass due to more accurate weight measurements of the deployment system electronics and to
unforeseen PLA mounting pieces that keep the electronics secured on the upper airframe bulkhead.
Table 10 shows the overall mass of everything related to the payload.
Table 10: Payload Mass Budget

5.2.4 System Software
The system software is the software that the ground station uses to communicate with the
UAV. This contains flight modes and fail safes.
5.2.4.1 Mission Planner
Mission Planner, computer in addition to being used as a ground control software, is used
as a configuration utility for the flight. Mission planner is able to load the PX4 firmware into the
PixRacer board allowing access to the parameters in the firmware. This is used to configure and,
test hardware and plan flight modes for the flight computer.
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Figure 60: Mission Planner Home S creen

5.2.4.2 PX4 Firmware
PX4 is an open source flight control software for UAVs under Dronecode. PX4 is the
compatible and recommended firmware for PixRacer flight stack that provides flight algorithms
for pre-determined modes, fail safes and sensor compatibility and calibration for different frame
geometries. By the means of PX4 firmware and mission planner, the payload team receives
compass, accelerometer, airspeed, altitude information from onboard sensors (compass,
accelerometer, barometer, airspeed sensor) as well as external sensors such as GPS and calibrate
these sensors. Figure 61 shows compass calibration screen in mission planner. This allows user to
select between on board or external compass and calibrate it.

Figure 61: Compass Calibration in Mission Planner
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5.2.4.3 Flight Modes
PX4 allows a selection of pre-programmed autopilot-assisted flight, and fully autonomous
flight modes. These modes can be used in combination for a safe flight.

Figure 62: Flight mode for Autonomous Flight sequence

Figure 62 shows the combination of commands in the Auto Flight mode used for the
autonomous flight sequence to the future excursion area by the payload team. These commands
are executed when the vehicle enters auto mode. The final command in the auto mode,
loiter_unlimited, allows the pilot to take control. Another mode available to the pilot is Land so
the UAV can autonomously when the pilot decides to.
5.2.4.4 Fail Safes
PX4 provides a number of safety feature which allow the payload team to protect and
recover the UAV safely in case of emergencies. The common failsafe actions available for users
include warning message, hold mode (vehicle will hover in circle), return (return to launch coordinate or another specified way point), land mode (vehicle will land), lockdown (the motors will
be disarmed) or change mode.
Table 11: Failsafe for expected failures

Failures
Low battery
Communication loss
GPS loss

Failsafe
Land
Land
Land

Table 11 shows all the expected failures in flight and a corresponding failsafe configured
for minimal damage and quick recovery. The UAV will autonomously land in cases of low battery,
communication loss and GPS loss.
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5.3

Deployment System

The UAV deployment system consists of a vinyl sheath to reorient the UAV after
separation from the vehicle, a piston to push the UAV out of the vehicle, and an electrical circuit
used to ignite the energetic charge that deploys the payload. These components are shown in Figure
63.

Figure 63: UAV and Deployment Sheath/Piston

5.3.1 UAV Orientation Sheath
The orientation system is responsible for rotating the UAV into a right-side up orientation
after deployment from the body tube. It consists of an elastic sheath enclosing the UAV,
constructed from 6 vinyl sheets sandwiched together with epoxy and reinforced with spring steel
tape measure strips. A rigid carbon fiber beam runs along the length of the sheath and provides
mount points for the UAV.
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Figure 64: UAV Orientation Sheath

The deployment sheath beam was fabricated through a wet layup of 16 layers of 0-90°
carbon fiber fabric, using the same procedure and materials described in section 5.2.1.1 UAV
Arms. L-brackets on each end of the beam affix it to the bulkheads with ¼-20 bolts. This beam
transfers the load from the ejection charge to the nosecone and UAV, pushing them out of the body
tube.
The sheet is bolted to the rod with two 5.5 in. long ¼-20 bolts. The UAV is lowered onto
these before flight, constraining its movement in every direction but upwards. Once enclosed in
the rolled deployment sheath, the UAV is kept from moving upwards by the body tube throughout
flight, fully constraining the UAV. To prevent the UAV from catching on the bolts, the threads
have been filed down on the portion the UAV is to slide on.
The material initially selected for the deployment sheath, polycarbonate, was found to be
too rigid to roll into the body tube when used in commonly available thicknesses. After iterating
through several possibilities, a double layer of 0.03 inch thick vinyl sheets were found to provide
the desired level of rigidity.
5.3.1.1 Orientation
The orientation of the UAV is made possible by the unfolding of the sheath after it is
ejected from the body tube of the rocket. As previously stated, the nosecone, sheath, and piston
are coupled via L-brackets and ¼-20 bolts onto the piston bulkhead and the nosecone bulkhead,
with the carbon fiber beam of the sheath acting as a bridge between these. When these coupled
parts are ejected from the body tube of the rocket, the sheath, regardless of orientation within the
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vehicle, will force itself to unfold upright. This system was tested for functionality by manually
ejecting the nosecone, sheath, and piston assembly out of the body tube of the rocket with the UAV
positioned at 90, 180, and 270 degrees within the rocket body tube. This test can be found in
section 6.2.3.4. The test was conducted on a smooth concrete floor and medium length wet grass.
At each orientation, the sheath oriented itself and the UAV upright. The cylindrical shapes of the
nosecone and the piston actually work to assist this process. As the sheath begins to unfold, the
force that the sheath applies to the ground causes a rolling motion in the nosecone and piston. The
rotational momentum from this coupled rolling motion of the nosecone and piston provides
assistance to orienting the sheath upright. Also, the sheath will orient itself upright when the UAV
is oriented at any 360 degree position within the rocket body tube. This is due to the fact that the
center of gravity of the UAV will always be pulled toward the lowest point.
5.3.2 Deployment Electrical Controller
Payload deployment is controlled via a team-designed printed circuit board (PCB). When
commanded from the ground, this system releases the payload by energizing the solenoid in a latch
mechanism, and then ejects the payload by igniting a black powder charge. Relationships between
the major electrical components are depicted in Figure 65.

Figure 65: Deployment Electrical Block Diagram

The controller was designed using the KiCAD circuit design software, with all components
placed on a 1.75 in. by 2.5 in. team-designed 2-layer printed circuit board (PCB). A full electrical
schematic with every component is included as Appendix G: Deployment Controller Electrical
Schematic.
A prototype of the circuit was ordered from Oshpark between PDR and CDR. Assembly
and testing of this prototype identified several deficiencies, particularly that the board was unable
to respond quickly enough to the current transient required to energize the retention solenoid. This
was corrected by including a 6 mF capacitor bank on the solenoid voltage supply. A second
revision of the circuit was purchased after CDR, with a connection for the capacitor bank included
in the ordered design.
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Assembly of the circuit board prior to the vehicle demonstration flight identified significant
issues with the connector style used on the printed circuit board. The original version used JSTPH connectors, which were prone to damage and unintended disconnections. This was corrected
by changing to Molex MicroClasp terminals and headers on the second revision of the circuit. The
new connectors require depression of a latch to disconnect, as can be seen in Figure 66, reducing
the risk of inadvertent electrical failure during assembly or flight.

Figure 66: Comparison of new and old connector styles, respectively

Components were placed onto and soldered to the circuit boards by team members using a
soldering iron and hot air gun. Lead-based rosin-core solder (60/40) was used, with procedural
controls in place to protect team members involved in assembly. After soldering was completed,
the boards were scrubbed and rinsed with ethyl alcohol to remove flux residue. The completed
boards are shown in Figure 67.

Figure 67: Soldered PCB (Top and Bottom)

5.3.3 Deployment System Software
The deployment software state machine includes armed and disarmed conditions. In the
armed state, a deployment command can be sent to ignite the primary or backup E-match. Software
was written using the C programming language in the Atmel Studio IDE. Revisions were managed
using a GitHub repository. Revisions used for launches or major tests were tagged as releases in
the repository; programming or reprogramming of any boards is always done with the latest tagged
firmware release.
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The available deployment commands are saved as a list of XCTU packets, shown in Figure
68. Additionally, to simplify parsing and further reduce the odds of a false positive, commands are
terminated by a newline character (0x0A).

Figure 68: List of Deployment Command Packets in XCTU

Each E-match ignites a black powder charge, with the backup charge sized 0.25 g larger
than the primary. In the disarmed state, any deployment commands are ignored and discarded from
the input queue.
At CDR, state indications were based on LED blink patterns. However, the circuit board is
secured in an opaque enclosure during flight, making this an ineffective indicator. Audible tones,
described in Table 12, have been added to each software state to provide a clear indication from
outside the rocket.
Table 12: Deployment System Software States

State

Firing

Associated sound

Continuous tone

Armed
5 Hz beep

Disarmed
1 Hz beep

When the software receives a valid deployment command, it executes the deployment autosequence depicted in Figure 69. This disengages the retention latch, verifies that the retention latch
has actuated to avoid pressurizing the deployment piston without any means of venting the
pressure, and then fires the selected E-match channel.
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Figure 69: Deployment Autosequence

The overall flow of the software is depicted in Figure 70. The main software loop parses
any valid commands from the input buffer, then iterates over those commands and handles them
as appropriate for the current software state, discarding them from the buffer after handling. A
USART interrupt runs whenever data is received from the XBee radio; its only role is to take the
received byte and add it to the input buffer.

Figure 70: Deployment Software Flowchart
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5.3.4 Arming and Safety
The deployment controller actuates pyrotechnics, but, unlike the Stratologgers in the
coupler, does not have the advantage of extensive flight heritage. Because of this, extreme caution
must be used when handling the system. This section elaborates on the safeguards integrated into
the design of the controller.
5.3.4.1 Armed State Indicator
As previously noted in Table 12, the buzzer produces distinct tones in the armed and
disarmed states, as well as emitting a clear warning tone during the firing auto-sequence. When
electrically disarmed/unpowered, the controller is silent.
5.3.4.2 On Pad Arming/Disarming
Deployment controller power is turned on or off using a screw switch accessible through
the airframe. During pre-launch assembly, the deployment controller will be powered off, allowing
the black powder charges to be connected safely. The deployment controller will be kept in the
powered off state until it is vertical on the pad, at which point the arming switch can be rotated
through a hole in the airframe, as shown in Figure 71. In the event the rocket must be removed
from the pad, the deployment controller will be rendered safe by turning the deployment controller
back off before lowering the rocket.

Figure 71: Deployment Controller Power Switch Access

5.3.4.3 Remote Disarming
The controller can also be disarmed via software. This approach is still susceptible to
software failure, unlike electrical disarming, but can provide an increased level of safety when
approaching the rocket to disarm the system. When disarmed, any deployment commands will be
ignored.
5.3.5 Mass Budget
Deployment system components and masses are shown in Table 10. This includes all
components specific to the deployment system, such as the solenoid, electronics, and piston, but
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excludes components already accounted for in the vehicle mass budget, such as the upper airframe
bulkhead and the eye nut for the recovery harness. Fasteners used to attach deployment-specific
components (such as the solenoid) to the upper airframe bulkhead are included in this mass budget,
and not the vehicle mass budget. Masses are determined based on either a measured mass, a
manufacturer-provided mass, the volume of the part in CAD and the selected material, or a
reasonable estimate based on similar components produced in the past (printed circuit board).
Table 13: Deployment System Mass Budget

Component

Mass (lbs)

Piston bulkhead

0.404

Piston sleeve

0.797

Retention beam

5.4

0.15

XBee radio and antenna

0.029

Deployment controller electronics

0.088

Batteries

0.080

Switch enclosure

0.053

Electrical controller enclosure

0.136

Switches

0.033

Solenoid

0.326

Fasteners

0.049

Total

2.145

System Integration

System integration is significantly important for ensuring that the individual deployment
and UAV systems work with each other and the vehicle. The systems that have to be integrated
with one another are the UAV and deployment sheath and the deployment sheath and piston
interface with the vehicle.
5.4.1 UAV and Deployment Sheath Interface
The UAV and deployment sheath interfaces only through two 5 inch tall ¼-20 threaded
screws. These are mounted from underneath the 18.5 inch long, one inch wide, 16 layer thick
carbon fiber beam that transverses the length of the deployment sheath. Approximately four inches
of the threading was filed off to make the screw surface smooth, resulting in a significantly reduced
chance of the UAV catching against the screws on its vertical ascent off of the deployment sheath.
These screws secure the UAV laterally and axially within the folded deployment sheath. Only
when the deployment sheath is outside of the rocket body tube and unfolded can the UAV move
vertically upward. Figure 72 shows the UAV with arms unfolded in flight ready position secured
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onto the unfolded deployment sheath by the threaded ¼ -20 bolts extruding from the carbon fiber
beam.

Figure 72 – UAV on Deployment Sheath

5.4.2 Deployment Sheath/Piston Interface with Vehicle
The deployment sheath interfaces with the vehicle through the piston and its lack and the
nosecone bulkhead. Figure 73 shows the deployment sheath with the UAV on it connected to the
piston and the nosecone. This will be the payload assembly that is slid into the vehicle body tube
when assembling the rocket on competition day. The piston latches to the solenoid on the upper
airframe bulkhead, and this system was shown to successfully and safety retain the entire payload
in the body tube of the rocket.
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Figure 73: Deployment Sheath Integrated with Nosecone and Piston

5.5

Ground Control Interface

The Ground Station communicates with and controls the UAV and deployment system,
providing a real-time display of all relevant UAV parameters. The ground station setup is shown
in Figure 74, including the hardware required for video and telemetry communication links.

Figure 74: Groundstation Setup
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The hardware shown in Figure 74 includes a Lumenier 48CH 5.8GHz diversity receiver,
which outputs an analog video stream to a Grandstream Video Encoder/Decoder, which converts
the video stream from NTSC to the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP), and then streams it
over ethernet to the VLC video player on the laptop. The UAV telemetry/control link consists of
a Holybro 915MHz Transceiver connected directly to the laptop computer, which communicates
with the ground station software over a serial port. A Logitech GamePad F710 is connected to the
ground station over Bluetooth, and is used as a joystick input to the ground station software. Not
shown is an XBee 900 MHz radio with dipole antenna, which is used to command the deployment
controller.
The video diversity receiver includes a True RC Biquad 5 antenna and 5.8 GHz dipole
antenna, both used for the video communication link. The diversity receiver automatically selects
whichever antenna provides the strongest signal. The 915 MHz telemetry transceiver only includes
a dipole antenna. Both systems have been tested to the expected maximum competition range,
Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found..
5.5.1 Ground Station Software
The UAV is controlled through Mission Planner, an open-source ground station software.
Initial configuration and testing was carried out with QGroundControl, another ground station
software choice. However, issues associating specific UAV actions with buttons on the Logitech
controller resulted in the team switching software. Mission Planner still provides all the features
required by the team and was found to be easier to set up and operate.
The deployment system is commanded using the XCTU terminal. XCTU is a program
provided for configuration of XBee radios, but also includes a full-featured serial terminal. All
deployment system commands are saved into a configuration file and can be sent to the controller
with a point-and-click interface. The packet list and interface are shown in Figure 75.

Figure 75: XCTU Deployment Ground Station Interface

Figure 76 shows the main screen of Mission Planner, from which the UAV is flown.
General flight conditions, location, heading, vehicle status, and active waypoints are available on
this screen. The “Flight Plan” tab is also used prior to UAV liftoff to create and transmit waypoints
with the location of the future excursion area and any intermediate waypoints.
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Figure 76: QGroundControl Framework

5.5.2 Manual Flight Control and Beacon Release
The UAV will operate in 3 modes during a typical mission: Auto, Loiter, and Land.
Regardless of the current mode, the operator can cut the mission short by transitioning into the
Land mode using a button on the controller. In the event of unstable or uncontrolled flight, the
operator can also disarm the UAV using another button on the controller, resulting in immediate,
unpowered descent.
While the UAV is in loiter mode, it can be maneuvered using the controls called out in
Figure 77. Two joysticks are used to adjust UAV orientation and throttle, and 4 buttons are mapped
to commonly used actions. These include UAV arming and disarming (enable and disable motor
rotation, respectively); beacon release, which energizes the solenoid retaining the beacon and
drops it; and a button to switch the UAV to the “Land” flight mode, in which it will initiate a slow
vertical descent until it detects touchdown.
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Figure 77: UAV Control Pad

5.5.3 Automated Flight Configuration
To reach the target future excursion area as efficiently as possible, the UAV flies
autonomously for the first portion of its mission. This is accomplished by setting the destination,
and any desired intermediate locations, as waypoints in Mission Planner, and then uploading them
to the UAV prior to flight. The UAV will then fly through the waypoints once set to the “Auto”
flight mode. A set of example waypoints are shown in Figure 78.

Figure 78: Waypoint Configuration in Mission Planner

Upon reaching the final waypoint, the UAV switches to the Loiter mode, in which it will
maintain its position until the operator commands it to descend and release the beacon.
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6 Project Plan
In order to successfully manage this large-scale project the team has developed a
requirements compliance section, testing plan, project budget, and project timeline. The following
sections provided details on how the team is approaching each of these aspects of the project. The
project budget includes all parts ordered for the sub-scale rocket and estimated costs for both the
full-scale rocket and UAV payload. The project timeline encompasses NASA’s major milestones,
CRW deadlines, fabrication/assembly, and test launches of the entire project.
6.1

Requirement Compliance and Verification

CRW has taken careful consideration and thorough discussion into the NASA stated
requirements, found in the NASA 2019 ULSI Handbook, which must be met for mission success
and continued participation in competition. Sub-teams have used the NASA requirements as the
base for designs and from these have derived requirements that are specific to the team’s design.
All requirements must be met for mission success.
Appendix A: NASA Requirement Compliance and Verification contains a table with
NASA and UAH derived requirements listed including their respective verification plan,
verification status, and the requirements compliance. Requirements are uniquely named with three
identifiers (e.g. UAH-X-YY). Each requirement is first categorized under UAH, representing a
derived requirement. The second and third identifiers stand for which sub-section the requirement
belongs to and the requirement’s number respectively. Verifications are listed under the
corresponding requirements and describe the team’s plan for ensuring all NASA and derived
requirements will be met. Various methods for verification will be employed such as ground
testing, sub-scale launches, and standard operating procedures.
Since CDR, there have been two changes to the derived requirements. Based on additional
information from NASA concerning the placement of the FEA’s, derived requirement UAH P-01
has been modified. The lateral distance the payload is required to traverse has moved from 1 mile
to 0.5 miles. Additionally, P-08 has been removed because it was redundant to P-01.
6.2

Project Testing

A rigorous testing campaign has been carried out to verify that the vehicle, deployment and
payload systems will perform to expectations during flight operations. Section 6.2.1 shows an
overview of the current testing status. Vehicle testing is 100% complete. Deployment and payload
testing is incomplete due to setbacks during testing. The remaining tests will be carried out in the
weeks after this document is submitted.
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6.2.1 Testing Overview
Test Name

Test
Code

Sub Scale
Recovery
Charge Test

VT-1

Sub Scale
Flight Test

Description

Requirements
Verified

Status

Outcome

Verify black
powder
deployment
charges adequate
to deploy
parachutes

NASA 3.1 & 3.3 Complete

VT-2

Verify major
vehicle
components and
recovery
hardware.

NASA 2.2

Complete

Partial
Success

Full Scale
Recovery
Charge Test

VT-3

Verify black
powder
deployment
charges adequate
to deploy
parachutes

NASA 3.1 & 3.3 Complete

Success

Recovery
Harness
Stress Test

VT-4

Determine if the
shock chord will
maintain structure
at flight loading

NASA 3.1

Complete

Successful

Drogue
Deployment
Drop Test

VT-5

Determine if
deployment
system shear pins
remain intact
during flight
loading

NASA 3.8

Complete

Successful

Fin Can
Stress Test

VT-6

Verify the fin can
could support
flight loading
without spars.

NASA 2.7

Complete

Successful

Recovery
Interference
Testing

VT-7

Verify electronics
onboard do not
cause interference
with recovery
charges

NASA 3.12

Complete

Successful

Deployment
Electronics
Test

DT-1

Verify
deployment
electronics

NASA 4.4.4

Complete

Successful
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Test Name

Test
Code

Description

Requirements
Verified

Status

Outcome

function as
commanded.
E Match
Deployment
Test

DT-2

Verify
NASA 4.4.4
deployment
electronics
successfully ignite
ematch.

Complete

Successful

Deployment
Black
Powder Test

DT-3

Verify
deployment black
powder charge
can successfully
deploy dummy
mass

NASA 4.4.4

Partially
Complete

Partially
Successful

Deployment
Orientation
Testing

DT-4

Verify sheath can
orient payload on
a variety of
landing
orientations

NASA 4.4.4

Complete

Successful

Integrated
Deployment
Test

DT-5

Test deployment
ejection and
payload
orientation with
payload.

NASA 4.4.4

Incomplete

FPV Test

PT-1

Test image
quality,
transmission
range of FPV
Camera.

NASA 4.4.5,
4.4.7

Complete

Successful

Verify telemetry
transmits at
required distances

NASA 4.4.5

Complete

Successful

Test thrust level
of payload in its
flight
configuration

NASA 4.4.5

Complete

Partial
Success

Test tethered and
free flight of
vehicle

NASA 4.4.5

Telemetry
Range Test

PT-2

Integrated
Propulsion
Test

PT-3

Flight Test

PT-4
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Test Name

Test
Code

Flight
Endurance
Test

PT-5

Flight
Range
Testing

PT-6

Description

Requirements
Verified

Ensure payload
has sufficient
power to meet
requirements for
flight.

NASA 4.4.5

Ensure payload
can fly required
distance with
sufficient battery.

NASA 4.4.5

Status

Outcome

Incomplete

UAH P-1,P-2

Incomplete

UAH P-1, P-2

6.2.2 Vehicle Tests
6.2.2.1 Subscale Recovery Charge Test
6.2.2.1.1 Test Objective
The purpose of the recovery charge testing is to ensure the black powder charges are large
enough to break the shear pins and fully separate the body tubes from the coupler. During ascent,
the upper and lower airframe sections are attached to the coupler with nylon shear pins. To separate
the airframes, black powder charges are fired to break the shear pins and separate the body tubes
from the coupler.
This test verifies NASA requirement 3.1 and 3.2 and UAH requirement V-02. The success
criteria of this test are that 1) all shear pins are severed completely, 2) both the parachute and
recovery harness fully clear the body tube, save the length of harness attached to the airframe
bulkheads.
6.2.2.1.2 Test Expectations
The wealth of institutional knowledge at CRW was the driving source of expectations for
the charge testing. There were no major concerns that would suggest that a common black powder
charge would be able to separate the sections of the vehicle. The precise sizing of the charge would
be found through trial and error, moving from the smallest theoretical viable charge, increasing
until the criteria was met. The initial charges tested would be sized from the following analysis:
n=

𝑃𝑉
𝑅𝑇

[454

𝑔
𝑙𝑏𝑚

]

(3)

where V is the volume of space inside the body tube not occupied by recovery equipment, R is the
specific gas constant (266

𝑖𝑛−𝑙𝑏𝑓
𝑙𝑏𝑚

), and T is the combustion temperature of black powder (3307 oR).

Using a pressure value of 50 psi and a tube volume of 38.9 in3, the amount of black powder needed
to separate the lower body tube from the coupler was found to be 1.00 grams. Using a pressure of
50 psi and a tube volume of 21.2 in3, the amount of black powder needed to separate the upper
body tube from the coupler was found to be 0.547.
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Previous experience from past CRW teams suggested that the amounts generated by this
analysis was lower than sizes used previously. However, because of the incremental approach to
finding the smallest charge that meet criteria, this value was a useful starting point.
6.2.2.1.3 Test Setup and Procedure
Black powder charge testing is conducted at the Johnson Research Center at UAH in the
Propulsion Research Center test stand. An e-match firing circuit shown in Figure 79 was the
primary hardware used to conduct this test. The ignition circuit control box only allows power to
flow to the leads when the arm key is inserted into the controller, ensuring that the charges will
not fire prematurely. The arm key is the responsibility of the safety monitor.

Ignition Circuit
Arm Key
Ignition Circuit
Battery Leads
Ignition Circuit Leads

Figure 79: Ignition Circuit Control Box

The black powder charges were prepared by the team mentor. After the charges were
prepared, the mass of the charge was recorded. The charges were then placed inside the section of
airframe undergoing the test, with the leads of the e-match accessible from outside the body tube.
The airframe section was assembled and secured with shear pins. The rocket was then placed 30
feet away from the operation area placed on a test stand. The ignition circuit was assembled into
the configuration shown in Figure 80.
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Test Area

Operator Area
Ignition Circuit
Extension Cord

Ignition
Circuit
Battery
Leads

Ignition
Circuit
Arm
Key

30 Ft. Apart

Ignition
Circuit
Leads

Ignition
Circuit
Control
Box

Ground
Station
Battery

Figure 80: Ignition Circuit Diagram

The circuit in place, the ignition circuit leads were connected to the e-match leads. The test
area was vacated, and the safety monitor inserted the arm key and the charges were fired. On a
successful ignition of the charge, the arm key is removed, the battery is disconnected and a sixty
second hold was observed. After the hold, the rocket was approached, the e-match charge assembly
was inspected to ensure all black powder had been burned and a visual inspection of the rocket
was conducted. The results of the test were recorded.
If the black powder charge was ignited, but no separation occurred, the same procedure
would be followed with a larger amount of black powder in the charge. The test was repeated until
a successful separation could be repeated reliably.
6.2.2.1.4 Test Results
A total of seven charge tests were conducted and the results are as follows:
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Test 7

Charge
Mass

0.5 g

1g

1g

1g

1g

1.5 g

1.5 g

Result

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Cause

No
Separation

Hang
Fire

No
Separation

As expected, the original drogue parachute charge mass of 0.5 grams was not sufficient to
cause separation. However, the increase to 1 gram proved to be sufficient for separation. The hang
fire in test three would not constitute a charge failure, but rather a system setup error, thus this did
not invalidate the first test. Similarly, the original charge mass estimated for the main parachute
was not sufficient, but the second sizing of 1.5 grams led to two consecutive separations.
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Figure 81: Successful Charge Test

6.2.2.1.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The results of this test provided sufficient evidence that the subscale recovery would
operate as intended that the subscale flight demonstration could proceed.
6.2.2.2 Subscale Flight Demonstration
6.2.2.2.1 Test Objective
The subscale flight demonstration is completed in accordance with NASA requirement
2.20. Additionally, the flight will assist the team in development of the full-scale vehicle by
providing important data on ascent performance and recovery characteristics. This demonstration
also provided the team with hands-on experience with fabrication, assembly and flight day
procedures.
The success criteria of the subscale flight demonstration were as follows:





Stable ascent to a projected altitude of 2500 feet
Successful deployment of the drogue and main parachutes
Landing at a descent rate in accordance with kinetic energy requirements
Providing sufficient flight data from which to extract a drag coefficient

The first two of these criteria are determined by inspection on the launch field, and the
following two require analysis of altimeter data.
6.2.2.2.2 Test Expectations
The major parameters of interest were the successful ascent, recovery and landing. The
team projected that these goals would be met, based on the simplicity of the rocket and the
knowledge base of the mentor and team members. Confidence was highest in the stability of the
rocket, and the reliability of the recovery. The most variable component is the accuracy of the
altitude prediction analysis discussed in section 3.3.1, as it relies on estimations of the rockets drag
coefficient and estimations of the atmospheric conditions of flight.
6.2.2.2.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The test flight was conducted at the Birmingham Rocket Boys launch field in Birmingham,
Alabama. The previous night, the recovery charges were prepared by the mentor and stored in the
energetics approved ‘day box’. The equipment necessary for the launch, as recorded by the packing
list, was collected and prepared for transport.
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The following morning, the equipment was packed and transported to the launch field. The
upper and lower airframes, as well as the coupler were assembled in parallel. The upper airframe
preparation began with the installation of the GPS tracker and Raven altimeter into the nosecone.
The battery level and function of both devices were verified and recorded. The nosecone was then
secured to the forward airframe.
The coupler installation consisted of the installation of batteries to power the pre-mounted
Stratologger recovery devices followed by the verification of device functionality. The lower
airframe consisted of the installation of the recovery harness, and inspection of the NOMEX
thermal protection.
Upon the completion of these three sections, recovery and integration began. The harnesses
were attached between the coupler and the upper and lower airframe bulkheads. The main
parachute is attached and checked that it fully clears the body tube when the harness is taut. The
parachute is packed and wrapped in Nomex and placed into the upper airframe body tube. This
process is also performed on the drogue parachute, in parallel to the main installation.
During this assembly, the rocket motor is prepared by the mentor, according to
manufacturer instructions. Once parachutes are installed, the recovery charges are installed. The
Stratologgers are turned off, and the charges are installed into the terminal on the coupler
bulkheads. Once installed, the airframe sections are slid onto the coupler, and secured with shear
pins. Finally, the motor is installed by the mentor.
The rocket prepped, its weight is recorded, and the center of gravity is found using the hand
balance method. The pad installation, supervised by the mentor, begins by sliding the rocket onto
the launch rail, raised to launch angle followed by the powering on of all avionics onboard. Once
the functionality of the avionics is determined using the audible warnings, all team members clear
the pad. The mentor then installs the ignitor and continuity is confirmed. The launch is then under
the control of the RSO.
Upon recovery, the rocket is photographed extensively without being disturbed. The
altitude is recorded from audible data from the Stratologger. The rocket is collected and returned
to the preparation area. The final vehicle is weighed, and the motor case is retrieved and cleaned.
6.2.2.2.4 Test Results
Table 14: Subscale Launch Data

Component

Parameter

Parameter and
Value

Tracker 3V Battery

Voltage

3.26 V

Raven Altimeter 9V Battery

Voltage

9.75 V

Primary Stratologger 9V Battery

Voltage

9.75 V

Secondary Stratologger 9V Battery

Voltage

9.74 V

Drogue Recovery Primary Charge

Mass

1.0 grams

Drogue Recovery Backup Charge

Mass

1.25 grams
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Component

Parameter

Parameter and
Value

Main Recovery Primary Charge

Mass

1.5 grams

Main Recovery Backup Charge

Mass

1.75 grams

Distance between CG & CP

Distance

8.41 inches

Mass of Assembled Rocket

Mass

8 lbm 14.8 oz

Static Stability Margin
Expected Altitude

2.765 calibers
Distance

~2500 feet

Thrust to Weight Ratio

7.1

Maximum Altitude

Distance

2082 feet

Final Mass of Rocket

Mass

8 lbm 2.9oz

There were two notable events during the execution of this test. The first is the failure of
the tracker. While on the pad, the ground station stopped receiving GPS information from the
tracker. On consulting with members of the rocket club hosting the event and the project mentor,
the determination was made by the Chief Engineer to proceed with launch. This conclusion was
reached due to the low apogee target, the low winds, high visibility and size of the field; all of
which suggesting that line of sight tracking would be viable.
On takeoff, the vehicle pitched east just after liftoff. The beginnings of this pitch can be
seen in Figure 82: Subscale Launch. The vehicle continued to pitch over during the burn of the
motor. This pitching motion is the primary cause for the difference in predicted and actual altitude.
Additionally, the horizontal velocity resulted in the vehicle landing in a wooded area to the east of
the launch field. The recovery in the dense wooded area proved to be difficult without the
assistance of the GPS location. The rocket was eventually recovered and found to be intact.
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Figure 82: Subscale Launch

6.2.2.2.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
From the flight, it was concluded that the means by which the rocket’s stability was
calculated in OpenRocket was not accurate to how the rocket would actually perform. This led the
rocket to being over stabilized and was the most likely reason that the rocket pitched sharply upon
clearing the launch rail. Nonetheless, the remained of flight data proved to be useful for
calculations. However, the drag coefficient for the vehicle was never correctly calculated since the
flight had such an angled profile; a re-flight was scheduled so that a better flight profile might be
achieved but never occurred due to time and weather constraints. Thus, this criterion was never
met.
6.2.2.3 Full Scale Recovery Charge Test
6.2.2.3.1 Test Objective
The purpose of this test is identical to the test described in 6.2.2.1. Because the body tubes
are twice the diameter of the subscale rocket, the sizes of the charges will be larger. The larger
charges and will generate a larger pressure, however, the risk of fracturing body tubes remains
small.
This test fulfills NASA requirement 3.1 and 3.2 and UAH requirement V-02. The success
criteria of this test are that 1) all shear pins are severed completely, 2) both the parachute and
recovery harness fully clear the body tube, save the length of harness attached to the airframe
bulkheads.
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6.2.2.3.2 Test Expectations
Much like the subscale charge test, the initial charge size was expected to be slightly
smaller than necessary. Using a pressure of 24 psi and a body tube volume of 127.2 in3, the drogue
parachute charge size was estimated to be 1.58 grams. Using a pressure of 48 psi and a body tube
volume of 169.6 in3, the main parachute charge size was estimated to be 4.203 grams.
6.2.2.3.3 Test Setup and Procedure
This test was conducted with the same procedure as described in section 6.2.2.1.2: Subscale
Black Powder Test Setup.
6.2.2.3.4 Test Results
The test results for the drogue parachute charge testing are given in Table 15: Drogue
Charge Test Results.
Table 15: Drogue Charge Test Results

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Charge Mass

1.5 grams

3.0 grams

3.25 grams

3.25 grams

Result

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Cause, if fail

No Separation

Partial Separation

The test results for the main parachute charge testing are given in Table 16.
Table 16: Main Parachute Charge Testing Results

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Charge Mass

4.0 grams

5.0 grams

5.0 grams

6.0 grams

6.0 grams

Result

Fail

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Cause, if fail

No Separation

No Separation

6.2.2.3.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The results of this test provided sufficient evidence that the subscale recovery would
operate as intended that the subscale flight demonstration could proceed.
6.2.2.4 Kinetic Energy Drop Test
6.2.2.4.1 Test Objective
During the deployment of the parachutes, there is a period of transient deceleration as the
vehicle slows to the terminal descent velocity under the parachute deployed. During the
deployment of the drogue parachute, this deceleration will generate tensile loading between the
parachute and the coupler. This loading is transferred to the lower airframe section by way of the
shear pins retaining the body tube section to the coupler. The purpose of the test is to verify that
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the loading of the drogue deployment does not generate a force high enough to shear the nylon
pins retaining the lower airframe to the coupler.
NASA requirement 3.8 mandates the use of shear pins to retain the main and drogue
parachute sections. Therefore, this test is necessary in the verification that this component will be
viable on the flight vehicle. The success criteria of this test is that the coupler and the lower
airframe do not separate, no shear pin is damaged and all shear pins are still removable. For the
test to be cleared, three consecutive successful tests are required.
6.2.2.4.2 Test Expectations
To find the drop height, the drogue parachute and lower airframe accelerations upon
separation were modeled. The model assumes the drogue decelerates due to drag while the lower
airframe is under free-fall. The equation for the drogue parachute acceleration is
1

ma = ρ𝑉 2 S𝐶𝐷 - mg
2

where S is the projected surface area of the drogue parachute and CD is the unitless drag coefficient
of the parachute. From these trends, the corresponding velocities and positions of these two objects
were modeled over a short period of time. The values were estimated using a first order numerical
method, namely
𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖−1 + 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖−1 )
1

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖−1 - (𝑣𝑖 +𝑣𝑖−1 )(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖−1 )
2

The trends of these three quantities is shown below in Figure 83: Modeled Acceleration of Drogue
and Lower Body TubeUsing these trends, the time at which the shock chord pulled the on two
bodies could be estimated as well as the difference in velocities, dv, between the two objects. Using
this value, the difference in kinetic energy which the lower airframe possessed at this time could
be estimated using
1

KE = m𝑣 2
2

This energy value would then be recreated in the testing facility by dropping a simulated lower
airframe-coupler configuration to reach this same value. This was done by converting kinetic
energy to potential energy: if the height at which an object is dropped is known, the velocity when
it reaches the datum can be calculated using
𝑉 = √2𝑔ℎ
However, the height required to drop the system was far above any distance available to us. To
circumvent this, a smaller height was selected, and mass was added to the system to match the
kinetic energy.
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Figure 83: Modeled Acceleration of Drogue and Lower Body Tube

Figure 84: Modeled Velocity of Drogue and Lower Body Tube
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Figure 85: Modeled Position of Drogue and Lower Body Tube

However, after the first test campaign was completed, further analysis was conducted to
refine the kinetic energy estimates. It was concluded that the tested configuration did not account
for any horizontal velocity during the drogue system’s ejection charge; thus, the demonstration
was rescheduled until after the drogue parachute black powder charges were sized. During the
drogue parachute testing, a slow-motion camera recorded the motion of the rocket body as the two
systems separated.
Before the tests had begun, the masses of the three sections were measured. For this
experiment, the lower airframe and coupler were joined and treated as one mass since the main
parachute has not deployed at the time of the drogue charge ignition. From the checkerboard
backdrop and the time stamp of the high-speed camera frames, the velocities and subsequent
momentums and kinetic energies of each section were determined. After this, the velocity of the
whole system itself was determined. The energy values were recalculated using this as their
reference system. Doing this eliminated several minor discrepancies and abnormalities present
before. The results for these tests may be seen in Figure 84 and Figure 85.
For ease of calculation and for a larger margin of safety, it is assumed that after ignition of
the charge that the two sections of the vehicle continue onwards with their initial velocities. No
drag is present and the shear pins for the main parachute would have to absorb all of the energy
when the shock cord between the two sections is pulled taught. These assumptions result in a more
severe test since the drag effects and springiness of the shock cord would remove some energy and
reduce the load that the shear pins have to hold.
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Table 17: First Drogue Powder Test Energy Results

Upper
Airframe

Coupler

Lower
Airframe

Total

23.20

4.19

18.21

45.60

Mass (𝒍𝒃)

Before Reference Frame Adjustment
𝒍𝒃

Velocity ( )

-8.77

8.77

8.77

-6.32

1.14

4.96

-0.22

27.72

5.01

21.75

54.48

𝒔

Momentum (

𝒔𝒍𝒖𝒈 ∙𝒇𝒕

)

𝒔

Kinetic Energy (𝒇𝒕 ∙
𝒍𝒃)

-0.15

System Velocity (𝒇𝒕/𝒔)

After Reference Frame Adjustment
Velocity (𝒇𝒕/𝒔)
Momentum (

𝒔𝒍𝒖𝒈 ∙𝒇𝒕

)

𝒔

Kinetic Energy (𝒇𝒕 ∙
𝒍𝒃)

-8.62

8.93

8.93

-6.21

1.16

5.05

0.00

26.76

5.18

22.53

54.47

Table 18: Second Drogue Powder Test Energy Results

Upper
Airframe

Coupler

Lower
Airframe

Total

23.20

4.19

18.21

45.60

Mass (𝒍𝒃)

Before Reference Frame Adjustment
𝒍𝒃

Velocity ( )

-7.94

9.26

9.26

-5.72

1.20

5.24

0.72

22.69

5.58

24.24

52.51

𝒔

Momentum (

𝒔𝒍𝒖𝒈 ∙𝒇𝒕
𝒔

)

Kinetic Energy (𝒇𝒕 ∙ 𝒍𝒃)

0.51

System Velocity (𝒇𝒕/𝒔)

After Reference Frame Adjustment
Velocity (𝒇𝒕/𝒔)
Momentum (

𝒔𝒍𝒖𝒈 ∙𝒇𝒕
𝒔

)

Kinetic Energy (𝒇𝒕 ∙ 𝒍𝒃)
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-8.45

8.75

8.75

-6.07

1.14

4.95

0.00

25.70

4.98

24.64

52.33
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The averages of the resultant kinetic energies for the was 53.4 𝑓𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑏. Solving for ℎ in the
equation above using the mass of the test weight of 57 pounds resulted in a drop distance of 12
inches. The number of shear pins needed was determined iteratively starting at six and working up
8 which held the mass without damage. This was further verified during the vehicle demonstration
flight where the main parachute deployed at its intended altitude and not when the drogue
deployed.
6.2.2.4.3 Test Setup and Procedure
This test was conducted twice, with no major changes to the procedures in between the
test. The test was conducted at the Johnson Research Center Spray Facility. The JRC spray facility
is equipped with a gantry crane that can support the weight of the system and added mass
associated with the test.
In this test, the coupler-airframe assembly is connected to two lines, a drop line and a
grounded support line. The lines are attached to the top of the coupler, where the drogue lines
would be attached during flight. The lines are run over the gantry crane and the grounded support
line is tied down securely. On the lower airframe below the shear pins, a crossbar to support the
added mass is secured to the lower airframe. A one-inch slack line is tied between the coupler
eyebolt and the crossbar, to catch the airframe in the event of a separation. The sand filled bucket,
serving as the added weight is weighed on a hang scale and secured to the lower airframe crossbar.
The system is hung above a trash can filled with a padded material to ensure no damage is done to
the system or the testing location in the event of a separation. This setup is shown in Figure 86:
KE Drop Test Setup.

Figure 86: KE Drop Test Setup
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Once assembled and the mass of the full coupler-airframe system recorded, the system is
raised enough to ensure that the hang weight will not impact the ground. The system is then raised
to the desired drop height, with the bottom of the weight bucket used as the reference datum, and
the drop line is released. The system falls freely, until the support line catches the fall, fully loading
the connection between the lower airframe and the coupler.
6.2.2.4.4 Test Results
There were two test efforts to verify this system. The first was using the overly conservative
estimates described in previous sections. The results of that effort are given in Table 19: KE Drop
Test 1 Results.
Table 19: KE Drop Test 1 Results

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Sand Weight

58 lb

58 lb

58 lb

Total Weight

65 lb

65 lb

65 lb

Drop Height

20 inches

20 inches

20 inches

Shear Pins

4

6

6

Result

Fail, Separation

Fail, Separation

Fail, Separation

After this test, the underlying analysis used to calculate the loading involved in the drogue
deployment was assessed. As explained in the previous section the drop height of 20 inches was
near twice as high as the system would likely experience. Given this, the test was reattempted with
the more realistic numbers given in the previous section. The results are given in Table 20: KE
Drop Test 2
Table 20: KE Drop Test 2 Results

Test 1
Drop Height
Shear Pins
Results

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Test 7

Test 8

10 in

10 in

10 in

10 in

12 in

12 in

12 in

12 in

6

6

6

4

6

8

8

8

Pass

Pass

Pass

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

6.2.2.4.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The results of the second leg of testing provided sufficient evidence to proceed to the full
scale launch demonstration.
6.2.2.5 Recovery Harness Tensile Test
6.2.2.5.1 Test Objective
The objective of the shock cord tensile tests was to verify that the sewn loops could sustain
the expected flight loads. The tests involved clamping the webbing into the machine and pulling it
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until failure or until the strap assembly has been validated to the expected flight loads. This test is
in accordance with NASA 3.1 for the recovery.
6.2.2.5.2 Test Expectations
If the strap assembly was able to handle the maximum expected flight load, then we
considered the tests to be sufficient to permit use of the custom hardware. The team expected the
straps to survive a 500 lbf load.
6.2.2.5.3 Test Results
We were surprised to discover that the assembly was able to survive even further loading
with virtually no failures. This result exceeded our expectations and gives the CRW team great
peace of mind in the safety of this particular subsystem. The results from the test prove that the
strap assembly will be fully capable of surviving any loads encountered on flight day. The results
are summarized in Figure 87. The only failures that occurred were a few stitches which broke
under the load. Overall less than 6 stitches total broke out of the 303 and 301 stitches for the two
ends. The theoretical number of stitches for 100% strength retention is calculated to be 208.

Figure 87: Tensile Test Results

6.2.2.5.4 Conclusion and Next Steps
These tests have provided validation and proof that the straps have been manufactured in
such a way as to render them strong enough for use in our expected maximum flight load
conditions.
6.2.2.6 Fin Can Stress Test
6.2.2.6.1 Test Objective
During the CDR presentation, there was concern that there was no load analysis on the
removable fin can system. The removal of the fin spars in lieu of a shorter fin spar on each
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centering ring raised concerns that the fins would shear during flight. This would cause the rocket
to steer uncontrollably causing possible injury. Proving that the vehicle would have a successful
flight and be recovered intact would satisfy NASA requirement 2.7.
The fin can stress test would assess the system’s behavior using simulated flight forces to
see how much strain the system undercame. Furthermore, the system would be tested to ensure
that it could withstand impact forces upon landing. Should the vehicle land directly on a fin, the
system would need to hold up to the compressive forces without fracturing.
6.2.2.6.2 Test Expectations
Flight modeling software such as OpenRocket can find the drag forces experienced on the
vehicle throughout flight. Using the full-scale model, the maximum expected force loading
expected on the vehicle would be 35 lbf. However, this value was the overall force experienced by
the vehicle from which the fins would only account for a small portion. Nonetheless, the total value
would be used to ensure that the system would be able to withstand a higher loading than expected.
The fin system would also be subjected to descent forces by dropping the lower airframe
assembly on the edges of one of the fins. Given that the descent velocity under the main parachute
was estimated to be 12.5 ft/s, the same equation used to determine the Kinetic Energy drop height
was used to determine the height from which the system would need to be dropped to achieve this
velocity. This height was found to be 30 inches.
6.2.2.6.3 Test Setup and Procedure
For the first portion of this demonstration, a set of mock fins were constructed and outfitted
into the fin can. A through hole was drilled at the centroid location of each fin and a Kevlar line
ran through it. The centroid would serve as the point where all forces acted upon the fin during
flight. Each fin was tethered onto a wooden crossbar shown in Figure 89. The crossbar would
allow the hanging mass to be equally distributed among each fin. The Kevlar lines were tied upon
ensuring the system was balanced on each arm. From the center of the crossbar system hung the
bucket of sand which would simulate the drag loading on the fins.
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Figure 88: Fin Can Test Hanging

Figure 89: Hanging Mass and Crossbar for Fin Loading Test

The fin can system was inserted and secured to the lower airframe assembly as it would be
during flight. A nylon line connected to the lower airframe bulkhead was used to hoist the system
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upwards over a ceiling support in the JRC. Since the loading was static, the system was only raised
inches off the ground where it hung freely for fifteen seconds. Red Team members were instructed
to stand at least eight feet away during this procedure.
After the first test was conducted, the system would then be taken outside to an area of
unpaved ground similar to what would be expected of a typical launch field. Once here, the system
was raised to a height of 30 inches and dropped on the edge of a fin. This was repeated numerous
times for each fin to ensure the system would not fracture. This procedure is shown in Figure 90.

Figure 90: Fin Can Drop Test Over Unpaved Ground

6.2.2.6.4 Test Results
From the first demonstration, the system did not plastically strain or fracture due to the
static loading imposed upon it. Similarly, the system did not fracture from the compressive forces
imposed upon it when dropped directly on a fin edge.
6.2.2.6.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
From this test, the fin can system could be properly inserted, and the team could proceed
to the Vehicle Flight demonstration.
6.2.2.7 Interference Test
6.2.2.7.1 Test Objective
Upon motor ignition, the only electronic device inside the rocket capable of causing a
mission failure is the e-match system. An induced current in the e-match system could lead to
premature separation and the disintegration of the airframe. The purpose of this test was to verify
through current measurement that currents induced by the rocket’s electronic systems could not
cause a premature separation event. This test is in connection with NASA requirement 3.12.
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6.2.2.7.2 Test Expectations
To eliminate the possibility of premature ignition, the e-match manufacturer recommends
restricting currents in the system to less than 300 mA. The full-scale test flight did not experience
a premature separation event, so it was expected that any measured currents would be significantly
less than the 300 mA threshold.
6.2.2.7.3 Test Setup and Procedure
Electronic devices in the rocket were expected to induce currents at frequencies of up to
900 MHz. The team did not have a data acquisition system (DAQ) capable of measurements fast
enough to capture such a signal, so a low-pass filter was created from on-hand components to
dampen high-frequency content. The cutoff frequency of the filter was:
𝑓𝑐 =

1
1
=
= 33.86 𝐻𝑧
2𝜋𝑅𝐶 2𝜋(10 Ω)(470 𝜇𝐹)

A smoother, averaged current was the output. The team also did not have a DAQ capable
of directly measuring current immediately on-hand, so Ohm’s law was applied to convert the
current signal into a voltage signal. The current signal was connected across a 10 Ω resistor to
ground, and the voltage across this resistor was measured. The red line current of 300 mA would
be read as:
𝑉 = 𝐼𝑅 = (10 Ω)(0.300 𝐴) = 3 𝑉
All electronic components that would be active during the flight were installed in the rocket
and activated. Wire leads were connected to the terminals of the e-match and connected to the data
acquisition setup. Voltage was read at a time when the e-matches were not being intentionally
ignited. To verify the filter and resistor setup, a function generator was connected to the same
system and read using the DAQ.
6.2.2.7.4 Test Results
The data from the two tests were plotted in MATLAB below:
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Figure 91: Plot of Interference Testing Data

Any interference was too small to be detected by the 1024 bin ADC. Using the known
resistor value, this means that at most, the amperage of any induced current was:
0.5 𝐴𝐷𝐶 ∗ (

5𝑉
1
= 0.2 𝑚𝐴
)∗
1024 𝐴𝐷𝐶 10 Ω

6.2.2.7.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The maximum induced current in the interference test was less than 0.2 mA. Since the
manufacturer considers currents less than 300 mA unlikely to cause issues, and since flight testing
of the assembly has not revealed any interference issues, it is concluded that there is little to no
danger of electronic interference causing an in-flight failure of the rocket.
6.2.3 Deployment Testing
6.2.3.1 Deployment Electronics Demonstration
6.2.3.1.1 Test Objective
The piston assembly is responsible for retaining the UAV and nosecone throughout flight,
then ejecting them upon command after landing. Two events are controlled by the deployment
electronics: unlatching the UAV and nosecone assembly by energizing the associated solenoid,
and ejecting the payload by igniting a black powder charge. Redundant black powder charges are
included, each with their own firing channel; the test procedure is executed once for each channel
to verify that both is functional. To carry out bench-top testing with no significant hazards, LEDs
were placed in each firing channel in place of an E-match. The LEDs provide a visual indication
of when the firing channel is energized.
This test leads up to verifying compliance with NASA requirement 4.4.4.
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6.2.3.1.2 Test Expectations
Upon commanding deployment, the controller was expected to energize and retract the
payload retention solenoid. Half a second later, the E-match channel was expected to be energized
for 2 s, lighting the LED. One second after the LED is de-energized, the retention solenoid latch
extends again, completing the firing sequence.
6.2.3.1.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The solenoid and 2 LEDs were connected to the deployment controller, 1 in each firing
channel. The controller was then powered up and commanded to deploy the payload from the
deployment ground station.
6.2.3.1.4 Test Results
During initial testing, the solenoid failed to retract. It was concluded that the 12V power
supply, while capable of providing the 0.85 A of current required to hold the solenoid open, could
not support the transient current draw of the solenoid as it opened (maximum output of the 12V
supply was 1.4 A).
A 6 mF capacitor bank was constructed from on-hand materials and connected to the 12 V
power rail. The capacitor bank stores electric charge at a 12 V potential, allowing for transient
current draw in excess of what the 12 V converter could supply.
The test was repeated with the capacitor bank installed, and finished successfully. An
updated version of the circuit board, with an integrated 6.6 mF capacitor bank, was also tested,
with the same results.
6.2.3.1.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
As a result of the failed initial test, a capacitor bank was added to the output rail of the 12
V DC-DC converter on the deployment controller. After verifying that this resolved the issue, an
updated circuit board was designed that included a connector for the capacitor bank (prototyping
was carried out with the capacitor bank free-wired to the circuit board). The updated circuit board
was assembled and re-tested, then used in later testing.
Software was also updated as a result of this test. A 7 s delay was incorporated between
receipt of a deployment command and retraction of the retention solenoid. This allows adequate
time for the capacitor bank to fully charge before attempting to energize the solenoid.
6.2.3.2 E-Match Deployment Demonstration
6.2.3.2.1 Test Objective
This test is a continuation of the test described in section 6.2.3.1. This test is very similar
to the previous demonstration; however, the LED’s used to indicate the status of the firing channels
are replaced by E-matches, wired in the flight configuration. This test verifies the firing circuit can
provide sufficient power to ignite the E-matches. To minimize hazards associated with the
procedure, no black powder was used.
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This demonstration builds towards compliance with NASA requirement 4.4.4, which
mandates the remote deployment of the payload from the vehicle.
6.2.3.2.2 Test Expectations
The only change from the initial electronics demonstration is the replacement of the LEDs
with actual E-matches, and associated procedural changes to ensure personnel safety. From the
manufacturer’s data, the resistance of the e-match is 1 Ω ± 0.2 Ω. The recommended firing current
𝐼
is 1 A. Based on the equation 𝑉 = , the minimum required ignitor voltage is 1 V, well below the
𝑅

battery voltage of 6 V; however, this does not account for the internal resistance of the battery and
other real-world losses, necessitating testing of the circuit.
Upon commanding deployment, the controller was expected to delay 7 s, then energize and
retract the payload retention solenoid. Half a second later, the E-match channel was expected to
be energized for 2 s, igniting the E-match. One second later, the retention solenoid latch extends
again, completing the firing sequence.
6.2.3.2.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The test was conducted at the Propulsion Research Center test cell. The solenoid was
mounted to the upper airframe bulkhead and all electronics except the E-matches were installed
into the deployment controller board. Battery voltages and E-match resistances were measured and
recorded. The system was powered on to check communication with the ground station, then
powered off to allow for safe E-match installation. After E-matches were installed, all unnecessary
personnel cleared the area and the energetics handler powered the system back on. The energetics
handler then also cleared the area.
The system was then remotely armed from the deployment ground station, and arming
verified based on the controller beep rate (5 Hz). Deployment using the primary channel was
commanded, and the resulting autosequence observed. Disarming is verified based on the
controller beep rate (1 Hz).
After a two-minute wait, the backup deployment charge was tested in the same fashion.
Once this test was complete, the controller was powered off the battery voltages were checked and
recorded.
6.2.3.2.4 Test Results
During the first test run, the sequence was commanded, but the E-match did not fire. Upon
inspection, it was discovered that the leads of the e-match were not fully connected to the terminals
on the deployment controller. Once fully mounted, the two test fires completed as expected.
6.2.3.2.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The demonstration was wholly successful, clearing the deployment system to move on to
further testing.
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6.2.3.3 Black Powder Deployment Demonstration
6.2.3.3.1 Test Objective
The demonstrations detailed in 6.2.3.2 verified that the deployment controller responds to
commands and actuates E-match channels and the retention solenoid as expected. The next step is
to verify the system is capable of ejecting the payload from the vehicle airframe. The upper
airframe forward of the upper airframe bulkhead will be assembled in its flight configuration, but
with a mass simulator used in place of the payload to eliminate any possibility of damaging the
payload. Deployment will be commanded and the black powder charges will pressurize the volume
behind the piston, forcing the nosecone and payload out of the body tube.
Successful completion of this demonstration tentatively verifies compliance with NASA
requirement 4.4.4 by showing that remote deployment of the UAV can be completed upon
command. Full compliance is not shown until the test is repeated with the flight UAV installed, as
detailed in 6.2.3.5.
6.2.3.3.2 Test Expectations
A rough calculation for the pressure behind the piston to allow the payload system was
based on previous project experience and mentor expertise. The first tested charge was determined
to be 0.5 g of black powder. As with recovery charge testing, the test would begin with a
conservatively low estimate of required charge, before increasing in small increments.
6.2.3.3.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The test will be conducted at the UAH Johnson Research Center propulsion test cell. All
personnel stand a minimum of 30 feet from the system during test.
The deployment electronics are prepared first. Battery voltages are checked and recorded
before insertion into the circuit. Wiring harnesses are then connected to the controller circuit board
per the board labeling. The controller is powered on, then sent a communication check command
from the deployment ground station. The controller verifies receipt of the command by outputting
a specific series of beeps. The board is then powered off to make it safe for energetics installation,
and mounted in the deployment circuit enclosure.
The team mentor prepares and installs the black powder charge on the deployment
controller, after which the upper airframe bulkhead is latched onto the bottom of the piston sleeve.
The payload mass simulator is then installed in the orientation sheath, the sheath is rolled over the
payload, and the assembly is installed into the upper airframe.
Once placed in the designated testing area, the deployment controller is powered on. A 1
Hz beep begins, indicating the system is powered. All personnel clear the testing area. The arm
command is sent from the ground station; the test conductor verifies the controller is now emitting
a 5 Hz beep. After a three second verbal countdown, the deploy payload command is sent.
After the deployment autosequence completes, the team waits 1 minute to verify the entire
charge has burned. The safety monitor then gives the go ahead to approach the test area, where the
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team assesses the results of the test. The payload mass simulator orientation and state is recorded,
the hardware is retrieved, and another test is conducted if needed.
6.2.3.3.4 Test Results
The results of the initial test campaign are shown in Table 21.
Table 21: Deployment Ejection Test Results

Test
Attempt #

1

2

3

4

5

Deployment
Voltages

Bat 1: 3.238V

Charge Size
(g)

0.5

0.5

Ejection
Status

Hang fire

Charge fired, Charge fired,
two inches of six inches of
separation
separation

Deployment
Orientation

Not applicable

N/A

N/A

Pass or Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Comment

The latch
disengaged and
reengaged with no
charge event, ematch did not fire.
Batteries were at
fault

Charge not
large enough

Charge not
large enough

Deployment
sheath
ejected about
half way out
of the body
tube.

System fully ejected,
cracked electronic
covers and broken
epoxy joint on piston
sleeve

Bat 2: 3.235V
1

1.5

2.25

Charge fired, Charge fired, full
fifteen inches separation, damage to
of separation hardware
Properly oriented, but
no piston sleeve present

The first deployment test failed to ignite the deployment charge. The controller was
removed from the airframe and disconnected from all energetics, then tested with a multimeter. It
was found that the batteries provided no more than 50 mA during firing, while below the 300 mA
no-fire current of the E-matches. Both battery voltages were also found to be less than 2.8 V, less
than an hour after they were measured above 3.2 V. It was concluded that the batteries were
defective. The batteries were replaced with batteries purchased directly from the manufacturer,
instead of purchased form a 3rd-party vendor. All charges ignited on the first attempt after changing
the batteries.
Testing proceeded as planned. The 0.5 g charge only pushed the payload 2 inches forwards
in the body tube. The 1.0 g charge pushed the nosecone shoulder out of the body tube, but did not
deploy the payload. The 1.5 g charge pushed the nosecone and approximately ½ the length of the
18 inch orientation sheath out of the body tube.
The final 2.25 g charge ejected the payload and nosecone, but damaged the deployment
system hardware in the process. In Figure 92, the test section is shown just before the firing. Less
than 0.1 seconds later, the charge has fired and the gasses are contained between the piston, to the
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right, and the upper airframe bulkhead to the left, shown in Figure 93. At ignition + 0.05 seconds,
the piston bulkhead reaches the lip of the forward bulkhead, 24 in. from its starting location. This
corresponds to an average acceleration of 25 G between charge ignition and departure from the
body tube.

Figure 92: Pre Charge Firing

Figure 93: Charge Gases Contained

Figure 94: Full Expansion of Piston
Cylinder

Figure 95: Piston Sleeve Separation

In Figure 95, there is a dark cylinder in the center of the upper airframe. This is the piston
sleeve, moving freely within the airframe after breaking off of the piston bulkhead. The epoxy
joint between the piston sleeve and bulkhead was identified as the failure point.
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6.2.3.3.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The connection between the piston sleeve and bulkhead will be reinforced by increasing
the surface area available for the epoxy joint. A 3D printed ring will be bolted to the piston
bulkhead and epoxied to the inside of the piston sleeve, increasing the surface area in shear on the
epoxy joint by a factor of 4.
Another issue that arose during testing was charge gases leaking out of the hole used to
access the power switch on the deployment controller. This was temporarily resolved by taping
over the access hole before the test, but a better solution is required for flight. The current design
allows ejection gases to leak shortly after the piston begins moving, and will be replaced with a
slightly modified part that seals to the inner wall of the vehicle airframe regardless of the position
of the piston sleeve.
While useful data was collected from the initial round of testing, the system has not yet
completed the required 2 consecutive, successful deployments. This demonstration will be
conducted again after the design is updated to correct the observed failure modes.
6.2.3.4 Deployment Orientation Test
6.2.3.4.1 Test Objective
Because the rocket airframe can land in any orientation, the payload must be reoriented
right-side-up after landing in order to execute its mission successfully. To accomplish this, the
payload is held in an elastic sheath that unfurls right-side-up regardless of the orientation it is
ejected in. This demonstrate validates the design and construction of the sheath.
This test assists in the fulfillment of NASA requirements 4.4.4 and 4.4.5. The hardware
used is part of the load path during payload deployment, so this demonstration must succeed for
other tests that verify compliance with 4.4.4 to be completed. This demonstration is also a
prerequisite for 4.4.5, since the UAV cannot take off until oriented upright.
6.2.3.4.2 Test Expectations
The UAV is oriented right-side up after removal from the body tube, regardless of its initial
orientation.
6.2.3.4.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The payload is loaded into the deployment system, with the piston at the aft end and the
nosecone at the fore end. The assembly is then slid into the upper airframe at a 0 °, 90°, 180°, or
270°, where 0° is defined as the orientation in which the UAV is facing upwards, and other
orientations represent a rotation about the rocket longitudinal axis. A 2x4 board is used to push the
assembly out of the rocket by applying force to the aft end of the piston. This procedure was carried
out at each orientation on concrete and grass turf surfaces.
6.2.3.4.4 Test Results
The demonstration was wholly successful. The UAV was oriented upright after being
pushed from the body tube, regardless of the test surface or initial orientation.
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6.2.3.4.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
Since this test proved successful, the deployment sheath was used in the Black Powder
Deployment Demonstration without any design changes. Further testing will also be carried out
with this orientation sheath.
6.2.3.5 Integrated Deployment Test
6.2.3.5.1 Test Objective
The flight UAV hardware will be deployed from the vehicle. This demonstration provides
realistic post-landing conditions to fully verify that NASA requirement 4.4.4 is be met. The
success criteria are:






The deployment controller sequences correctly,
The nosecone is ejected,
The payload is ejected with sheath,
The sheath unfurls and reorients the payload to the upright position,
The payload powers on and is ready for flight.
6.2.3.5.2 Test Expectations

The UAV is expected to be deployed and oriented as the UAV mass simulator was in
section 6.2.3.3, and then turn on and be ready-to-fly after deployment. Additionally, given the
results of the test shown in 6.2.3.4, the team had confidence the payload would deploy in its proper
orientation.
6.2.3.5.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The procedure for this test is identical to the test conducted in 6.2.3.3, with the UAV mass
simulator replaced by the actual UAV. This necessitates additional caution and hazard
assessments, but no significant procedural changes.
6.2.3.5.4 Test Results
Because prerequisite Black Powder Deployment Demonstration has not been completed,
this test has not yet been conducted.
6.2.3.5.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
This test will be conducted following the conclusion of the Black Powder Deployment
Demonstration.
6.2.4 Payload Testing
6.2.4.1 FPV Image Test
6.2.4.1.1 Test Objective
The purpose of the FPV image testing is to ensure continuous video feedback at the ground
station for the necessary range. Camera and VTX (video transmitter) should work properly to
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transmit real-time video and receiving ci should work properly in receiving the recording video at
the ground station. This test verifies UAH requirement P-03 and P-04. The success criteria of the
test are
1) Range: Clear image is observed within 0.5miles.
2) Brightness: Bright to match the daylight identify FEA.
3) Respond speed: A frame per second close to 25 fps to allow for real time piloting
4) Connection: No disconnection is desired.
6.2.4.1.2 Test Expectations
The range expectation is calculated based on VTX specification. Brightness, respond
speed, and connection expectation was estimated based on the surrounding environment of ground
station, camera system, and the product reliability.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Range was expected less than 2 miles (more than 0.5miles).
Brightness is adjusted to identify the surrounded environments before test.
Respond speed is negligible lag to operate UAV based on received image.
Some short period disconnection was expected.
6.2.4.1.3 Test Setup and Procedure

FPV image testing was conducted on UAH campus. The ground station was set up outside
of Propulsion Research Center (Figure 96). Open GS search on laptop to find the IP address of
Grandstream Video Encoder to open the monitor screen. Camera is connected to battery.
RX5GDR video receiver frequency setting was adjusted to 5845MHz. VTX channel was
adjusted to CH1 and CH3, and power output was adjusted to 100mW to achieve the range
requirement. Camera system, shown in Figure 97, was confirmed working properly and sending
clear image with proper brightness, respond speed, and connection. Camera system was gradually
moved away from the ground station to see any change caused on the image quality.
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RX5GDR Video Receiver

Biquad video antenna

Video encoder
Figure 96: Ground station setup

Caddx FPV Camera

Quarter dipol antenna

VTX

Figure 97: Camera system setup

6.2.4.1.4 Test Results
1) The minimum range of 0.5 miles was achieved, tested to 0.53miles with clear image
(Figure 98).
2) Brightness was adjusted for the brightness of the test day daylight. Figure 99 shows the
comparison of between the image saved on the SD card of the camera and the image
received at ground through the radio link. The image quality was sufficient to recognize
beacon on broad daylight. Brightness at ground station is adjustable.
3) Respond speed was succeeded in the range of 0.25miles. Response rate was slower as
camera system moves away from ground station.
4) Connection was not satisfied at 0.5miles. Connection was great for a while and
disconnected. No disconnection was detected within 0.08miles, and short period
disconnection was detected within 0.25miles.
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Figure 98: FPV test range

Figure 99: FPV camera recording (left) and ground station view (right)

6.2.4.1.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The test results were true to expectation. The range from the current test was greater with
significantly clear image transmission. This is because of the setting adjustment of video
transmitter power output which was 25mW in prior FPV imaging test. Since camera recorded
video is sufficient quality, this is a successful test.
6.2.4.2 Telemetry Range Test
6.2.4.2.1 Test Objective
Communication between the ground station and the UAV is mission critical as the UAV
must be controlled remotely. This test verifies that the telemetry link will be maintained to the
minimum of 0.5 miles as determined in requirement UAH P-4. Additionally, this test ascertains
the maximum operational range of the telemetry system.
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6.2.4.2.2 Test Expectations
Based on team member’s previous experience with this hardware, the 0.5 miles
requirement would be easily met.
6.2.4.2.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The test was conducted on the UAH Campus, across two locations a half mile apart. At the
ground station location, a laptop, Holybro telemetry radio and ¼ wavelength dipole antenna was
assembled. At the second location, a ‘UAV simulator’ with the Pixracer flight computer, telemetry
radios and power supply were assembled.
The ground station was assembled and QGroundControl (the primary software selection at
the time, has since changed to MissionPlanner), was opened. On the simulator side, the radios were
connected to the flight computer and the flight computer was powered on.
Once the connection is established, the live pressure data is opened. The operator on the
UAV side blew on the pressure sensor. A change in the pressure plot was confirmed with the
ground station operator.
6.2.4.2.4 Test Results
The test passed without the use of the high gain Yagi antenna. The pressure trace was
consistent and continuous.
6.2.4.2.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
This test provided enough evidence to consider the requirement UAH P-4 verified. An
optional next step is to test the telemetry link to failure, although it is not necessary for any direct
requirements.
6.2.4.3 Integrated Propulsion Test
6.2.4.3.1 Test Objective
The propulsion system is the most flight critical subsystem of the UAV. This test verifies
that the propulsion system can provide sufficient thrust to weight and favorable thrust to power
draw ratios. The success criteria of this test are



The propulsion system generates thrust such that the performance requirement
extrapolated from UAH P-08 is met and,
The power draw is consistent with analysis such that the power margin required in
UAH P-02 is met.
6.2.4.3.2 Test Expectations

The nominal thrust for all four motors was calculated to be 7.48 pounds from the
performance data provided for the motor-propeller combination selected. The expected value at
100% throttle is anticipated to be less than 7.58 to account due to mounting arms extending past
the motor, and other possible inefficiencies. A value of around 7 pounds at maximum throttle was
expected, giving the payload a Thrust to Weight Ratio at 100% throttle of 2.
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6.2.4.3.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The test was conducted at the UAH Johnson Research center in a test area 2x2x4 ft
surrounded by barricades to protect observers. The LiPo voltages are checked, the propellers are
mounted, and the arms are locked into the flight orientation. The load cell is mounted to the UAV
system and the load cell assembly is secured to a strut. This configuration is shown in Figure 100.
The test conductor, wearing work gloves, connects LiPo batteries and secures them to the vehicle.
All present at the test then move behind polycarbonate barriers.

Figure 100: Thrust Test Setup

The laptop is then powered on and the flight controller is connected to Mission Planner via
the transmitter radio. Labview is then opened and the pretest load data from the load cell is
recorded. While data is being recorded through Labview, the motors are throttle in 20% increments
from 0 to 100% by sending motor test commands via Mission Planner. The motors would then
throttle down from 100% to 0%, also in 20% increments. Once the propellers stopped spinning,
the battery disconnected, and the test concluded.
6.2.4.3.4 Test Results
The test data found showed that there was a significant difference between
projected performance and the recorded performance. The data is given in Table 22: Thrust
Test Data.
Table 22: Thrust Test Data
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Throttle Percentage Thrust (lbf)

RPM

20

0.178

4410

40

0.858

9300

60

1.962

13875

80

3.245

17925

100

4.520

21975
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The thrust at 100% was only 60% of the expected thrust. Upon further analysis, 11 percent
of total thrust lost was accounted for by the UAV arms blocking the airflow from the propellers.
Analysis of motor RPM, found by taking using an FFT on the audio file recorded, showed that the
motors were spinning slightly below specifications, accounting for 7.8% of total thrust lost. This
left about 20% of the thrust lost without a clear explanation.
Table 23: One Battery Thrust Test

Throttle Percentage

Thrust (lbf)

60%

1.51

80%

2.81

100%

3.58

After this initial test was conducted, another test was run using only one battery, instead of
two batteries in parallel. The results are shown in
Table 23: One Battery Thrust Test. The thrust produced at 100% was while the battery was
only 0.3 V above the low battery cutoff voltage, and is therefore representative of the worst-case
thrust. At higher charge levels the maximum thrust level will be higher.
6.2.4.3.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The unexpectedly low thrust is being compensated for in two ways. The first is to find and
minimize causes of the thrust deficiency. Two of the identified causes are considered correctable.
The first is cosine thrust losses due to deflection of the motor arms under thrust, leading the thrust
vector to be off-axis from vertical. This is being corrected by increasing the motor arm thickness
from 0.063 inches to 0.125 inches. The second cause is airflow from the propellers being blocked
by the motor support arms. This loss is being reduced by making the arms narrower and thicker,
to reduce the cross-sectional area facing the rotors without sacrificing rigidity.
In addition to reducing thrust losses, the UAV weight is also being reduced to improve the
thrust-to-weight ratio. The UAV was originally designed with 2 identical 3S LiPo batteries
connected in parallel, with a total capacity of 10,000 mA-Hr. This provided a range of
approximately 2 miles in a 20 MPH headwind, well in excess of the 0.5 mile range required. The
UAV dry weight has been reduced by switching only using one of the two batteries, reducing the
range to 1.0 miles in a 15 MPH headwind, which still meets requirements. This cuts the mass of
the payload by 0.88 lbm, bringing the T/W ratio to 1.9 without any improvements to the measured
thrust. The thrust test conducted with one battery verified that there was no loss of thrust with the
new battery configuration, showing that the new configuration is viable for flight.
6.2.4.4 Hover Test
6.2.4.4.1 Test Objective
The flight test will assess and verify the in-flight stability and maneuverability of the UAV.
Lifting off requires the UAV to have adequate thrust, properly tuned control loops, and a fully
functional communication system. The success criteria of this test are:
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The UAV takes off from the ground,
The UAV maintains a stable hover for five minutes,
The UAV lands as commanded,
The UAV is responsive to inputs from the ground station

This test is in connection with NASA Requirement 4.4.5 and UAH Requirements P-2 and P-8.
6.2.4.4.2 Test Expectations
Given the results and conclusions reached in 6.2.4.3, confidence that the UAV will take off
to a height of 1m, it will hover until depletion of batteries and will land as a part of the low battery
failsafe setup.
6.2.4.4.3 Test Setup and Procedure
This test will be conducted at the Johnson Research Center on the UAH campus. The test
is conducted in a test area 2x2x4 feet, barricaded area. All personnel will be at least 10 feet away
from the test area while the payload is in flight.
The preparation of the UAV will be identical to the steps enumerated in 6.2.4.3.3. Rather
than being placed on the test strut, the UAV will be placed in the test area and a safety tether will
be secured to the UAV and to a ground point.
The flight sequence will be started by arming the UAV. The UAV emits a tone to indicate the
arming was successful. The takeoff command will be sent to the UAV so that it climbs to an
altitude of 1 meter. A test operator will begin timing the flight with a stopwatch. The hover will
continue until the battery level depletes enough to trigger the ‘autoland’ sequence. Once landed,
the stopwatch will be stopped, and the payload will be disarmed. Once the payload is disarmed,
the batteries will be disconnected.
6.2.4.4.4 Test Results
This test has not yet been conducted.
6.2.4.4.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The test will be conducted in the week following the submission of this document.
6.2.4.5 Flight Range Test
6.2.4.5.1 Test Objective
In verifying UAH requirement P-08, the payload will be flown in its competition
configuration a distance of 0.5 miles. The success criteria of this test are





The payload is stable in flight
The payload is responsive to inputs from ground station
The payload flies 0.5 miles in distance
At the end of flight, the batteries are within margins set by requirement P-02
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6.2.4.5.2 Test Expectations
The results of the propulsion test suggest that the flight range criteria will be met.
Additional information gathered from the hover test will be required before final flight power draw
estimation can be made.
6.2.4.5.3 Test Setup and Procedure
The procedure for the flight test will be identical to the flight operation procedure included
in the flight day SOP in Appendix D: Full-Scale Launch Procedure.
6.2.4.5.4 Test Results
Due to time constraints, the test has not yet been conducted.
6.2.4.5.5 Conclusion and Next Steps
The test will be conducted in the week following the submission of this document.
6.3

Financial Overview

The status of the CRW team’s financial overview is described in the following sections.
The overall budget and cost analysis anticipate the teams spending over the course of the project
lifecycle. The team’s current funding sources have not changed since CDR. The budget itself
reflects multiple changes since CDR.
6.3.1 Funding Status
The Charger Rocket Works (CRW) team has received funding for this program from
various sources. The team prepared and submitted a proposal for 5,000 dollars from the Alabama
Space Grant Consortium (ASGC). The proposal was accepted and the team has been awarded
5,000 dollars of outreach grants. Throughout the years of participating in the USLI competition,
UAH established a foundation account to accept donations and awards directed towards the CRW
team. This account has accumulated a total of 4,335.80 dollars which will be used to support CRW
in the 2017-2018 USLI competition. UAH will also provide cost share support with facilities
access and supervision in the PRC laboratory space. The CRW team conducted an assessment of
available parts and assessed the value of the reclaimed parts to incorporate them in the funding
profile.
Currently the CRW team has depleted 6,436.89 dollars of funding, remaining is 2,898.91
dollars of total funding. This results in our team operating 2,898.91 dollars under budget. The only
outstanding purchase is for a spare competition motor, which is scheduled for the middle of March.
The status of the CRW team’s funding can be seen in Figure 101. The available funding is depicted
as the right most bar (colored in green) for each funding source.
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Figure 101: Current Funding Status

6.3.2 Projected Expenditures
The team’s projected expenditures are summarized in Table 24 and Figure 102. The budget
has been divided into four main sections: sub-scale rocket, full-scale rocket, UAV payload, and
STEM outreach. A 15 percent margin was used for unaccounted costs within the project budget.
This margin creates a buffer for miscellaneous, unaccounted for items and expedited shipping. The
sub-scale rocket, UAV payload, and full-scale rocket costs incorporate two fully functional
vehicles for each system, to account for possible system failures that require rebuilds. The payload
cost displayed has been estimated from previous UAV designs.
Table 24: Projected Spending Summary

Budget Item
Sub-Scale Rocket
Full-Scale Rocket
UAV Payload
STEM Outreach
Tooling & Raw Mat.
15% Margin
Grand Total
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Totals
$601.06
$3,956.13
$1,187.36
$499.00
$457.04
$860.00
$7,560.59
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Figure 102: Projected Spending

6.3.3 Current Program Expenditures
The current project expenditures to date are displayed in Table 25 and Figure 103. The
costs displayed below represent the current cost for each sub-system. The reclaimed parts cost
have been subtracted from the current expenditures. They did not need to be purchased, because
they were already supplied. This lead to a decrease of 1470.24 dollars in the projected expenditures
profile. The individual sub-systems are described in further detail as follows.
Table 25: Current Expenditures Summary

Budget Item
Sub-Scale Rocket
Full-Scale Rocket
UAV Payload
STEM Outreach
Tooling & Raw Mat.
15% Margin
Grand Total

Charger Rocket Works
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Totals
$388.45
$3,170.49
$2,220.70
$99.00
$558.25
$0.00
$6,436.89
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Figure 103: Current Expenditures

Figure 104 depicts the expenditures progress from the start of the competition up until the
FRR phase. The costs in October 2018 were used to purchase all sub-scale vehicle components
and the cost of renewing the CRW team website. The dramatic increase in spending from October
2018 to December 2018 resulted in UAV payload prototype parts and full-scale vehicle
components being purchased. The month of February 2019 has resulted in the purchase of finalized
payload parts and a motor for the competition launch. The projected spending lines continues a
steady increase until the month of March 2019 in which all parts must already be purchased. The
budget allocation line depicts the gain of funding through the months of December 2018 to January
2019 due to 5,000 dollars rewarded by the ASGC.

Figure 104: Core Program Expenditures
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6.4

Timeline

The payload demonstration flight is currently scheduled for March 09, 2019. All
deployment testing will be completed in the week leading up to the payload demonstration flight.
The hover test for the UAV will be completed March 07, 2019. All remaining flight testing will
be completed after the March 09, 2019 launch.
This section details the timeline for the USLI project. An overview timeline was generated
to display the critical path of the project seen in Figure 105. The project’s timeline starting in
August and coming to an end in April. The project’s lifecycle consists of seven main phases:
Proposal, Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Critical Design Review (CDR), Fabrication,
Testing, Flight Readiness Review (FRR), and Post Launch Assessment Review (PLAR). Lastly,
the schedule includes all major milestones provided by NASA.

Figure 105: Overview Timeline

6.5

Educational Outreach Summary

Since the CDR report date, the CRW team has engaged an additional 358 students, parents
and instructors in education and outreach activities this semester and will continue to do so
throughout the semester. The outreach activities conducted during the FRR phase of the program
included the Science Olympiad, the UAH Take Your Daughters and Sons to Work Day, and an
interactive rocketry basics activity conducted at Hewitt Trussville High School. At the Science
Olympiad, the team indirectly engaged 56 students, ages 10 – 18, by participating in the
competition by discussing STEM as well as the NASA Student Launch Initiative. At the UAH
Take Your Daughters and Sons to Work Day, the CRW team members engaged with students and
parents by assisting them with the building of small Estes rockets. The team members explained
what each component of the rocket represented and why it was important while helping the
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students and parents assemble and launch the rockets. The students and parents enjoyed the session
and were excited to see their rockets launch. At the interactive rocketry events at Hewitt Trussville
High School, CRW team members interacted with 212 students in Grades 9 – 12, using a
presentation on rocketry basics and demonstrating how to use the Open Rocket simulator. The
students were able to build and simulate their own rockets using the program. The events for the
end of the year and the next semester are shown in Table 26.
Table 26: STEM Outreach Events

Event:

Date:

Status:

Purpose:

Anticipated
Number of
Individuals

St. Francis Borgia Regional
High School

Oct. 12

Completed

Present Rocketry Basics

37

Girls Science…

Nov. 3

Completed

Present about Friction and
Rocketry Basics

166

First Lego League

Nov.
10

Completed

Interaction with parents
and students

72

Interactive Rocketry at
Lexington High School

Nov.
28

Completed

Present Rocketry Basics

174

Interactive Rocketry at
Elkhorn Crossing School

Dec. 11

Completed

Present Rocketry Basics

147

Eagle River High School

Dec. 12

Completed

Interaction with Students

26

Canyon Crest Academy

Dec. 20

Completed

Engineering Design
Activity

29

Science Olympiad

Feb. 14

Completed

Interaction with students

56

UAH’s Take Your Daughters
…

Feb. 18

Completed

Rocketry Basics Activity

90

Hewitt Trussville High
School

Feb. 22

Completed

Present rocketry basics &
Open Rocket

212

Ramsay High School

Mar. 11

Planned

Present rocketry basics

75

Total Impacted

1,084
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7 Appendix A: NASA Requirement Compliance and Verification
Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-1.1

Students will complete 100%
of the project.

Team will provide and
maintain project plan
throughout competition.
Foreign National team
members must be identified
by the PDR
Team must identify all team
members attending launch
week activities by CDR
The team will engage a
minimum of 200 participants
in STEM Engagement
Activities. These events must
be submitted no later than 2
weeks after the event.
The team will establish a
social media presence to
inform the public about team
activities.
All deliverables will be
emailed by the deadline
specified in the handbook.

The team is conducting the competition as a
UAH senior design class (MAE 490). The
students will be doing 100% of the project due
to the UAH course requirements.
The respective team lead will maintain their
project plan and update the team periodically
throughout the competition.
Reference the email sent from CRW program
manager on the 1st of November including all
foreign national team members.
Email will be sent from CRW program
manager including all team members that will
be participating in launch week activities.
Reference section 6.4 of the document. Public
Relations team lead will maintain a plan for
documenting all events and submitting to
NASA project management team.

Ongoing

NASA-1.2

Currently all parts of project have
been completed by students this will
continue until the end of
competition.
Project plan has been maintained to
date this will continue until the end
of competition.
Email was sent before November
1st to NASA USLI program
management team.
Email will be sent before January
30th, new deadline.

Email was sent on the 24th of
October including all social media
account handles.

Reference the email sent from program
manager on the 24th of October including all
social media account handles.

Completed

All NASA deadlines have been met.
This will continue until the end of
competition.

CRW program manager will enforce internal
deadlines to meet all NASA deliverables and
provide links from CRW website if deliverable
is too large.
CRW program manager will verify all
deliverables to be in a PDF format before every
submission.

Ongoing

NASA-1.3

NASA-1.4

NASA-1.5

NASA-1.6

NASA-1.7

NASA-1.8

All deliverables will be in
PDF format.

Our team has currently reached 509
participants through STEM
engagement activities.

All deliverables have been in PDF
format and will continue until the
end of the competition.
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Ongoing

Completed

Complete

Completed

Ongoing
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Requirement
Number
NASA-1.9

NASA-1.10

NASA-1.11

NASA-1.12

NASA-1.13

Requirement Description
In every report, teams will
provide a table of contents
including major sections and
their respective
sub-sections.
In every report, the team will
include the page number at
the bottom of the page.
The team will provide any
computer equipment
necessary to perform a video
teleconference with the
review panel.
All teams will be required to
use the launch pads provided
by Student Launch’s launch
services provider.
Each team must identify a
“mentor.”

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

All deliverables have included a
table of contents and will continue
until the end of the competition.

CRW program manager will verify all
deliverables have a table of contents before
every submission.

Ongoing

All deliverables have included page
numbers and will continue until the
end of the competition.
All communication efforts have
been met and will continue until the
end of the competition.

CRW program manager will verify all
deliverables have page numbers located in the
bottom of the page before every submission.
CRW has provided the necessary equipment for
communication between NASA and the team.
This has been satisfied by the PDR Q and A.

Ongoing

The team will utilize SLI launch
pads.

No custom rail or launch system have been
designed. The vehicle will interface with 1515
rail.

Ongoing

NAR Mentor was specified in the
proposal submitted on the 19th of
September.
The simulations run by the team
show the apogee at 4806 feet; within
the required ranges.

The proposal submitted to NASA September
19th specified our NAR mentor for the
competition.
Analysis
The team will use simulations and hand
calculations to confirm the vehicle apogee is
within the required ranges.

Complete

NASA-2.1

The vehicle will deliver the
payload to an apogee altitude
between 4,000 and 5,500 feet
above ground
level (AGL).

NASA-2.2

Teams shall identify their
target altitude goal at the PDR
milestone.

Target altitude is declared to be
4800 feet.

Demonstration
The team will declare a target altitude at PDR.

NASA-2.3

The vehicle will carry one
commercially available,
barometric altimeter for
recording the official altitude
used in determining the
Altitude Award winner.

The vehicle will carry two CF
Stratologgers.

Inspection
The team confirms that two altimeters are
installed in the launch vehicle
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Ongoing

Complete
The simulations run by
the team show the
apogee at 4806 feet;
within the required
ranges.
Complete
The target altitude was
declared to be 4800 feet
at PDR.
Complete
The full scale launch
vehicle has been flown
with two stratologgers.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Each altimeter will be armed
by a dedicated mechanical
arming switch that is
accessible from the
exterior of the rocket airframe
when the rocket is in the
launch configuration on the
launch pad.
Each altimeter will have a
dedicated power supply.

The arming switches will rest on the
switch band of the vehicle coupler.

Inspection
The team has verified that the arming switches
are accessible from the exterior of the rocket
when the rocket is in the launch configuration.
This was shown during the full-scale vehicle
demonstration

Complete
Arming switches were
accessed from the
exterior of the vehicle
for the full-scale flight
demonstration.

Each altimeter will have its own 9V
battery.

Inspection
Both altimeters were fitted with unused 9V
batteries. This configuration was flown in the
full-scale demonstration flight.

Complete
The vehicle altimeters
are both supplied by
independent 9V
batteries.

NASA-2.6

Each arming switch will be
capable of being locked in the
ON position for launch (i.e.
cannot be disarmed
due to flight forces).

The selected arming switches are
capable of being locked in the ON
position

Inspection
The team will confirm that the selected arming
switches are capable of being locked in the on
position.

NASA-2.7

The launch vehicle will be
designed to be recoverable
and reusable. Reusable is
defined as being able
to launch again on the same
day without repairs or
modifications.

The vehicle will include the
recovery hardware to ensure its
recovery and that when recovered, it
will be in a usable state with not
repairs or modifications.

Demonstration
The team inspected the rocket after the vehicle
demonstration flight and verified that it was in
a usable state with no repairs or modifications.

Complete
The arming switches
selected can be locked
in the ON position
according to
manufacturer data and
have been proven in a
subscale flight test.
Complete
The vehicle design
includes recovery
hardware to meet the
requirement and
analysis shows the
vehicle will be reusable,
but the system has not
been proven in a flight
test.

NASA-2.4

NASA-2.5
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-2.8

The launch vehicle will have a
maximum of four (4)
independent sections.

The vehicle will consist of three
separate sections with shoulders one
caliber in length.

Analysis
The launch vehicle consists of three separate
sections which all have shoulders one caliber in
length.

NASA-2.9

The launch vehicle will be
limited to a single stage.

The vehicle will only utilize a single
motor in one stage.

Demonstration
The team uses a single motor for all launches.

NASA-2.10

The launch vehicle will be
capable of being prepared for
flight at the launch site within
2 hours of the
time the Federal Aviation
Administration flight waiver
opens.
The launch vehicle will be
capable of remaining in
launch-ready configuration on
the pad for a minimum
of 2 hours without losing the
functionality of any critical
on-board components.
The launch vehicle will be
capable of ignition via a
standard 12-volt direct current
firing system.
The firing system will be
provided by the NASAdesignated launch services
provider.

The vehicle assembly will be
practiced launch to ensure it may be
assembled in the field within 2
hours.

Demonstration
The team will time the assembly during the
payload demonstration flight. If the system is
not assembled in the two hours plus the time
between when the teams are allowed to the
field and when the waiver opens, the team will
practice assembly until the time limit is met.
Analysis
The team will perform calculations to confirm
that the vehicle avionics will not run out of
power before a minimum of two hours in a
launch-ready configuration have passed.

NASA-2.11

NASA-2.12

The vehicle avionics will have the
battery supplies allotted to allow it
to remain on the pad for at least 2
hours without shutdown.

The vehicle will be ignited using a
standard 12V DC ignition system.
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Demonstration
The launch vehicle was ignited using a
standard 12V DC ignition system during a test
flight.
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Verification Status
Complete
The design features
three separate sections
with shoulders one
caliber in length. The
vehicle is awaiting
assembly.
Complete
The design utilizes a
single motor in one
stage. The vehicle is
awaiting assembly.
Incomplete
The payload
demonstration flight is
yet to be completed.

Complete
The vehicle avionics
system was designed to
allow the vehicle to
remain in a ready state
for at least 2 hours
without shutdown.
Complete
The vehicle is designed
to be ignited using a
standard 12V DC
ignition system, and the
system has been
demonstrated on the
subscale test flight.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

NASA-2.13

The launch vehicle will
require no external circuitry
or special ground support
equipment to initiate
launch (other than what is
provided by the launch
services provider).

The vehicle will utilize only the
equipment provided by the launch
services provider to initiate launch.

Demonstration
The launch vehicle utilized only the equipment
provided by the launch services provider to
initiate launch at each launch.

Complete
The vehicle utilizes
only the equipment
provided by the launch
services provider for
each launch.

NASA-2.14

The launch vehicle will use a
commercially available solid
motor propulsion system
using ammonium
perchlorate composite
propellant (APCP) which is
approved and certified by the
National Association of
Rocketry (NAR), Tripoli
Rocketry Association (TRA),
and/or the Canadian
Association of Rocketry
(CAR).
Pressure vessels on the
vehicle will be approved by
the RSO because of minimum
factor of safety of 4:1, include
pressure relief valve.
The total impulse provided by
a College or University
launch vehicle will not exceed
5,120 Newton-seconds
(L-class).

The vehicle will use the L1520T
from Aerotech.

Inspection
The team confirmed the selected motor meets
the requirements by inspecting manufacturer
data on the motor.

Complete
The selected motor for
the launch vehicle is the
L1520T from Aerotech

The vehicle currently does not
utilize a pressure vessel.

Analysis
The launch vehicle contains no pressure
vessels.

The selection of motors is from the
L-class with none above it.

Inspection
The selected motor, the L1520-T is an L class
motor.

Complete
The launch vehicle
design does not
incorporate a pressure
vessel.
Complete
The selected motor (the
L1520T from Aerotech)
is an L-class motor.

NASA-2.15

NASA-2.16
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Requirement
Number
NASA-2.17

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

The launch vehicle will have a
minimum static stability
margin of 2.0 at the point of
rail exit. Rail exit is defined at
the point where the forward
rail button loses contact with
the rail.
The launch vehicle will
accelerate to a minimum
velocity of 52 fps at rail exit.

Current simulations show static
margin of 2.32.

Analysis
The team will use simulations to confirm that
the launch vehicle will have at least a static
stability margin of 2.0 at the point of rail exit.

Complete
The simulations of
static stability margin at
rail exit show a static
margin of 2.32.

Current simulations show a velocity
of 57.6 fps.

Complete
The simulations of rail
exit velocity show a rail
exit speed of 57.6 feet
per second.

NASA-2.19

All teams will successfully
launch and recover a subscale
model of their rocket prior to
CDR.

A subscale model is being designed
and constructed and is scheduled to
launch November 10. It is a newly
constructed rocket with similar
function to that of the full scale.

Analysis
The team will use simulations to confirm that
the launch vehicle will have at least a velocity
of 52 fps at rail exit.
Demonstration
The rail exit velocity for the full-scale
demonstration was approximately 75 fps based
on barometric altitude data.
Demonstration
The team successfully launched and recover a
subscale model of the rocket prior to CDR.

NASA-2.20

All teams will complete
demonstration flights outlined
in the NASA SLI Handbook.

Demonstration flights of the vehicle
have been completed

Demonstration
The team successfully completed a vehicle
demonstration flight prior to FRR with the fullscale rocket in its final configuration.

Complete
Demonstration flights
of the vehicle have all
been completed.

NASA-2.21

An FRR Addendum will be
required for any team
completing a Payload
Demonstration Flight or
NASA required
Vehicle Demonstration Reflight after the submission of
the FRR Report.

FRR addendums will be completed
and submitted if the Payload
Demonstration Flight or Vehicle
Demonstration Re-flight is
completed after the FRR
submission.

Demonstration
The team will complete and submit an FRR
addendum if the Payload Demonstration Flight
or Vehicle Demonstration Re-flight is
completed after the FRR submission.

Incomplete
The team will complete
and submit an FRR
addendum if the
Payload Demonstration
Flight or Vehicle
Demonstration Reflight is completed after
the FRR submission.

NASA-2.18
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A subscale model of the
rocket was successfully
launched and recovered
on Nov. 17th.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-2.22

Any structural protuberance
on the rocket will be located
aft of the burnout center of
gravity.

The fins and rail buttons are located
aft of the burnout center of gravity.

Analysis
The vehicle will be designed such that that the
rail buttons and fins are located aft of the
burnout center of gravity.

NASA-2.23

The team’s name and launch
day contact information shall
be in or on the rocket airframe
as well as
in or on any section of the
vehicle that separates during
flight and is not tethered to
the main airframe.
The launch vehicle will not
utilize forward canards. The
launch vehicle will not utilize
forward firing motors. The
launch vehicle will not utilize
motors that expel titanium
sponges

Team information will be installed
in the body tubes.

Inspection
The team inscribed the team's name and launch
day contact information on the lower airframe
section in permanent ink.

The vehicle does not have canards,
forward firing motors, expelled
titanium sponges, hybrid motors,
cluster motors, friction fitting of the
motor, a Mach greater than 1 at any
point in flight, a ballast that exceeds
10% unballasted mass, transmitters
with power greater than 250mW, or
any dense metal as part of the
structure.

Analysis
The launch will not be designed to utilize
forward canards, forward firing motors,
expelled titanium sponges, hybrid motors,
cluster motors, friction fitting of the motor, a
Mach greater than 1 at any point in flight, a
ballast that exceeds 10% unballasted mass,
transmitters with power greater than 250 mW,
or any dense metal as part of the structure.

NASA-2.24
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Verification Status
Complete
The launch vehicle
design has fins and rail
buttons aft of the
burnout center of
gravity and no other
structural perturbances.
Complete
Team information has
been installed in the
body tubes of the
launch vehicle.

Complete
The vehicle design does
not incorporate canards,
forward firing motors,
expelled titanium
sponges, hybrid motors,
cluster motors, friction
fitting of the motor, a
Mach greater than 1 at
any point in a flight, a
ballast that exceeds
10% of unballasted
weight, transmitters
with power greater than
250mW, or any dense
metal as part of the
structure.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

NASA-3.1

The launch vehicle will stage
the deployment of its recovery
devices, where a drogue
parachute is deployed at
apogee and a main parachute
is deployed at a lower
altitude.

The altimeters will be set so that
drogue deploys at apogee and main
at 600 feet.

Demonstration
The team used the dual deploy recovery system
at a full-scale test launch. Successful
deployment of the drogue and main parachutes
at their designated altitudes.

NASA-3.2

Each team must perform a
successful ground ejection test
for both the drogue and main
parachutes.

Ground ejection testing was
successfully completed for the
subscale and full-scale launch.

Testing
The team will conduct ground ejection testing
for the subscale and full-scale test launches and
will finalize the charge sizes after each test.

Complete
A successful
demonstration of the
recovery system
occurred at the subscale
test flight. The
altimeters for the fullscale dual deploy
recovery system will be
set so the drogue
deploys at apogee and
main at 600 feet.
Incomplete
Ground ejection testing
was successfully
completed for the
subscale and full-scale
vehicles.

NASA-3.3

At landing, each independent
section of the launch vehicle
will have a maximum kinetic
energy of 75 ft-lbf.

Current simulations show each
section of the launch vehicle having
less than 75ft-lbf of energy at
landing.

NASA-3.4

The recovery system electrical
circuits will be completely
independent of any payload
electrical circuits.

Recovery circuitry is completely
independent of the payload circuits
with no interface between the two.

Analysis
The team simulations and hand calculations
verify that each section of the rocket will have
less than 75ft-lbf of kinetic energy on impact
with the ground.
Demonstration
The fullscale flight had a maximum KE of 34.2
ft-lbf.
Analysis
The payload and recovery system electronics
are independent, and strict electrical diagrams
as well as thick bulkheads will be used to
ensure there is no interaction between the two
systems.

Charger Rocket Works
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Complete
Current simulations
show each section of
the launch vehicle
having less that 75ft-lbf
of energy at landing.
Flight demonstration
confirms.
Complete
Recovery circuitry is
completely independent
of the payload circuits
with no interface
between the two.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-3.5

All recovery electronics will
be powered by commercially
available batteries.

Recovery electronics will be
powered by commercial 9V or 123A
batteries

Demonstration
The team uses unused, tested 9V or 123A
batteries for each launch.

NASA-3.6

The recovery system will
contain redundant,
commercially available
altimeters. The term
“altimeters”
includes both simple
altimeters and more
sophisticated flight
computers.
Motor ejection is not a
permissible form of primary
or secondary deployment.

The recovery system will contain a
redundant altimeter.

Analysis
The team will confirm that the recovery system
contains a redundant altimeter prior to each
launch.

Motor ejection is not and will not be
utilized as a form of deployment.

Analysis
The team will confirm that motor ejection is
not utilized.

NASA-3.8

Removable shear pins will be
used for both the main
parachute compartment and
the drogue parachute
compartment.

Removable shear pins will be
utilized for connecting body
segments to one another.

Analysis
The team will only use removable shear pins to
connect body segments.

NASA-3.9

Recovery area will be limited
to a 2,500 ft. radius from the
launch pads.

Simulations show that the vehicle
will land within 2,500 feet of the
launch pads.

Analysis
Simulations show that the maximum drift is
2340 feet.
Demonstration
The landing location of the full scale rocket on
its demo flight was 660 feet. Highest winds in
the hour of launch was 8 miles an hour.

NASA-3.7
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Verification Status
Complete
The team used unused,
tested 9V or 123A
batteries at the subscale
launch. The team has
more unused, tested
batteries available for
future launches.
Complete
The recovery system is
designed to, and will,
contain a redundant
altimeter.

Complete
Motor ejection is not
and will not be utilized
as a form of
deployment.
Complete
The design of the
launch vehicle has only
removable shear pins
used to connect body
segments to one
another.
Complete
Simulations show that
the vehicle will land
within 2,500 feet of the
launch pads. Full Scale
flight demonstrated
this.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status
Complete
Simulations show that
the vehicle will descend
in under 90 seconds,
demonstration flight
descended in 80
seconds.
Complete
The design of the
launch vehicle includes
a tracking device fitted
within the nosecone.

NASA-3.10

Descent time will be limited
to 90 seconds (apogee to
touch down).

Simulations show that the vehicle
will descend in under 90 seconds.

Analysis
The team will use simulations to verify that the
vehicle will descend in under 90 seconds.
Demonstration
The descent time of the full-scale flight was 80
seconds.

NASA-3.11

An electronic tracking device
will be installed in the launch
vehicle and will transmit the
position of the tethered
vehicle or any independent
section to a ground receiver.
The recovery system
electronics will not be
adversely affected by any
other on-board electronic
devices during flight (from
launch until landing).

A tracker will be fitted in the
nosecone and transmit position of
the vehicle.

Analysis
The vehicle design will include an electronic
tracking device contained within the vehicle.

The recovery electronics will be
tested to ensure that they are not
affected by other electronic
equipment.

Testing
Recovery electronics are housed in a separate
location from any other transmitting devices
Interference testing confirmed no other
electronics interfere with the recovery system.

NASA-4.1

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload
team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload team.

NASA-4.2

Each team will choose one
experiment option from UAV
or rover.

The CRW Payload team has
selected only Option 2, the UAV
beacon experiment.

The CRW Payload team has selected only
option 2, the UAV beacon experiment. The
team lead will verify all team members are
contributing only to option 2.

NASA-4.3

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload
team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload team.

NASA-4.4.1

Teams will design a custom
UAV that will deploy from
the internal structure of the
launch vehicle.

The payload team will construct a
custom UAV and deployment
system from scratch.

The team has designed a unique deployment
system that will eject the UAV from the
internal structure of the rocket. The volume and
weight constraints that this places on the design
of the UAV necessitates a custom built UAV.

NASA-3.12
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Complete
The recovery
electronics are located
in a separate location
from any other
transmitting device.
Interference testing
confirms no
interference.
Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.
Complete
The team has reached a
conclusive decision to
construct a UAV
payload.
Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.
Complete
The customized nature
of the UAV has been
finalized through its
unfolding arms and
deployment sheath.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-4.4.2

The UAV will be powered off
until the rocket has safely
landed on the ground and is
capable of being powered on
remotely after landing.

The circuit of the UAV will only be
closed when a switch is activated
upon release of the deployment
system.

Incomplete
No testing has been
done on the switched
mechanism yet.

NASA-4.4.3

The UAV will be retained
within the vehicle utilizing a
fail-safe active retention
system.

A failsafe active retention system
will be designed to retain the UAV
within the body tube of the rocket
until commanded to be released by a
signal sent from the ground station.

The UAV will remain powered off completely
until the unfolding of the deployment sheath.
Only then will this allow for a mechanical
switch to be activated on the UAV, closing the
UAV circuitry and causing the UAV to enter a
stand-by mode.
Demonstration
The retention system was tested and verified on
the vehicle demonstration flight

NASA-4.4.4

At landing, and under the
supervision of the Remote
Deployment Officer, the team
will remotely activate a
trigger to deploy the UAV
from the rocket.
After deployment and from a
position on the ground, the
UAV will take off and fly to a
NASA specified location,
called the Future Excursion
Area (FEA).
Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

The UAV will deploy at the
command of a ground station over
radio. The system will fail safe.

The ejection of the deployment sheath will be
remotely activated by a team member operating
the ground station. An electronics package will
be placed on the internal piston and will allow
for detachment of the fail-safe retention latch
and ignition of the black powder charges.
Upon the activation of the UAV mechanical
power switch, the UAV flight computer will be
activated from the ground station by the UAV
pilot. The pilot will then fly the UAV to the
FEA.

Ongoing
Testing campaign in
progress, but not
currently passed.

Not applicable to CRW Payload
team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

NASA-4.4.7

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload
team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

NASA-4.4.8

Once the UAV has reached
the FEA, it will place or drop
a simulated navigational
beacon on the target area.

The UAV will have the capability of
carrying and releasing a 1 in x 1 in x
1 in cube.

Upon reaching the FEA, the UAV pilot will
remotely release the beacon via radio
communication with a solenoid that keeps the
beacon retained on the UAV.

Incomplete
The UAV is still under
construction.

NASA-4.4.5

NASA-4.4.6

The UAV will have software that
makes it capable of both
autonomous and piloted flight.
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Verification Status

Complete

Ongoing
Communications and
thrust testing has been
completed but no flight
test has been conducted.
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Requirement
Number
NASA-4.4.9

NASA-4.4.10

NASA-4.4.11

NASA-4.4.12

NASA-4.4.13

NASA-4.5
NASA-5.1

Requirement Description

Compliance

The simulated navigational
beacon will be designed and
built by each team and will be
a minimum of 1 in W x 1 in H
x 1 in D.
Teams will ensure the UAV’s
batteries are sufficiently
protected from impact with
the ground.

A 1 in x 1 in x 1 in cube will be 3-D
printed as the UAV beacon.

The team has made a 1 in x 1 in x 1 in cube,
visually customized with UAH colors.

Complete
The beacon has been 3D printed.

Battery brackets have been designed
and manufactured.

The UAV batteries will be protected from
falling or any kind of impact with the ground
via the use of holstering brackets bolted into
the main frame of the UAV.

The batteries powering the
UAV will be brightly colored,
clearly marked as a fire
hazard, and easily
distinguishable from other
UAV parts.
The team will abide by all
applicable FAA regulations.

The batteries purchased are neon
orange.

The UAV batteries will be bright yellow and
given the appropriate safety labels.

Ongoing
The battery brackets
have been
manufactured, but no
shielding testing has
been conducted.
Complete
The batteries purchased
are neon orange.

The UAV has been designed to fit
within all FAA regulations.

The UAV will comply with FAA regulations
via the UAV derived requirements.

Any UAV weighing more
than .55 lbs. will be registered
with the FAA and the
registration number marked
on the vehicle.
Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

The UAV will be registered with the
FAA immediately after fabrication.

The UAV will be over .55 pounds and will be
registered with the FAA upon fabrication.

Not applicable to CRW Payload
team.

Not applicable to CRW Payload team.

Not applicable to CRW
Payload team.

Each team will use a launch
and safety checklist. The final
checklists will be included in
the FRR report and used
during the Launch Readiness
Review any launch day
operations

The Safety Officer will oversee the
writing of checklists and do final
sign offs on any checklist before
testing or launch. Checklists will be
included in Appendices B-E and the
Safety Manual. All final checklists
will have the approval of the Safety
Officer.

At least two (2) copies of the necessary
Standard Operating Procedures will be brought
to any launch sites and are the responsibility of
the Safety Officer. Hard copies used during
any launch day operations will be kept as
record of their use by the Safety Officer.

Inspection in progress

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification Status

Complete
All aspects of the UAV
design fit within the
FAA regulations.
Compete
The UAV has been
registered.
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Requirement
Number
NASA-5.2

NASA-5.3

NASA-5.3.1

NASA-5.3.2

Requirement Description
Each team must identify a
student safety officer who will
be responsible for all items in
section 5.3.
The role and responsibilities
of each safety officer will
include, but are not limited to,
all items under sections 5.3.15.3.4.

Monitor team activities with
an emphasis on Safety during:
Design of vehicle and
payload, Construction of
vehicle and payload,
Assembly of vehicle and
payload, Ground testing of
vehicle and payload, Subscale
launch test(s), Full-scale
launch test(s), Launch day,
Recovery activities, STEM
Engagement Activities
Implement procedures
developed by the team for
construction, assembly,
launch, and recovery
activities.

Compliance
The designated Safety Officer is
Hope Cash.

The roles and responsibilities of the
Safety Officer are listed under the
safety section of major documents
and tasks are delegated among the
CRW Safety Committee so that all
responsibilities are fulfilled at all
times.
The Safety Officer will ensure the
team receives proper training prior
to major activities and events. CRW
has selected a Deputy Safety Officer
to ensure all events may have at
least one Safety Officer.

The Safety Officer is responsible for
bringing at least two hard copies of
Standard Operating Procedures to
launch sites and operating as or
designating the procedure’s Safety
Monitor for launches and testing or
demonstrations.

Charger Rocket Works

|

Verification Plan

Verification Status

The Safety Officer has been identified in each
major document in the safety section and her
position was made aware to NASA at
submission of Proposal.
Hope Cash is the responsible officer for
overseeing work completed by the Safety
Committee to ensure all activities are properly
monitored and procedures implemented. Team
Leadership communicates with the Safety
Officer to ensure all duties are fulfilled.

Designation complete

The Safety Officer presents Safety Briefings
covering pertinent information on expectations,
rules, and procedures. Presented Safety
Briefings are made available to CRW for
reference through the CRW online safety
information area. The Deputy Safety Officer is
Tanner Schmitt.

Inspection in progress

The Safety Officer will present hard copies of
the Standard Operating Procedures during
activities. She will confirm with additional
team members that the Standard Operating
Procedures are packed prior to travel to launch
sites.

Inspection in progress
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Inspection in progress
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

NASA-5.3.3

Manage and maintain current
revisions of the team’s hazard
analyses, failure modes
analyses, procedures, and
MSDS/chemical inventory
data.

Safety related documents are accessible to all
team members on the CRW online sharing site,
under the Safety folder. Local copies are
updated constantly. Standard Operating
Procedures contain safety specific reference
materials and are available to the CRW online
sharing site and the CRW public website.

Inspection in progress

NASA-5.3.4

Assist in the writing and
development of the team’s
hazard analyses, failure
modes analyses, and
procedures.
During test flights, teams will
abide by the rules and
guidance of the local rocketry
club’s RSO. The allowance of
certain vehicle configurations
and/or payloads at the NASA
Student Launch does not give
explicit or implicit authority
for teams to fly those vehicle
configurations and/or
payloads at other club
launches. Teams should
communicate their intentions
to the local club’s President or
Prefect and RSO before
attending any NAR or TRA
launch.
Teams will abide by all rules
set forth by the FAA.

The Safety Officer meets with the Safety
Committee and Team Leadership to ensure all
hazardous operations are addressed. The Safety
Officer is available to work with any sub-team.
The Safety Officer reviews RAC and FMEA
tables.
The Safety Officer carries the signed CRW
Safety Pledges to launch sites and places of
hardware testing and demonstration. Team
Leadership is present at launch events.

Inspection in progress

NASA-5.4

The Safety Officer is responsible for
updating the electronic documents
containing this information and
ensuring any Risk and Hazard tables
and Material Safety Data Sheets
pertaining to the materials or tasks
in a Standard Operating Procedure
are included in the appendices.
The Safety Officer works with the
Safety Committee and sub-teams to
compose the Risk and Hazard
Analyses, Failure Modes and
Effects Analyses, and Material
Safety Data Sheets.
All CRW members have signed the
Charger Rocket Works Safety
Pledge requiring them to follow all
rules and guidance put into place by
any person in a designated safety or
authoritative position. The Safety
Officer and Team Leadership are
present at launch site activities to
ensure all team members follow the
CRW agreements.

All applicable FAA regulations are
accessible to the team. The Safety
Officer and Team Leadership are
responsible for ensuring CRW is in
compliance with all applicable FAA
regulations.

Lists of the applicable FAA regulations are
available to the team on the CRW online
sharing site. Team Leadership ensures all
applicable FAA regulations have been
considered when in the design phase of the
project.

Inspection complete

NASA-5.5
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Verification Status

Documentation
complete;
Inspection in progress
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

UAH-V-01

The vehicle shall reach an
apogee of 4800 feet within ±
250 feet

UAH-V-02

There shall be redundant,
increasing black powder
charges in the event of initial
recovery system deployment
failure.

UAH-V-03

UAH-V-04

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

Simulations were used to predict an
achieved altitude of 4982 feet. The
subscale test flight was used to
refine the simulations.
Multiple increasingly powerful
black powder charges will be
installed in the recovery system.

Analysis
The team will use simulations and hand
calculations to confirm that vehicle will reach
the required height.
Analysis
The launch vehicle will incorporate redundant
black powder charges.

The team shall purchase all
motors from the same
manufacturer to ensure similar
thrust curves.

Purchase records will show motors
are sourced from the same
manufacturer.

Inspection
The team will inspect purchase records to
confirm that all motors purchased and obtained
are from the same manufacturer.

Complete
The simulations predict
the launch vehicle will
reach 4982 feet.
Incomplete
The subscale rocket
incorporated redundant
black powder charges.
The full-scale rocket is
awaiting assembly.
Complete
All motors have been
sourced from the same
manufacturer.

Safety Factor for fin flutter
shall be a minimum of 1.50 to
prevent excess vibrations or
potential instability for the
fins.
GPS Tracker signal will not
impose a charge on the ematches or interfere with
avionics.

The safety factor for fin flutter is
calculated to be 7.19.

Analysis
The team will use hand calculations to confirm
that the safety factor for fin flutter is a
minimum of 1.50.

Complete
The safety factor for fin
flutter is calculated to
be 7.19.

The GPS will be tested to prove it
does not interfere with the standard
ignition system provided by the
launch services provider.

Testing
The team will conduct interference tests to
verify that the GPS tracker will not interfere
with e-matches or avionics.

UAH-R-01

All metal hardware used for
recovery equipment must be
non-ductile metal

All metal recovery hardware will
not use ductile metals such as
aluminum and its alloys.

Analysis
All metal used for recovery equipment will be
designed to be steel or forged steel.

UAH-R-02

All non-metal recovery
equipment must be protected
from hot gasses and/or open
flame

Flame resistant cloth shall cover all
non-metal recovery components.

Analysis
The recovery system will be designed such that
all non-metal components are protected from
hot gases and/or open flame.

Complete
The GPS was
successfully tested and
flown on the subscale
rocket.
Complete
The launch vehicle
design incorporates
only steel or forged
steel components for all
metallic components.
Incomplete
Flame resistant cloth
shall cover all nonmetal recovery
components.

UAH-V-05
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status
Complete
The selected length of
shock cord is longer
than the distance from
the parachute mounting
point to the end of its
respective body tube.
Ongoing
Propulsion testing has
been complete, but no
flight testing has been
conducted.

UAH-R-03

Shock cord must be of
sufficient length to permit the
full ejection of the
parachute(s) from the body
tube(s)

The length of shock cord installed
for reach parachute will be at least
the distance from the parachute
mounting point to the end of its
respective body tube.

Analysis
The team will confirm that the length of shock
cord will be at least the distance from the
parachute mounting point to the end of its
respective body tube.

UAH-P-01

The UAV shall be capable of
executing the following flight
pattern in a 15 mph headwind:
100 feet vertical ascent, 0.5
mile lateral movement, 100
feet vertical descent, and 30
second hover and/or lowspeed flight.
The UAV shall incorporate a
25% power usage margin.

Motors capable of performing the
desired flight procedure were
chosen from a thrust/battery power
trade study that accounted for worst
case scenario flight conditions (i.e.
20 mph headwinds).

The propulsion testing and flight testing will
produce enough data to verify the UAV has the
performance and power efficiency to conduct
this mission. A full test of this flight profile is
not necessarily needed to verify this
requirement.

The batteries that were chosen for
the UAV supply sufficient power to
maintain a 25% usage margin given
the total power needed to render the
UAV operational for its mission.
A camera and link budget will be
needed to give the UAV image
transmitting capability.

A power budget has been constructed to
determine the power usage of the batteries
given the power needed to make a functional
UAV.

The appropriate transmitters and
receivers will be acquired in order
for the UAV to be fully operational
passed 0.5 miles.

The power budget (Section 5.4.3.1.) and link
budget (Section 5.4.3.2.) indicate that the
operational range of the UAV and all of its
electronics exceeds 0.5 miles. FRR

UAH-P-02

UAH-P-03

The UAV shall be capable of
transmitting in-flight pictures
to the operator.

UAH-P-04

UAV control and image
transmission range shall be at
least 0.5 miles.

Charger Rocket Works
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UAV, and a link budget will be contracted to
ensure the camera is capable of transmitting
images back to the ground station. Validated in
Section 5.4.3.2. FRR.
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Complete
The power budget has
soon the batteries to
operate within the 25%
power usage margin.
Complete
The camera has been
tested and shown to
adequately transmit
images back to the
ground station. See
Section 5.6.7. CDR
Complete
Complete under
Verification Plan
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

UAH-P-05

The payload must fit within a
six inch diameter.

The UAV will be design small
enough that its diameter is less than
5.5 inches.

The CAD model of the UAV will be
constrained to a 5.5 inch body diameter. Also,
the UAV will be physically evaluated for size
upon completion. Validated in Section 5.4.2.
PDR

UAH-P-06

The payload and deployment
system shall weigh no more
than 10 lbs.

Attention will be given to the weight
of the electrical components as well
as the manufactured components of
the UAV.

UAH-P-07

The electronics of the UAV
shall be activated by a
mechanical switch upon the
release of the deployment
system.
In the event of
communication loss, the UAV
shall maintain hover at a
specified altitude.

The circuit of the UAV will only be
closed when a switch is activated
upon release of the deployment
system.

The total weight of the payload will be verified
by two methods: (1) theoretical calculations
based on vendors data sheets and CAD
modeling, and (2) real-world data from
weighing the fully-assembled payload on a
physical scale.
Testing of the switch has been conducted once
the UAV is finished undergoing construction.
Validated by adhering to NASA USLI
Handbook Requirement 4.4.2.

Failsafe software within the flight
computer will cause the UAV to
hover if communications are lost
with the ground station.

The failsafe software will be tested by
purposely exceeding the transmitter range to
ensure proper UAV functionality. Validated in
Section 5.4.4.3. FRR

Incomplete
No hover testing has
been conducted

UAH-P-10

The UAV shall transmit
telemetry on flight condition
to ground station.

The appropriate telemetry
equipment will be gathered for use
on the UAV.

Telemetry tests conducted to see if the
telemetry device is working properly. Validated
in test PT-2

Complete
Telemetry Testing has
confirmed.

UAH-P-11

The UAV shall store flight
data on board.

A flight computer containing an SD
card will be mounted to the UAV.

During thrust tests, the flight computer has
been saving data to SD card. Validated in PT-3

UAH-P-12

The UAV shall also be
assembled in manner that is
capable of withstanding
significant ground impact. 2
feet

The UAV will be designed to be
rigid, and the materials
manufactured for this desire will not
compromise its structural integrity.

Aluminum and carbon fiber make up the
foundational pieces of the UAV. Drop tests will
be performed ensure structural rigidity.
Validated in Section 5.4.2. PDR

Complete
Thrust Tests have saved
logs to SD card
Incomplete
No drop tests have been
performed.

UAH-P-09
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Verification Status
Incomplete
The CAD model is
shown to fit within a
5.5 inch diameter, but
the UAV is not yet fully
constructed, thus not
physical verification
has been completed yet.
Complete
Verification method (1)
has indicated that the
payload will be less
than 10 lbs. Verification
method (2) confirms.
Complete
The switch successfully
power cycles the UAV.
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

Verification Status

UAH-P-13

The UAV and deployment
system shall be limited to 24
inch in length due to rocket
spacing constraints.

The UAV and deployment system
will be design small enough that its
maximum length is less than 24
inches.

The UAV and deployment system have been
assembled and the system is under the 24 inch
requirement. This size constraint was verified
in the orientation and deployment testing.

Complete
DT-4 verifies the
system fits into its
constraint.

UAH-P-14

If multiple batteries are used,
identical ones will be used
and a balance charger will be
used to charge them.
The UAV shall be registered
with the FAA as a model
aircraft.

The batteries that were chosen for
the UAV are identical. The new
configuration only uses one battery.

UAV has moved to a one battery configuration,
meaning the dual charging is no longer
necessary.

Complete
Complete under
Verification Plan.

The UAV is being constructed in
compliance with FAA regulations of
UAVs.

Properly document the registration and display
the registration number on the side of the
aircraft.

Complete
The vehicle has been
registered.

UAH-P-16

The UAV shall be flown
within line of sight at
competition and during
testing.

The payload team will always
maintain line of sight with the UAV.

The procedure for flight day operations ensure
that the vehicle will always be within line of
sight.

UAH-P-17

Airports and air traffic control
towers shall be notified prior
to flying within 5 miles of an
airport.

The payload team will not fly the
UAV outdoors within 5 miles of an
airport without notifying the air
traffic controller.

Properly written testing procedure.

UAH-P-18

The UAV shall not fly over
400 ft. in altitude.

The UAV will never be flown over
400 feet high.

The flight day procedure warns operators to not
exceed 400 feet in altitude.

Complete
The transmitters and
receivers for the UAV
and ground station
function best within
line of sight of each
other and thus require
line of sight with the
payload team to achieve
optimum results.
Complete
The rocket SOP
mandates airports and
air traffic control
towers to be notified
before launch and
notified of the UAV
payload onboard.
Complete
Operators are trained to
not fly the UAV over
400 feet in altitude. .

UAH-P-15

Charger Rocket Works
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Requirement
Number

Requirement Description

Compliance

Verification Plan

UAH-S-01

CRW members will notify the
Safety Officer if any nonlisted hazards are found in
work areas

Non-listed hazards reported to the Safety
Officer will be recorded with note of when they
appeared.

Inspection in progress

UAH-S-02

CRW members will follow all
PRC safety procedures.

All CRW members have signed the Charger
Rocket Works Safety Pledge.

Documentation
complete;
Inspection in progress

UAH-S-03

The Safety Officer or Deputy
Safety Officer will present
Safety Briefings to the team.

Safety Briefings will be scheduled on the team
Gantt chart and the date and topic of the
briefing will be recorded (see Section 4.1).

Ongoing
Eight Safety Briefings
have been conducted

UAH-S-04

Pertinent MSDS will be
included with corresponding
SOP.

See Appendix D for Full-Scale Launch
Checklist.

Complete

UAH-S-05

Any significant mishaps will
be reported to the Safety
Officer.

The Safety Officer, Team Leadership, Team
Mentors, and Faculty Advisor will analyze the
mishap and determine its origins. Revisions to
the SOP or the design will be made as
necessary.

Ongoing
All safety incidents
have been reported
properly

UAH-S-06

The Safety Officer will
address any mishaps and the
results of the analysis to the
team.

The Safety Officer has
documentation areas for additional
hazards. The Safety Officer
conducts periodic inspections of the
CRW fabrication laboratory
All CRW members are required to
sign the Charger Rocket Works
Safety Pledge. Team Leadership and
the Safety Officer will enforce PRC
and CRW safety policies.
Safety Briefings are written by the
Safety Committee relating to
upcoming team or sun-team events
and presented prior to the event
date.
The Safety Officer includes MSDS
for any hazardous materials
involved in the operation in an
appendix of the Standard Operating
Procedure.
The CRW team has been briefed on
their responsibilities, including
reporting mishaps to the Safety
Officer. The Safety Officer is
prepared to document and
investigate any mishaps brought to
her attention.
The Safety Officer is prepared to
document and investigate any
mishaps brought to her attention.
Following an investigation with
Team Leadership, the findings will
be presented to the CRW in a Safety
Briefing.

Safety Briefing date and topic will be recorded
(see Section 4.1). Date of revisions to SOPs
will be noted on SOP.

Ongoing
Safety Mishaps have
been followed by safety
briefing

Charger Rocket Works
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Requirement
Number
UAH-S-07

UAH-S-08

UAH-S-09

Requirement Description

Compliance

Hazards corresponding to
Low Risk after the Mitigation
Assessment must be signed
off and approved by the
Safety Committee and Team
Leadership.
Hazards corresponding to
Moderate Risk after the
Mitigation Assessment must
be signed off and approved by
the Safety Committee, Team
Leadership, Team Mentor,
and the Faculty Advisor.
Hazards corresponding to
High Risk after the Mitigation
Assessment are deemed
unacceptable and must be
mitigated further.

The front matter to the Risk and
Hazard Assessment includes
signature lines for appropriate
authorities. Reviews will be sent out
prior to the Flight Readiness
Review.
The front matter to the Risk and
Hazard Assessment includes
signature lines for appropriate
authorities. Reviews will be sent out
prior to the Flight Readiness
Review.

See Appendix B for verification signatures of
the Risk and Hazard Assessment.

Complete

See Appendix B for verification signatures of
the Risk and Hazard Assessments.

Complete

Efforts by the Safety Committee,
sub-team leads, and Team
Leadership in preliminary drafting
and full reviews work to mitigate
High Risk hazards. All hazards’
Post RAC rating are Moderate Risk
or below.

See Appendix B for Risk and Hazard
Assessments.

Complete

Charger Rocket Works
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8 Appendix B: Risk and Hazard Assessment
RAC
Severity Level
1

2

3

4

Catastrophic

Critical

Marginal

Negligible

A – Highly
Probable

1A

2A

3A

4A

B – Likely

1B

2B

3B

4B

C – Moderate

1C

2C

3C

4C

D – Unlikely

1D

2D

3D

4D

E–
Improbable

1E

2E

3E

4E

Probability
Level

Description
1–
Catastrophic
2 – Critical
3 – Marginal
4 – Negligible

Description
A – Highly
Probable
B – Likely
C – Moderate
D – Unlikely

E – Improbable

Charger Rocket Works
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Severity Level
Criteria
Loss of life or permanent injury, irreparable major
damage to facilities or hardware, complete project
failure.
Severe personal injury, significant damage to
hardware or facilities, significant impact on overall
schedule.
Minor personal injury, reparable damage to
facilities or hardware, significant impact on
immediate schedule.
Minor personal injury, little to no damage to
hardware, little impact on immediate schedule.
Probability Level
Criteria
Qualitative
Quantitative
Highly expected to occur or
85% < Probability
to occur frequently during
project duration.
Expected to occur or to occur
50% < Probability < 85%
several times during project
duration.
Potential to occur multiple
25% < Probability < 50%
times during project duration.
Remote potential to occur
1% < Probability < 25%
with exception of rare
occasion during project
duration.
Highly unexpected to occur
Probability < 1%
during project duration.

Flight Readiness Review
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Risk
Insufficient Funds

Cause
Funds were not properly
obtained from academic and
outside sources. Materials
were purchased
unnecessarily.

Disagreement Between
Team Members

Communication failures and
unreceptive to ideas.

Schedule Setbacks

STEM Engagement
Activities

 Deadlines Missed
 Unavailable Parts
 Manufacturing Equipment
Unavailable
 Unavailable Team Members

Rocket launch with many
participants
Unknown environment

Charger Rocket Works

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Overall Project
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Necessary parts may
2C
1. A detailed list including fund
have to be selected by
sourcing has been written and
cheapest value alone.
updated during project duration.
There may be no
2. Funds have been obtained prior
remaining funds for
to part ordering.
replacement parts.
3. An initial inventory was taken of
preexisting supplies to identify
reclaimed parts.
Tensions lead to project
3C
1. Concerns within sub-teams will
failure due to lack of
be brought to sub-team leads
teamwork.
who will diffuse situations or
escalate issues as necessary.
Delayed fabrication,
construction, or testing
may result in missed
flight opportunities or
NASA deadlines.

2B

Injuries to participants
sustained during STEM
engagement activity.

2C

|

2019 NASA USLI

1. Gnatt charts have been made and
reminders have been sent out
prior to deadlines.
2. Parts have been ordered with
sufficient time to obtain
alternate parts before
integration. Additionally, parts
are sourced from various
vendors.
3. Program Manager and Team
Leads have outlined and
maintained a fabrication and
machining timeline. Team has
planned ahead of time and
designed parts efficiently.
4. Team members are contacted of
meeting times and schedule
frequently so individual
members can plan ahead of
time.
1. All members of the team must be
wearing PPE along with the
participating children. A radius
is maintained to make sure all
participants are not in a
hazardous area.
2. The safety plan for the
designated area must be known
and explained to all participants.
3. The environment should be
reviewed to find any hazardous
object.

|

Verification
1. Project Manager ensured
all funds are accounted
for.
2. Project Manager has
submitted part orders as
necessary.

Post-RAC
2E

1. Periodic Leadership
meetings will discuss
any issues resolved or
otherwise within subteams.
1. Schedule check-ins occur
during every team
meeting.
2. Sub-team leads request
parts for purchase from
Program Manager. The
parts are ordered in time
and are available from
multiple vendors.
3. Team leads double check
designs, take inventory,
and make note of the
equipment available
before manufacturing
parts.
4. Sub-team leads make sure
schedules are enforced.

3D

1. A radius will be marked
that displays were
participants need to wear
PPE.
2. Safety Briefing 3

3D

Flight Readiness Review

2D
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Risk
Custom-built UAV more
challenging than
anticipated.

Cause
Scope of electronic and
mechanical UAV systems
beyond current understanding
and capabilities.

Charger Rocket Works

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Overall Project
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Delays to payload
2C
1. Payload design and construction
schedule. Missing fullbegan after selection of payload
scale launch opportunity
experiment.
with payload.
2. Research and design plans have
been be presented to Team
Leadership and professional
advisors for assistance and
discussion for
design/construction.

|
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Verification
1. Weekly status updates to
discuss payload design
and progress occur.

Flight Readiness Review

Post-RAC
2D

143

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Personnel Hazards for Machining/Construction
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Scratches, cuts, loss of
1D
1. Use of proper PPE, use of fullyfinger
enclosed machines/safety shields
on machines

Hazard
Handling of sharp, fast
moving tools

Cause
Use of saws to cut parts for
rocket and payload
construction

Injury in isolated facility

Working alone, mishandling
machinery, tripping in
machine shop

Concussion, knocked
unconscious with no
aid, left in said state
over extended period of
time

2D

Inhalation of fiberglass dust

Excessive fiberglass dust
from machining

Respiratory irritation,
respiratory damage.
Stomach irritation

3C

Inhalation of PLA and ABS
plastic vapors

Vapors from 3D printing in
enclosed space

Respiratory irritation

3C

1. Use of proper PPE
2. Printing done in well ventilated
room

Vapor exposure during
soldering

Soldering in confined spaces

Respiratory irritation,
onset of occupational
asthma

3C

1. Use of proper PPE
2. Soldering done in well ventilated
room

Lead exposure

Use of lead-containing solder,
handling of lead alloys

Respiratory irritation,
lead poisoning

2D

Burns

Handling of soldering iron
and heat gun

Skin damage, blisters,
disfiguration

2C

1. Use of proper PPE
2. Soldering done in well ventilated
room
3. Wash hands after use of lead
materials
1. Use of heated tools by
trained/informed personnel
2. First aid kits located in PRC

Charger Rocket Works
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1. No fewer than two people must be
present in machine shop during
use
2. Shop manager notified of
machining plans and entry/exit of
shop
1. Use of wet saw
2. Cleaning up of dust between
operations
3. Use of proper PPE

|

Verification
1. Use by machine shop
authorized personnel
only, Machine shop
safety agreement
1. Authorized personnel
only
2. CRW and Machine
Shop safety agreements

Post-RAC
1E

1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Following of machine
shop regulations.
Machine shop safety
agreement
1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Following of machine
shop regulations,
Machine shop safety
agreement
1. Safety Briefing 7
Briefings
2. Following of machine
shop regulations,
Machine shop safety
agreement
1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Following of machine
shop regulations,
Machine shop safety
agreement
1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Safety Officer ensured
presence of first aid kit
in PRC

3D

Flight Readiness Review

2E

3D

3D

2E

2D
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Risk
Recovery Failure – Rocket
Separates, parachutes don’t
deploy
Recovery System Failure –
Rocket doesn’t separate

Cause
Recovery system is packed
poorly and remains in rocket.

 Ejection charges are
undersized
 Battery becomes
disconnected during flight.
 Battery voltage too low.
 Stratologgers not turned
on.
 Switch failure.
 Faulty E-Match

Recovery Failure –
Excessive Main
Deployment Loading

Rocket is moving too fast at
main deployment.

Failure to Launch





Recovery System Failure Premature Ejection

Altimeter malfunction or
ejection charge malfunction.

Recovery System Failure –
Harness Failure

Shock cord breaks.
Zipper through the body tube.
Harness cuts on the lip of the
body tube.
Parachute damaged by
ejection charge.

Recovery System Failure –
Main Parachute Deploys at
Apogee

Altimeter malfunction or
wired improperly, faulty
shear pins or not enough
shear pins.

Faulty igniter.
Faulty launch circuit.
Launch circuit not turned
on.

Charger Rocket Works

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Vehicle
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Rocket descent is
2B
1. Successful test of recovery system
uncontrolled and
before first launch.
dangerous.
2. The recovery system is to packed
consistent with the manner used
in the ground test.
Rocket lodges into
2D
1. Ejection charges have been tested.
earth, partially or in
2. Redundant recovery deployment
full. Damage to rocket,
systems are used.
people, property.
3. Heads Up system is utilized at
Recovery ejection
launch field. “Heads UP!” will
charges do not detonate,
be called if ballistic decent, per
fail to separate rocket,
Range Safety Officer’s direction.
shear pins don’t break,
4. Battery voltages are checked at
parachutes do not
launch field prior to launch.
deploy.

Verification
1. SOP 005V1 -Black
Powder demonstration –
Full Scale results.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 150, 169.
1. SOP 005V1 -Black
Powder demonstration –
Full Scale results.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 178, 179,
187.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch, Test Location.
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 121.

Post-RAC
2E

Structural Failure.
Rocket body collapse
resulting in
uncontrolled or unstable
flight.
Uncertainty in vehicle
condition. Possible
danger in recovering
vehicle.

1D

1. Redundant recovery systems.
2. Redundant recovery deployment
systems.

1E

2C

Rocket descent is
uncontrolled and
dangerous.
Rocket falls in an
uncontrolled manner.
Damage to rocket,
people, property.
Recovery ejection
charges do not detonate,
fail to separate rocket,
parachutes do not
deploy.

2D

1. Inspect components in contact
with motor and handle them
carefully before and after launch.
2. Continuity check on launch
circuit.
1. Successful test of recovery system
and altimeter before first launch.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 121.
2. SOP 21- Full Scale
Launch steps 178, 179,
187.
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 194-196.
2. Confirm with RSO for
continuity check.
1. Sub-scale launch results.

2E

2C

1. Parachute is packed consistently
with the manner used in ejection
testing.
2. Duct tape is used as reinforcement
on shock cord at body tube lip.
3. Inspection of shock cord before
and after flight.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 150, 169.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 144, 163.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 140, 159,
238.

2E

Rocket drifts beyond
recoverable area or into
residential area.

3B

1. Drop demonstration using
expected kinetic energy to
determine adequate number of
shear pins.
2. Only new, unused shear pins are
used.

1. SOP 17 – Kinetic Energy
Drop Demonstration
results.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 185, 193.

3D
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Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Propulsion
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Fire or explosion.
1D
1. Motors are handled exclusively by
the Team Motor.
2. Motors are stored in locked a
protective bunker.
3. Motors taken to launch field are
transported in the Day Box.

Risk
Unloaded Motor Fire

Cause
Electrostatic discharge,
interference from other
vehicles, heat sources.

Motor Dislodges from
Proper Position

Structural failure of thrust
plate, retention rings,
centering rings.

Motor may eject from
the rocket body.
Motor thrusting up
through body.
Unstable flight.

2C

1. Robust motor retention.
2. Thrust plate analysis.

Moisture Content in Motor

Improper handling of motor.
Insufficient weather
conditions.

Motor corrosion and
failure to ignite.

2C

Catastrophe At Take Off
(CATO)

Defective motor or motor
case, unsecured motor.

Likely loss of vehicle,
fire.

1D

1. Proper handling, storage, and
protection of motor from moist
environments.
2. Motors are only handled by the
Team Mentor.
3. Motors taken to launch field are
transported in the Day Box.
1. Motors are only purchased from
licensed vendors.
2. Motors are only handled by the
Team Mentor.

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification
1. The Safety Officer
confirms transportation
plans with the Team
Mentor.
2. Faculty Advisor has
access to locked
protective case.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 21.
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 194-196.
1. Flight testing and
inspection of motor tube
following test, SOP 21 –
Full Scale Flight step
196.
2. Team Mentor will handle
motor, SOP 21 – Full
Scale Flight steps 194196.
3. FEA results, Component
Description Sheets.
1. Faculty Advisor has
access to locked
protective case.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight step 21.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight steps 194-196.
1. Project Manager has
submitted motor order
requests as necessary.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight steps 194-196.

Flight Readiness Review

Post-RAC
1E

2E

2E

1E

146

Risk
Weather Cocking

Cause
Incorrect exit velocity or
static margin.

Unstable Flight

Weather cocking, excessive
fin flutter, or structural
failure.

Insufficient Altitude

Insufficient thrust to weight
ratio.

Excessive Altitude

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Flight
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Rocket flies off track,
1C
1. Simulated flight with flight
beyond launch field
software, rocket has been
perimeter. Forces on the
designed so CG/CP are in stable
rocket may result in
locations and proper exit
insufficient altitude.
velocity.
2. Confirm CG with loaded rocket
and static margin.

Unpredictable flight
path or landing area.
Potential to destroy the
rocket.
Rocket does not meet
minimum altitude
requirement.

1C

Excessive thrust to weight
ratio.

Rocket exceeds
maximum altitude
requirement.

3C

Low Exit Velocity

High friction coefficient
between rail and rail buttons,
motor impulse not high
enough for vehicle.

Apogee decreases, and
flight becomes unstable
and unpredictable.

2D

Low descent Velocity

Oversized parachute.

3C

Inaccurate Calculation or
Simulation

Incorrect mass of components
or motor thrust resulting in
wrong simulation in
Openrocket.

Vehicle flies outside of
the required boundary,
vehicle not recoverable.
Results are not what
was expected.
Unpredictable flight.

High internal Pressure

High pressure differential
causes rocket to separate.

Uncontrolled or
unstable flight.

2D

Charger Rocket Works
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3C

2C

1. Simulated flight with flight
software.
2. Tested rocket design with
subscale flight.
1. Simulated flight with flight
software. use
2. Sub-scale launch to determine
motor choice.
3. Maintain rocket in proper weight
margin.
1. Simulated flight with flight
software.
2. Sub-scale launch to determine
motor choice.
3. Maintain rocket in proper weight
margin.
1. Members have selected motor
sufficient for exit velocity and
inspected vehicle components in
contact with rail.
2. Rocket has at least a 5:1 thrust to
weight ratio.

1. Simulations have been performed
for recovery.
2. Calculations have been tested.
1. Individual members have assigned
materials to their respective parts.
2. Components and assembled rocket
are weighed.
3. Rerun simulations with
manufactured weights prior to
launch.
1. Simulations have been made on
all firing systems.
2. Designs have been tested.

2019 NASA USLI
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Verification
1. Measure the stability
margin and calculate the
thrust to weight ratio
based on measured
weight of the rocket and
accepted thrust data of
motor.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 199-203.
1. Analyzed results.
2. Sub-scale test results.

Post-RAC
1E

1. Analyzed software
results.
2. Altimeter data from subscale launch.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch 201, 203.
1. Analyzed software
results.
2. Altimeter data from subscale launch.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch 201, 203.
1. Simulation results from
programs used to
properly predict motor
results based off vehicle
weight. Average thrust is
1420 N.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 201, 204.
1. Simulation results.
2. Subscale flight tests.

3E

1. Component Description
Sheets.
2. Leads will be in charge of
ensuring weight and
thrust calculations to
ensure predictable flight.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight step 201.
1. Simulation results.
2. Subscale flight tests.

2E

Flight Readiness Review
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3E

2E

3E

2E
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Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Flight
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Sensors and other
3C
1. New batteries are used for every
components in avionics
flight.
bay will cease to work.
2. Battery voltages are checked
Flight unmanageable
before installation.
and not recordable.
3. Extra batteries will be packed.

Risk
Avionics failure

Cause
Improper charging of
batteries.

High internal Pressure

Improper design for ejection
methods and firing of motor.

High vacuum will cause
the rocket body to
collapse resulting in
uncontrolled or unstable
flight.

2B

1. Simulations have been made on
all firing systems.
2. Designs have been tested.

Payload Deployment During
Flight

Payload retention fails during
flight or descent.

Uncontrolled descent of
mass. Endangerment to
personnel and property.

3C

1. Fail-safe retention system.

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight step 21.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight steps 23, 30, 34,
121.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight step 21.
1. Simulation results.
2. Subscale flight tests.

Post-RAC
3E

1. Vehicle Demonstration
Flight test results.

3D

Flight Readiness Review
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Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Payload
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Could prevent the UAV
2D
1. Robust battery retention has been
from flying causing
designed,
failure of mission
2. Batteries are ensured to be fully
charged.
3. Properly designed power system
distributes power effectively.
Loss of data, potential
2C
1. Analysis of the system under
failure of mission due to
flight loads has proven the UAV
inability to fly
will withstand said loads.
2. Payload functionality has been
successfully demonstrated prior to
launch.
Loss on data, loss of
2C
1. Communication system is
UAV control resulting
designed and analyzed to ensure
in mission failure
range stays within limit.
2. An autonomous return to latest
GPS waypoint upon signal loss is
implemented.
3. UAV has been tethered during
test flights.

Risk
Power Loss to one or more
systems

Cause
Battery failure, voltage spike,
power system failure.

Data collection failure

Software or hardware failure
due to flight loads causing
wire disconnections and
damage to electrical
components.

Signal Loss - Telemetry

Power loss to
receiver/transceiver, exceeds
range limits of
communication system, loss
of line of sight

Signal Loss - Video

Power loss to
receiver/transceiver, exceeds
range limits of
communication system, loss
of line of sight

Loss on data, loss of
UAV situational
awareness resulting in
mission failure

2C

Payload fails to deploy

Passive retention system fails
due to flight loads, damage to
deployment sheath causes
deployment failure, E-match
failure, insufficient black
powder charge size

UAV fails to exit rocket
body thereby failing
mission

2C

Payload fails to fly

Propulsion or electrical
system failure due to flight or
deployment loads, UAV
retention pins fail due to
flight or deployment loads

UAV cannot achieve
flight and thereby fails
mission

2D

Beacon deployment system
failure

Beacon retention system fails
due to flight or deployment
loads, signal loss

Beacon fails to deploy,
beacon deploys in
wrong location

3C

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification
1. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 21
2. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 21
3. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 21
1. Analysis results.
2. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration
3. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration

Post-RAC
2E

1. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration
results.
2. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration
results.
3. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration steps 7,
13-15
1. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration
results.
2. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration
results.
1. SOP 22 – UAV
Deployment System
Black Powder Test

2E

1. A successful payload flight is
prior to the payload
demonstration launch.

1. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration

2E

1. The signal range is tested in order
to remain within viable range.
2. A robust beacon retention system
was designed and implemented.

1. SOP 24 – UAV Flight
Range Demonstration

3E

1. Communication system is
designed and analyzed to ensure
range stays within limit.
2. An autonomous return to latest
GPS waypoint upon signal loss is
implemented.
1. The deployment system
functionality is to be successfully
demonstrated prior to payload
demonstration launch.
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Risk
Cuts

Cause
Spinning propellers come in
contact with personnel

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: Payload
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Personnel injury.
3B
1. Barricades were placed around
the UAV during testing.
2. Gloves are worn when handling
UAV once batteries have been
connected.
3. Only trained Red Team members
have conducted test procedures.

Verification
1. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 8
2. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration steps 19,
39
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 104
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Section
Authorized Red Team
Members.

Post-RAC
3E

Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Topic: LiPo Batteries
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Fire, release of toxic
2D
1. Batteries are charged in an
vapors
approved LiPo charging bag.
2. Batteries are recharged once
depleted.

Verification
1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Appendix F

Post-RAC
3D

Risk
LiPo battery explosion

Cause
Overcharging of battery, over
discharging of batteries, using
hot batteries, improper
storage.

LiPo Battery swelling,
bursting

Overcharging of battery, over
discharging of batteries, using
hot batteries, improper
storage.

Fire, release of toxic
vapors

2D

1. Batteries are charged in an
approved LiPo charging bag.
2. Batteries are recharged once
depleted.

1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Appendix F

3D

Fire

LiPo battery explosion

Burns, damage to
facilities or personnel.

3C

1. Test operators wear proper PPE.
2. Test operators followed SOP
guidelines by staying safe
distance away from system
during test.
3. Fire extinguisher has been
available in test area.

3E

Inhalation of toxic vapors

LiPo battery explosion,
releasing of dangerous
contents

Respiratory irritation

3D

1. Batteries are charged in
approved LiPo charging bag.
2. Area is vacated until fumes
dissipated.

1. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE)
2. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 25
3. SOP 23 – UAV Hover
Demonstration step 2
1. Safety Briefing 7
2. Appendix F

Charger Rocket Works
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Environmental Hazards on System
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
UAV does not operate
2C
1. Remaining aware of weather
conditions.
2. Do not launch in wet conditions.

Hazard
Shorted Circuit

Cause
Precipitation

Moisture in Motor

High humidity, precipitation

Motor corrosion and
failure to ignite

2D

1. Proper handling and storage of
motor.
2. Motors will only be handled by the
Team Mentor.
3. Motor installed at the end of
assembly procedures.
4. Additional Launch Day motor
purchased in advance.

Black Powder Fails to
Detonate

Moisture in Black Powder

Recovery deployment
failure

1D

1. Black powder charges are in
sealed containers.
2. Team Mentor or PRC faculty
handle black powder.

Drift of Vehicle Beyond
Recovery Zone

High winds

3C

1. Rocket is not launched in winds
over 20 mph.

Uncontrolled UAV Flight

High winds

Vehicle lands on roads,
private property,
spectator area
Collision with
spectators, miss Future
Excursion Area

2C

Launch Rail Positioned at
Improper Angle

Uneven ground around
launch rail

Rocket angled towards
spectators, launched at
greater angle than
intended

Impaired Launch
Preparation Procedures

Winds during assembly at
launch site

Rocket Lands in Tree

High winds, launch field
dimensions overlap forested
area

Charger Rocket Works

Verification
1. Mandatory pre-trip team
meeting.
2. SOP 25 – UAV Field
Deployment and Flight
Test Location.
1. Faculty Advisor has
access to locked Day
Box.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight steps 194-196
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight steps 194-196
4. Program Manager
receipts purchase
requests.
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight 13,14
2. Safety Briefing 2
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Preparation of Black
Powder Charges
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Test Location.

Post-RAC
2E

1. UAV is not flown in winds greater
than 20 mph.

1. SOP 25 – UAV Field
Deployment and Flight
Test Section.

2D

3D

1. Launch only at approved launch
site.
2. Rail angle is checked prior to
arming system.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Test Location.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 217.

3E

Low mass items (shear
pins, screws, paper)
blown away, increased
assembly time

3D

1. Tarp and clamps are brought to be
hung along awning side as a
windbreak if necessary.
2. Shear pins and screws are packed
in closeable containers.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 21.

3E

Damage to tree, damage
to rocket, payload
cannot be deployed,
impaired recovery

2C

1. Rocket is not launched in winds
over 20 mph.
2. Procedure for removing rocket
from tree is to be followed should
it be necessary.
3. Launch rail angled into wind.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Test Location.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 236.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 216.

2D

|
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Environmental Hazards on System
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Procedure steps
2D
1. Observers in proximity to the
skipped, completed
rocket are allowed at the discretion
steps are undone
of the Red Team.
2. Only Red Team members are
permitted to operate launch
procedures.

Hazard
Violation of Launch
Preparation Procedures

Cause
Unnecessary personnel
around assembly

Rocket Lands on Power
Lines

High winds, launch field
dimensions overlap power
transmission lines

Unsuccessful recovery,
payload cannot be
deployed, personnel
injury

2C

1. Rocket is not launched in winds
over 20 mph.
2. Procedure for removing rocket is to
be followed should it be necessary.
3. Launch rail angled into wind.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Test Location.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch STEP.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 216.

2E

Rocket Lands on Private
Property

High winds, launch field
dimensions overlap private
property

Damage to property,
personnel injury, loss of
launch site privileges

2C

1. Rocket is not launched in winds
over 20 mph.
2. Follow Range Safety Officer’s
guidelines.
3. Launch rail angled into wind.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Test Location.
2. Safety Briefing #.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 216.
4. The CRW Safety Pledge.

2E

Impaired Payload
Deployment

Rocket lands in hole/ditch

Deployment system
cannot eject payload
assembly

2D

1. Redundant deployment charges are
used.
2. Deployment demonstration to
determine necessary charge sizes.
3. Minimize drift through rocket
design.
4. Minimize drift through angling
rocket into wind.

3D

Impaired Payload
Deployment

Rocket lands in muddy area

Deployment system
cannot eject payload
assembly

2D

1. Redundant deployment charges are
used.
2. Deployment demonstration to
determine necessary charge sizes.
3. Minimize drift through rocket
design.
4. Minimize drift through angling
rocket into wind.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 100.
2. SOP 25 – UAV Field
Deployment and Launch
steps 8, 13.
3. SOP 22 – Deployment
System Black Powder
Testing results.
4. Vehicle Demonstration
Flight results.
5. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 216.
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 100.
2. SOP 25 – UAV Field
Deployment and Launch
steps 8, 13.
3. SOP 22 – Deployment
System Black Powder
Testing results.
4. Vehicle Demonstration
Flight results.
5. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 216.

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Observer Policy.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Roles and
Responsibilities.
3. Safety Briefing 4, 6.
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Post-RAC
2E

3D
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
System Hazards on Environment
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Damage to launch
3C
1. Motors producing particulate matter
field, personnel injury
are not used.
2. Remove dead vegetation away from
launch rail.
3. Launch only at approved launch
sites.
4. Follow Range Safety Officer’s
guidelines.
Degradation in local
4A
1. Motors producing particulate matter
air quality, potential
are not used.
long-term effects

Hazard
Ignition of Grass around
Launch Rail

Cause
Dry conditions, motor sparks

Air Pollution

Motor exhaust

Air Pollution

Emissions from vehicles used
for transportation

Degradation in local
air quality, potential
long-term effects

4A

Rocket Interferes with Local
Aircraft

Rocket launches in unclear
airspace

Loss of launch field
privileges, damage to
rocket, damage to
aircraft

1D

UAV Interferes with Local
Aircraft

UAV flies in inappropriate
class airspace

Loss of UAV FAA
registration, federal
prosecution, damage to
UAV, damage to
aircraft

1A

Land Pollution

Litter of items left at launch
site by team members

4A

Unintended Ignition of
Motor

Improper shipping of
energetics

Harm to farm
equipment, harm to
animals, loss of launch
site privileges
Damage to vehicle,
personnel injury, loss
of life

Charger Rocket Works
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1C

Verification
1. Aerotech L1420R motor
is used.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch 217.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Test Location.
4. The CRW Safety Pledge.

Post-RAC
3D

1. Aerotech L1420R motor
is used.

4C

1. Team members carpool to launch
sites.

1. Mandatory pre-trip team
meeting.

4C

1. Launch only at approved launch
sites.
2. Follow Range Safety Officer’s
guidelines.
3. Visually check airspace prior to
launch.
1. UAV is only flown outdoors in
uncontrolled airspace (Class G).
2. UAV is only flown below 400 ft.
3. UAV flight personnel
knowledgeable of FAA regulations
and local airspace restrictions.
1. Team members are to collect and
dispose of any debris from
assembly.

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight Test Location.
2. The CRW Safety Pledge.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight 234.

1E

1. SOP 25 – UAV Field
Deployment and Flight
Test Location.
2. Safety Briefing 9

1E

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Flight step 244.

4D

1. Hazardous Shipping fee paying for
proper shipping procedures.

1. Hazardous Materials
Shipping Paper
2. Purchase receipts

1E

2019 NASA USLI
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Personnel Hazards for Launches
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Personal injury,
1D
1. Drivers to launch sites are
possible loss of life.
required to get six or more hours
Damage to vehicles or
of sleep.
rocket parts.
Dizziness, fainting,
1D
1. Team members are encouraged to
vomiting, possible loss
bring personal water bottles.
of life.

Hazard
Reckless Driving

Cause
Sleep deprivation.

Dehydration

Significant time in the sun
with lack water.

Sunburn

Prolonged exposure to direct
sunlight.

Dizziness, fainting,
skin irritation, heat
exhaustion, heat
stroke.

2B

1. Sunscreen is brought to launches.
2. Team members are recommended
to wear covering clothing.

Heat Exhaustion/Heat
Stroke

Prolonged exposure to direct
sunlight.

Dizziness, fainting,
dehydration,
confusion, possible
loss of life.

1D

Person hit by Powered
Rocket

Unaware of situation and
surroundings.

1D

Person hit by Unpowered
Rocket

Unaware of situation and
surroundings.

Concussion, burns,
broken bones, blunt
force trauma, possible
loss of life.
Concussion, broken
bones, blunt force
trauma.

1. Team members are recommended
to bring personal water bottles.
2. Team members are recommended
to wear covering clothing.
3. Personal care is covered in a
Safety Briefing.
1. Launches are clearly announced.
2. Personnel are to be in safe zones.
3. Safety Briefings cover proper
launch etiquette.
1. Proper usage of PPEs.
2. Two people must be involved in
moving the rocket.

Person hit by Falling Rocket
Pieces

Improper retrieval from trees
or tall objects.

Concussion, broken
bones, blunt force
trauma.

2D

Person hit by Moving
Vehicle

Unaware of surroundings
when retrieving rocket from
roadway.

Concussion, broken
bones, blunt force
trauma, possible loss
of life.

1D

Charger Rocket Works
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2C

1. If can be reached from the ground,
rocket will be removed from the
tree by minimum necessary
members, other members will
stand 10 ft away.
1. Surroundings are to be checked
for oncoming traffic before
retrieving rocket.
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Verification
1. Drivers are released from
launch preparation the
night before launch.
1. Reminder announcements
with suggested packing
lists are distributed prior to
launch.
1. The Safety Officer is
responsible for ensuring
sunscreen available at
launch site.
2. Reminder announcements
with suggested packing
lists are distributed prior to
launch.
1. Reminder announcements
with suggested packing
lists will be distributed
prior to launch.
2. Safety Briefing 6.

Post-RAC
1E

1E

2D

1E

1. Follow RSO guidelines.
2. Safety Briefing 6.

1E

1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Personal
Protective Equipment
(PPE).
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Roles and
Responsibilities, Final
Checkout.
1. Safety Briefing 6.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 235.

2D

1. Safety Briefing 6.

1E

Flight Readiness Review
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Hazard
Handling of Rocket with
Loaded Energetics

Cause
Rocket is loaded with
energetics at prep area and
hand carried to launch pad.

Burns

Hot rocket or hot motor case.

Delayed Recovery Charge
Detonation

Malfunctioning Stratologger.

Retrieval of Rocket from
Wooded Areas

Rocket drifting on descent
into wooded area near launch
field

Poison Ivy/Poison Oak

Bug Stings/Bites

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Personnel Hazards for Launches
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Concussion, broken
2D
1. Maintaining situational
bones, blunt force
awareness.
trauma.
2. Aim rocket away from people.

Skin damage, blisters,
disfiguration.
Burns, eye injury.

2C
2D

1. Wait until rocket and motor case
have cooled before handling.
1. Tested Stratologgers
2. Use redundant Stratologger
system.
3. Proper usage of PPEs.
4. Perform visual inspection of
rocket before approaching.

3C

1. Angle launch rail into wind to
prevent excessive drift of rocket.

Walking through
woods/fields to retrieve
rocket after landing.

Personal injury:
scratches, cuts, contact
with poison ivy/poison
oak, bug bites/stings,
Skin irritation, allergic
reaction, rash,
swelling, blisters.

3C

1. Observe surrounding vegetation.
2. Carry skin ointment.

Unaware of surroundings,
lack of insect repellent

Skin irritation, allergic
reaction, blisters

3C

1. Observe surroundings
2. Carry insect repellent
3. Carry skin ointment

Charger Rocket Works
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Verification
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Roles and
Responsibilities.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Final Checkout.
1. Safety Briefing 6.
2. Follow all RSO guidelines.
1. Stratologger test results.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 130, 222,
225.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE).
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 236.
1. Wind check at launch site.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 218.
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Post-Flight
Checklist.
2. Safety Briefing 6.
1. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Post-Flight
Checklist.
2. Safety Briefing 6.

Flight Readiness Review

Post-RAC
2E

2D
2E

3D

3D

3D
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Hazard
Fire

Burns

Cause
Flammable material near Ematch during ignition,
inadvertent ignition of EMatch.

Fire from ignition of E-match,
inadvertent ignition of EMatch.

Hazard
Extended grip on hang line

Cause
Exposed hands on Kelvar
lines

Falling masses

Uncontrolled descent of box
of sand

Charger Rocket Works

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
E-Match Combustion
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Damage to facility and
3D
1. Red Team will be trained on fire
personnel
procedures.
2. Flammable material will be kept
away from test area.
3. Test operators will wear proper
PPE.
4. E-matches are placed in
centrifuge cups to contain
debris.
Personnel injury
3C
1. Test operators will wear proper
PPE.
2. E-Matches to be handled only by
team mentor or PRC faculty
member

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Fin Can Loading Demonstration
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Personal injury, hand
3B
1. Use of proper PPE.
irritation, rope burn
2. Gloves are recommended when
operating the Kevlar lines.
Personal injury,
broken toes, broken
fingers

|

2B

1. Support will be placed under sand
bucket when the system is not in
immediate operation.
2. System will be placed above the
padding bucket.
3. System will be raised when
operators are at least 8 ft away.
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Verification
1. Safety Briefing 1.
2. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch step 3.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE).
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch steps 13, 14.
3. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE).
4. SOP 21 – Full Scale
Launch Preparation of
Black Powder Charges

Post-RAC
3E

Verification
1. SOP 17 – Drop
Demonstration Personal
Protection Equipment
(PPE).
1. SOP 17 – Drop
Demonstration steps 17,
18.

Post-RAC
3C

Flight Readiness Review
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Chemical Handling: Black Powder, Loose
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Fire or explosion.
1B
1. Safe handing by trained
Immediate physical
personnel.
danger potentially
2. Correct PPE including impervious
resulting in severe
rubber gloves and non-static
injury or death. Minor
producing clothing.
damage to facilities.

Hazard
Unintentional Detonation

Cause
Friction, heat, outside sources
of energy, improperly
handled.

Damage respiratory system.

Chronic exposure without
PPE. Inhalation or Skin
Contact with Powder.

Severe irritation.
Choking hazard,
permanent respiratory
damage.

2C

1. Use in well ventilated areas.

Damage to skin

Chronic exposure without
PPE. Inhalation or Skin
Contact with Powder.

Severe irritation.

2C

1. Ensure safe work practices.
2. Correct PPE and covering
clothing, long pants.

Uncontrolled Ignition of
Black Powder

Ignition due to ESD

Charger Rocket Works

 Damage to facility
 Injury from debris
 Hardware Damage
 Fire

|

3D

1. Wires are shorted together to
prevent buildup.
2. Access to test area is restricted
when testing.
3. Arm key provides physical break
in igniter circuit.
4. Always point rocket away from all
personnel.

2019 NASA USLI
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Verification
1. Only Red Team members
are allowed to conduct test.
2. SOP 005-V1- Black Powder
Demonstration – Full Scale,
SOP 21 – Full Scale Flight
Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE).
3. MSDS is included in
Appendix E of SOP 005V1- Black Powder
Demonstration – Full Scale,
SOP 21 – Full Scale Flight.
1. SOP 005-V1- Black Powder
Demonstration – Full Scale,
SOP 21 – Full Scale Flight
Test Location.
2. MSDS is included in
Appendix E of SOP.
1. Safety Briefing 6.
2. SOP 005-V1- Black Powder
Demonstration – Full Scale,
SOP 21 – Full Scale Flight
Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE).
3. MSDS is included in
Appendix E of SOP 005V1- Black Powder
Demonstration – Full Scale,
SOP 21 – Full Scale Flight.
1. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale SOP steps 19,
32, 77.
2. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale steps 5, 17.
3. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale steps 8, 13,
36, 43, 54, 70.
4. Setup is done in
accordance with safe
testing practices.

Flight Readiness Review

Post-RAC
1D

2E

2E

3E
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Hazard
Uncontrolled Ignition of
Black Powder

Cause
Ignition during connecting or
disconnecting battery

Personnel exposed to live
circuit

Uninsulated wires/worn
insulation

Hazard
Contact with Eyes

Cause
Improper handling.

Skin Exposure

Improper handling and/or
lack of proper PPE.
Chronic exposure without
PPE and/or insufficient
ventilation.
Presence of open flames,
sparks, heat, or oxidizing
materials.

Inhalation

Unintentional Combustion

Charger Rocket Works

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Chemical Handling: Black Powder, Loose
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
3D
1. Wires are shorted together to
 Damage to facility
prevent buildup.
 Injury from debris
2. Access to test area is restricted
 Hardware Damage
when testing.
 Fire
3. Arm key provides physical break
in igniter circuit.
4. Always point rocket away from all
personnel.

Electric Shock

3C

1. Arm key provides physical break
in igniter circuit.
2. Trained personnel will be making
battery connections.

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Chemical Handling: Alcohol, Isopropyl
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Mild irritation.
3D
1. Proper PPE including safety
glasses.
2. Chemical must be used in close
proximity to an eyewash station.
Mild irritation.
3C
1. Proper PPE including gloves and
protective clothing.
Irritation.
3C
1. Use in well ventilated area.

Fire, damage to
personnel, hardware,
and facilities.

|

1B

1. Safe workplace practices.
2. Avoiding flame.

2019 NASA USLI
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Verification
1. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale SOP steps 19,
32, 77.
2. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale steps 5, 17.
3. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale steps 8, 13,
36, 43, 54, 70.
4. Setup is done in
accordance with safe
testing practices.
1. SOP 005-V1- Black
Powder Demonstration –
Full Scale steps 8, 13,
36, 43, 54, 70.
2. Only Test Conductor are
authorized to connect the
battery under the discretion
of the Safety Monitor.

Post-RAC
3E

Verification
1. Safety Briefing 6.

Post-RAC
3E

3D

1. Safety Briefing 6.

3E

1. Safety Briefing 6.

3E

1. Safety Briefing 6.

1E
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Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Chemical Handling: West System Epoxy
Hazard
Contact with Eyes.

Cause
Lack of proper PPE.

Effect
Mild irritation.

Pre-RAC
3D

Skin Exposure

Improper handling and/or
lack of proper PPE.

Mild irritation.

3C

Inhalation

Lack of proper PPE.

Choking or respiratory
irritation.

3C

Mitigation
1. Proper PPE including safety
glasses.
2. Chemical must be used in close
proximity to an eyewash station.
1. Proper PPE including gloves and
protective clothing.

Verification
1. Safety Briefing 6.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

3E

1. Use in well ventilated area.
2. Take breaks outside the room of
use when used for long periods of
time.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

3E

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Material Handling: Fiberglass
Effect
Pre-RAC
Mitigation
Allergic reactions.
3C
1. Equipped with gloves and
protective clothing.

Hazard
Skin Exposure

Cause
Excessive contact with dust.

Contact with Eyes

Lack of proper PPE.

Irritation

2C

1. Safety glasses or goggles.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

2E

Inhalation

Lack of proper PPE.

Choking or respiratory
irritation.

2D

1. Respiratory protection such as ear
loop masks.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

2E

Hazard

Hazard Assessment and Mitigation
Material Handling: Carbon Fiber
Effect
Pre-RAC

Cause

Skin Exposure

Excessive contact with dust.

Allergic reactions.

3C

Contact with Eyes

Lack of proper PPE.

Irritation.

2C

Inhalation

Lack of proper PPE.

Choking or respiratory
irritation.

2D

Charger Rocket Works
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Mitigation

Verification
1. Safety Briefing 6.

Post-RAC
3E

Verification

Post-RAC
3E

Post-RAC

1. Equipped with gloves and
protective clothing.
1. Safety glasses or goggles.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

3E

1. Safety Briefing 6.

2E

1. Respiratory protection such as ear
loop masks.

1. Safety Briefing 6.

2E

2019 NASA USLI
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9 Appendix C: FMEA and CDS (Component
Description Sheets)
Failure Modes Analysis Matrix
Severity
1

2

Criticality

3

4

5

Low
Medium

Likelihood

5

High

4
3
2
1

Likelihood Matrix Value
1
2
3
4
5
Severity Matrix Value
1
2
3
4
5

Charger Rocket Works
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Description
Remote
Unlikely
Possible
Likely
Highly Likely
Description
Negligible
Limited
Marginal
Critical
Catastrophic
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Nose Cone
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Erik Korzon
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
OD: 6.00”
Ogive 4:1
Weight:
3.935 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Filament Wound, Commercially Produced
Component Description:
The nosecone is metal tipped, and Ogive shaped. The nose cone provides an aerodynamic foil that creates a pressure
front at the nose of the vehicle. This moves the air aside, away from the rocket body, reducing drag and vortex flow
along the skin. The metal tip adds survivability during impact and serves as the threaded rod mounting surface. It also
serves as the GPS tracker housing. The Nosecone connects to the body tube via shear pins.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$150 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Loose Fit

Shear Pin Failure
to Break

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

3

2

3

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Nosecone not able to be
reused. failure and loss
of nosecone resulting in
increased drag, unstable
flight, and loss of
payload and tracker.
Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.

Medium

Rattling of tracker and
nosecone. possible loss
of nosecone in flight
resulting in increased
drag, unstable flight, and
loss of payload and
tracker.

Medium

Premature ejection of
payload or failure to eject
payload upon landing.
damage and loss of
nosecone, tracker, and
payload.

All components
visually checked for
pre-flight fractures.
Nosecone purchased
from reputable vendor.
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder
Demonstration.
Nosecone was
assembled in body
tube when pin holes
were marked and
drilled. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
step 198 to make sure
it is not loose.
Black powder quantity
calculated and tested
prior to launch to
ensure breakage of
shear pins. Ground
payload ejection test.
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Charger Rocket Works

|
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Nosecone Threaded Rod
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Erik Zorzon
Material:
Stainless Steel, 304
General Dimensions:
Length: 31.25”
Diameter: 0.112”
Weight:
0.089 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
The rod is stainless steel and located in the nosecone. The threaded rod serves as the anchoring point for the GPS
tracker and nosecone bulkhead. Its tensile strength provides more than enough strength to hold the bulkhead in place
and take any impact that may occur during landing or black powder ejection.
Vendor:
McMaster
Cost:
8.72 / 3’
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Loose from
Bulkhead

Tension failure

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

2

|

Criticality

Medium

Medium

2019 NASA USLI

Potential Effect
Rattling bulkhead and
rod inside of nosecone
and payload bay.
Damage to tracker and
payload. Loss of data and
possible loss of vehicle
upon landing.
Rattling bulkhead and
rod inside of nosecone
and payload bay.
Damage to tracker and
payload. Loss of data and
possible loss of vehicle
upon landing.

|

Mitigation
Verified through proper
assembly methods.
“Rattle” check before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198
Verified through load
analysis and showing
that loads are below the
rod manufacturer’s
specs. Purchased from
reputable vendor.
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Nosecone Bulkhead
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Brooklyn Kirkwood
Material:
Aluminum 6061-T6
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.99”
Thickness: 0.25”
Weight:
0.401 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Machined In House
Component Description:
The nosecone bulkhead is located at the base of the nosecone. It connects to the nosecone via a threaded rod. This part
serves as the mounting surface and sealed area for the tracker and tracker switch avionics. It prevents any debris from
hitting the tracker as well as any component of the payload as it ejects from the top of the rocket. Overall it prevents
the tracker from breaking or losing connection. Quarter inch aluminum has been used for this part and it has been
machined in house.
Vendor:
McMaster
Cost:
$32.23 / 3’x6”x1/4” Plate

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Stripped From
Threaded Rod

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

4

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Bulkhead failure. Damage
to payload and tracker.
Loss of vehicle data and
possible payload ejection
into nosecone.

Medium

Loose rattling of bulkhead
inside the nosecone and
payload bay. damage to
payload and Xbee tracker.
loss of vehicle data and
possible failure of payload
ejection upon landing

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
All components visually
checked for pre-flight
fractures. FEM analysis
done and verified with
safety factor and hand
calculations. SOP 022
Payload Black Powder
Deployment Demo.
Careful machining and
bulkhead secured tight in
assembly of nosecone
bulkhead. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021
full scale launch step
198. SOP 022 Payload
Black Powder
Deployment Demo.
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FEA: Solid Edge was utilized for finite element analysis. The model is constrained at the center
of the bulkhead where the threaded rod and nut hold the bulkhead to the nosecone. The load is
applied at the center and was given a generous 500lbs load in the vertical direction with a safety
factor of 2. This load is coming from the payload ejection system. From this we can see that the
maximum bending deflection and maximum stress occur at the center of the bulkhead. The
maximum stress value lies at about 25ksi. All mesh elements lie below the yield stress of 6061-T6
aluminum (40ksi) and therefore the bulkhead is safe for the loads of full scale flight.

Charger Rocket Works

|
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|
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Charger Rocket Works

|
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|
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Tracker Bracket
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Brooklyn Kirkwood
Material:
PLA Plastic
General Dimensions:
Width: 1”
Height: 2”
Weight:
0.10 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
3D printed in house
Component Description:
The bracket is located in the nosecone. It will securely mount the GPS tracker and arming switch avionics to a piece
of all thread running through the center of the vehicles nose cone. It has been made in-house of PLA plastic that was
left over from subscale parts and other various 3D printed parts.
Vendor:
-Cost:
$20 / 1kg Filament

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Becomes
detached

Material Failure

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

3

3

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loose rattling of tracker,
battery, and bracket
inside nosecone. Damage
to tracker. Inaccurate
data or loss of data and
vehicles location upon
landing

Careful and proper
assembly of tracker and
bracket. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
step 198.

Medium

Loose rattling of tracker,
battery, and bracket
inside nosecone. Damage
to tracker. Inaccurate
data or loss of data and
vehicles location upon
landing

Careful production of
bracket when 3D
printing. Careful
assembly and machining
process. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
step 198.

2019 NASA USLI

|

Mitigation
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Tracker
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Plastic, Trace Metal, Electronics Board
General Dimensions:
Length: 5.00”
Width: 0.75”
Weight:
0.150 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
The tracker is located in the nosecone of the rocket and mounted on the tracker bracket assembly. The tracker transmits
GPS coordinates via X Bee radio to a ground station laptop. This part was selected because it was already available
and has been proven successful on previous CRW flights. It is powered by a CR123 battery and is turned on via key
switch located on the nosecone.
Vendor:
-Cost:
-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Previous Damage

Becomes Detached

Battery Becomes
Detached

Interference

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Tracker not working properly.
Loss of data and vehicle’s
location upon landing.

Medium

Loose rattling of tracker inside
nosecone. Damage to tracker.
Inaccurate data or loss of data
and vehicles location upon
landing

Medium

GPS loses power. Battery
rattling inside nosecone.
Damage to tracker. Loss of
data and vehicles location upon
landing.

Medium

2019 NASA USLI

Tracker not working properly.
Loss of data and vehicle’s
location upon landing. Damage
to coupler avionics.

|

Mitigation
Pre-launch testing of
tracker in the research
center and on field before
flight in SOP 021 steps
26 and 27. Proper storage
of tracker after launch.
Careful and proper
assembly of tracker and
bracket. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch step
198.
Careful and proper
assembly of tracker and
battery. Zipties will be
used also to secure the
battery in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 25.
“Rattle” check before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198.
Interference testing
completed. All avionics
turned on and no
interference was
measured
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CR 123 Battery
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Lithium
General Dimensions:
OD: 0.65”
Length: 1.34”
Weight:
0.04 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
This battery provides 3V of power to the tracker located in the rocket’s nosecone. Specifically designed for use with
this battery, the system is able to remain powered for several hours. It is fastened to the tracker via a battery retention
bracket and zip ties.
Vendor:
-Cost:
$2 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Low Battery

Dislodges from
Tracker

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

3

3

3

3

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Battery dies in flight.
Tracker failure and loss
of data. possible loss of
the vehicle location upon
landing.

Pre-launch testing of
battery in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 23.
Brand new battery used at
each launch (SOP - 021
step 24) and used batteries
are marked post-launch.
Extra batteries are also
taken to each launch.
Proper storage of batteries

Medium

Battery rattling around in
nosecone. Damage to
nosecone and tracker.
tracker failure and loss of
data. possible loss of the
vehicle location upon
landing.

Batteries secured via zip
ties (SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 25). “Rattle”
check before flight to
ensure components are
secure.

2019 NASA USLI
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Upper Body Tube
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Erik Korzon
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
ID: 6”
Length: 44”
Thickness: .085”
Weight:
4.5 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Filament Spun
Component Description:
The upper body tube is located just below the nose cone and extends to the coupler. It is shorter than the lower body
tube due to the main parachute recovery system being located in the lower airframe. Fiberglass was chosen because it
is sufficiently strong, and cheaper than the alternate option of carbon fiber. It has been purchased from Madcow.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$228 / 60” Tube

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material
Buckling

High Internal
Pressure

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

3

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loss of payload or vehicle
as a whole. Failure to
separate in flight or
premature separation.
Stability failure causing
dangerous and
unpredictable flight.

Medium

Could cause fracture of
the body tube. Loss of
payload or vehicle as a
whole. Failure to separate
or premature separation
that could result in high
speed and dangerous flight

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
FEM analysis
verified through hand
calculations and
factor of safety. SOP
017 Vehicle Drop
Test Demonstration.
SOP 022 Payload
Black Powder
Deployment Demo.
FEM analysis
verified through hand
calculations and
factor of safety. Body
tube manufactured
with holes to relieve
interior pressure.
SOP 005V1 Back
Powder Demo. SOP
022 Payload Black
Powder Deployment
Demo.
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Charger Rocket Works

|
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Upper Airframe Bulkhead
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Erik Korzon
Material:
Aluminum 6061-T6
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.99”
Thickness: 0.25”
Weight:
0.375 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Machined In House
Component Description:
The forward bulkhead is located just between the drogue parachute system and payload section of the vehicle. This
bracket is mounted to the body tube using six bolts. It serves as the surface that takes the load from the parachute via
eye bolt and is the mounting surface for the payload assembly. Quarter inch aluminum was used due to the high loads
at this location. The part has been machined in house from aluminum plate because it is strong, readily available, and
cost effective.
Vendor:
McMaster
Cost:
$32.23 / 3’x6”x1/4” Plate

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Material Fracture

Body Tube Bolt
Failure

Stripped From
Eye Bolt

Likelihood

Severity

4

3

4

3

4

Charger Rocket Works

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Failure of recovery system to stay
connected to upper airframe.
Failure of payload mount could
result in a failed payload ejection
and flight. Damage to eyebolt and
loss of parachutes. unpredictable
and high speed flight trajectory due
to recovery system failure

Medium

Unstable rattling bulkhead inside
the vehicle. unstable parachute
ejection and possible failure to
recovery system and payload
resulting in a dangerous flight and
loss of vehicle.

Medium

Bulkhead not reusable. Loss of
parachute in ejection process. Loss
of vehicle and payload. Dangerous,
unpredictable, high speed flight
path.

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
Verified by FEM load
analysis, hand calculations
and safety factor. All
components visually checked
for pre-flight fractures. SOP
005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration. SOP 022
Payload Black Powder
Deployment Demo.
More than two bolts allows
for one bolt to break and the
bulkhead not have a failure.
FEM load analysis of
bulkhead verified by hand
calculations and a safety
factor. SOP 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration. SOP
022 Payload Black Powder
Deployment Demo.
Verified by FEM load
analysis, hand calculations
and safety factor. SOP 005V1
Black Powder Demonstration.
Recovery system pulled taut
before flight in SOP 021 Full
Scale Launch step 143 to
ensure strong fit.
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FEA: The bulkhead model was meshed in Solid Edge and ported to an instance of
NASTRAN for finite element analysis (FEA). A fixed constraint was applied to the six bolt holes
to approximate the constriction that will be seen in reality. A consequence of this is that the bolt
holes are modeled as completely inflexible, which leads to a high stress concentration at the edge
of the constraint. An area on the top surface of the bulkhead was split from the rest of the face to
estimate the footprint of a washer. A 500 lbf downward force was applied to this partitioned area,
and the FEA was run. Save for the aforementioned stress concentrations, the bulkhead is expected
to easily withstand the loading. Since stress concentrations are present, hang testing of the
machined bulkhead was conducted before integration into the flight vehicle. A handheld
microscope was used to inspect for stress fractures and other signs of material failure. From this
we can see that the maximum bending deflection and maximum stress occur at the eyebolt
attachment point. The maximum stress value lies at about 25ksi. All mesh elements lie below the
yield stress of 6061-T6 aluminum (40ksi) and therefore the bulkhead is safe for the loads of full
scale flight.

Charger Rocket Works
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|
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Drogue Parachute
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Balloon Cloth
General Dimensions:
Diameter: 1.5’
Weight:
0.265 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Stitched Fabric
Component Description:
The drogue parachute is located between the payload bay and coupler. The drogue parachute is deployed at apogee
and is utilized to stabilize the descent of the rocket, so the components do not tumble. It also serves to slow the vehicle
to a point where the main parachute will not have drastically high loads when deployed.
Vendor:
Fruity Chutes
Cost:
$53.00 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Suspension
Failure

Burn From Black
Powder Ejection

Entanglement

Seam Ripping

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

2

4

2

2

4

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

High ascending velocity.
Parachute failure. damage
to other components upon
high speed ejection.
Dangerous flight trajectory.

Medium

High descending velocity,
damage to vehicle body
upon impact. Possible loss
of vehicle. Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.

Medium

Recovery system fails to
deploy. High descending
velocity, damage to vehicle
body upon impact.
Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.

Medium

High descent velocity.
damage to vehicle body
upon impact. dangerous
and unpredictable flight
path.

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
Recovery system pulled
taut before flight in
SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 75. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
Proper packing
procedure in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch steps
70-78 eliminate this
issue. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
Proper packing
procedure in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch steps
70-78 insure the lines
do not tangle. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
Parachute checked for
holes prior to flight.
Parachute purchased
from reputable vendor.
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
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Shock Chord
Sub-Group:
Upper and Lower Airframes
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Tubular Nylon, No. 69 Unbonded Nylon Thread
General Dimensions:
Width: 1”
Thick: 0.09”
Length: 50’
Weight:
0.035 lbm/ft
Manufacturing Process:
Sewn by machine
Component Description:
The shock chord lies between the parachute chords and the bulkhead mounting surfaces. It allows for the load to be
decreased due to the added ductility of the cord. It was manufactured with sewn loops. A sample was manufactured
in the same way as the delivered flight hardware and this sample passed a load test of approximately 1000lbf. Each
end was marked with a 4” sewn portion, a 2” segment for quick link, and a second 4” segment which was mated to
the first 4” segment. The two 4” parts were held in place temporarily by hand sewing A/N, B, O, and C.
Vendor:
Blue Water Ropes, Chris’ Rocket Supplies
Cost:
$126 / 300ft
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Chord Failure

Burn from ejection

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

3

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

High descending velocity.
Parachute failure. damage to
other components upon high
speed ejection. Dangerous
flight trajectory.

Medium

Loss in elasticity. possible
shock chord failure resulting in
high descending velocity and
damage to vehicle body upon
impact. Possible loss of
vehicle. Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.
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Mitigation
Recovery system pulled
taut before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
steps 143 and 162. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration. SOP- 018
Shock Chord Tensile
Test.
Proper packing procedure
in SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch steps 150-157
eliminate this issue. SOP
- 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
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Coupler Tube
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
Andrew Smelser
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.998”
Length: 12”
Thickness: .125”
Weight:
1.60 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Filament Spun
Component Description:
The coupler tube is located near the center of the rocket and separates the upper and lower airframes. It is connected
to the upper and lower body tubes via 4-40 nylon shear pins. It also serves as the house for most of the vehicle’s
avionics. Fiberglass was chosen because it is sufficiently strong and cheaper than the alternate option of carbon fiber.
Also, fiber glass will not attenuate the interior avionics. The coupler tube has been purchased from Madcow for the
purpose of having a smooth surface finish against the body tube.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$60.00 / 12”
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Material Buckling

Shear Pin Failure
to break

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

4

2

4

2

|

Criticality

Medium

Medium

Medium
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Potential Effect
Bulkhead failure,
damage to altimeters,
damage to batteries.
Failure to separate and
deploy parachutes or
premature separation
causing unpredictable
flight.
Loss of avionics or
vehicle as a whole.
Failure to separate in
flight or premature
separation. Body tube
failure causing dangerous
and unpredictable flight.
Late separation of
vehicle during flight or
failure to separate. High
speeds during parachute
deployment or at landing
could result in vehicle
failure and dangerous
conditions for viewers

|

Mitigation
All components
visually checked for
pre-flight fractures.
interior rods used in
construction to
distribute load. SOP
017 Kinetic Energy
Drop demonstration.
FEM analysis verified
through hand
calculations and factor
of safety. SOP 017
Kinetic Energy Drop
demonstration.
Amount of black
powder previously
calculated such that the
charge force is enough
to break the shear pins.
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
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Outer/Inner Coupler Bulkhead
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
Andrew Smelser
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.998”
ID: 5.773”
Thickness: 0.25”
Weight:
0.437 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Commercially Produced
Component Description:
The coupler bulkhead is located at both the aft and forward end of the coupler. The inner and outer bulkheads will be
epoxied together. Together they serve as the end caps on the coupler and as the mounting surfaces for the parachute
eye bolts and terminal blocks. These also protect the avionics from black powder charge forces. Fiberglass was chosen
because it is sufficiently strong and cheaper than the alternate option of carbon fiber. Also, fiber glass will not attenuate
the coupler avionics. These bulkheads are also easily removable allowing easy access to avionics during assembly.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$9.00 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Stripping from
Threaded Rod

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

3

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Bulkhead failure, damage
to altimeters, damage to
batteries. Failure to
separate and deploy
parachutes or premature
separation causing
unpredictable flight.

All components
visually checked for
pre-flight fractures.
Threaded rods used in
construction to
distribute load. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration. SOP
017 Kinetic Energy
Drop demonstration.

Medium

Loose and rattling
bulkhead inside the
coupler and parachute bay.
Damage to altimeters and
batteries resulting in a
failure of separation or
premature separation.
Unpredictable flight and
loss of data.

Verified through proper
assembly methods and
careful machining
process. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
step 198.
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|
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Coupler Floating Bulkhead
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
Andrew Smelser
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.995”
Thickness: 0.10”
Weight:
0.209 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Commercially Produced
Component Description:
Located in the center of the coupler and serves as a mounting surface for most of the vehicle’s avionics such as the
batteries and altimeters. It is secured to the other two coupler bulkheads by two threaded rods. Material is fiberglass
because it is sufficiently strong, readily available, and cheaper than the alternate option of carbon fiber or aluminum.
The part has been purchased from Madcow.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$9.00

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Dislocated from
threaded rods

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

4

4

3

|

Criticality

Low

Medium

2019 NASA USLI

Potential Effect
Bulkhead failure,
damage to altimeters,
damage to batteries.
Failure to separate and
deploy parachutes or
premature separation
causing unpredictable
flight.
Loose and rattling
bulkhead inside the
coupler. Damage to
altimeters and batteries
resulting in a failure of
separation or premature
separation. Unpredictable
flight and loss of data.

|

Mitigation
All components
visually checked for
pre-flight fractures.
Threaded rods used in
construction to
distribute load.
Verified through proper
assembly methods and
careful machining
process. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
step 198.
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Coupler Threaded Rods
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Stainless Steel, 304
General Dimensions:
Diameter: 0.25”
Length: 13.0”
Weight:
0.185 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
Two threaded rods span the length of the three coupler bulkheads to help distribute the loads and to make it easier to
remove the inner floating coupler bulkhead with the avionics attached to it. These rods are the framework that holds
the coupler ends together.
Vendor:
Grainger
Cost:
$2.45 / 2’

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Coming Loose
from Bulkhead

Tension Failure

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect
Loose and rattling
bulkhead inside the
coupler. Damage to
altimeters and batteries
resulting in a failure of
separation or premature
separation. Unpredictable
flight and loss of data.
Complete failure of
coupler and its
components resulting in a
premature separation,
failure of separation, or
complete loss of the
vehicle.

Medium

Medium

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
Verified through
proper assembly
methods. “Rattle”
check before flight
in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step
198.
Verified through
load analysis and
showing that loads
are below the rod
manufacturer’s
specs.
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Terminal Blocks
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Plastic, Metal
General Dimensions:
Width: ¾”
Length: ¾”
Weight:
0.020 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
These terminals are located on the coupler bulkheads near the center of the vehicle. These terminals accept the
altimeter signal wire, through the bulkhead, and into the black powder igniters. Using these safe touch terminals makes
broken wires more easily repairable. The part brand was chosen because some were already in stock and used
successfully in past CRW launches.
Vendor:
-Cost:
--

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Loose signal
wires

4

2

Medium

Terminal not
secure to
bulkhead

5

2

Low

Charger Rocket Works
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Potential Effect

Mitigation

Wire loses connection
with charges. Failure to
eject recovery system
resulting in high speed,
dangerous, and
unpredictable flight.
Possible loss of vehicle.
Possible signal loss.
rattling of terminal in
parachute bay. damage to
terminal resulting in
recovery system failure to
eject or premature
ejection. Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.
Possible loss of vehicle.

Wires are securely
connected during
assembly in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch steps
181, 189. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
Careful and proper
assembly methods to
ensure secure fit to
coupler. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
“Rattle” check before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198.

|
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Eye Bolts
Sub-Group:
Upper Airframe / Lower Airframe / Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Stainless Steel, 304
General Dimensions:
Length: 2.375”
OD: 0.25”
Weight:
0.064 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Forged
Component Description:
The eyebolts are used in four places, one on the forward bulkhead, one on the aft bulkhead, and one on both sides of
the coupler. These serve as the anchor points for the parachute shock cords. The bolt has non-continuous rings such
that warping is minimized. The bolts have been purchased from Grainger.
Vendor:
Grainger
Cost:
$4.80 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Ripped from
bulkhead surface

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

2

2

3

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loss of parachutes in
ejection process. Loss
of vehicle and payload.
Dangerous,
unpredictable, high
speed flight path.

Medium

Bulkhead not reusable.
Loss of parachute in
ejection process. Loss
of vehicle and payload.
Dangerous,
unpredictable, high
speed flight path.

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
All components visually
checked for pre-flight
fractures. Bolts proven
successful in flights from
previous teams. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
FEM ejection load
analysis verified by hand
calculations and safety
factor. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
Recovery system pulled
taut before flight in SOP
- 021 Full Scale Launch
steps 141, 143, 149 and
160, 162.
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Stratologger
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Circuit Board
General Dimensions:
Width: 0.9”
Length: 2.75”
Weight:
0.024 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
The Stratologgers are both located in the coupler near the center of the rocket. The two are independently powered for
redundancy. The CF model was selected because it was already available and has been proven successful on previous
CRW flights. The device requires pressure reading ports thus, numerous holes have been drilled in the coupler.
Vendor:
-Cost:
$54 each
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Prior Damage

Becomes loose
from mounting
surface

Over
Pressurization
Damage

Power Loss

Likelihood

Severity

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

Charger Rocket Works

3

|

Criticality

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Potential Effect
Stratologger not working
properly. Loss of data and
failure of parachute ejection.
recovery system failure
results in unpredictable
flight and possible loss of
vehicle.
Loose rattling of
stratologger inside coupler.
Damage to stratologger.
Parachute ejection failure
resulting in unpredictable
high speed flight and loss of
vehicle.

Mitigation
Pre-launch testing of altimeter
in the research center and on
field before flight in SOP 021
step 131. Proper storage of
altimeter after launch.

Careful and proper assembly of
stratologger. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198 to
ensure secure mount.

Failure of altimeter to detect
altitudes. parachute ejection
failure. dangerous flight.

Proper sealing of
coupler/avionics bay. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.

Shutdown of the altimeters.
Failure to Detect Altitudes.
recovery ejection failure.
dangerous flight

Battery holders and zipties
used to secure batteries (
SOP 021 full scale launch
step 44) New batteries
used at each flight (SOP
021 step 125). Pre-launch
testing in the research
center and on field before
flight in SOP 021 step 131.
Interference testing.

2019 NASA USLI
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9V Battery
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Alkaline
General Dimensions:
Length: 1”
Height: 2”
Width: 0.7”
Weight:
0.1 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
Two batteries independently provide power to the recovery system altimeters and are securely mounted via a
combination of battery brackets and zip ties. These will be and have been purchased prior to each flight.
Vendor:
-Cost:
$3 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Low Battery

Dislodged From
Battery Bracket

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

3

2

3

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Battery dies in flight.
Stratologger fails to work
properly. Loss of data and
failure of parachute
ejection charge. recovery
system failure results in
unpredictable flight and
possible loss of vehicle.

Medium

Battery rattling in coupler
causing damage to coupler
and its components.
Stratologger fails to work
properly. Loss of data and
failure of parachute
ejection charge. recovery
system failure results in
unpredictable flight and
possible loss of vehicle.

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
Pre-launch testing of
battery in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 121.
Brand new battery used
at each launch (SOP 021
step 125) and used
batteries are marked
post-launch. Extra
batteries are also taken to
each launch. Proper
storage of batteries.
Batteries secured via zip
ties (SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 126).
“Rattle” check before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198 to
ensure secure
components. Secondary
battery and stratologger
in coupler.
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9V Battery Bracket
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
ABS Plastic
General Dimensions:
Length: 1.2”
Width: 2.1”
Height: 0.9”
Weight:
0.063 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
Two brackets hold two 9V batteries for the recovery system altimeters inside the coupler. The batteries are securely
mounted to the bracket via zip ties and the bracket itself. These did not have to be purchased because the CRW team
already had some in stock.
Vendor:
-Cost:
-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Dislodged From
Coupler Bulkhead

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

2

|

Criticality

Medium

Medium

2019 NASA USLI

Potential Effect
Battery comes loose and
rattles inside of coupler.
Stratologger fails to work
properly. Loss of data and
failure of parachute ejection
charge. recovery system
failure results in
unpredictable flight and
possible loss of vehicle.
Bracket and battery rattling
in coupler causing damage to
coupler and its components.
Stratologger fails to work
properly. Loss of data and
failure of parachute ejection
charge. recovery system
failure results in
unpredictable flight and
possible loss of vehicle.

|

Mitigation
All components
checked before flight
for fractures. Careful
machining and
assembly processes.
Subscale flight
testing.
Careful bulkhead
machining and
tolerancing such that
brackets are tightly
secured. “Rattle”
check before flight in
SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 198 to
ensure secure
components.
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E Match
Sub-Group:
Coupler/Upper Airframe/Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Bridgewire and Pyrogen
General Dimensions:
-Weight:
0.1 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
Firewire Electronic matches ignite the black powder charges once at apogee and once at 600ft. The altimeter will send
a signal at each electronic match to set off the charges. The Charger Rocket Works team has these already in stock
and do not have to purchase them.
Vendor:
-Cost:
--

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Failure to Ignite

4

2

Medium

Burns

Charger Rocket Works

4

2

|

Medium
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Potential Effect
Failure of parachute
ejection charge.
recovery system
failure results in
dangerous, high-speed,
and unpredictable
flight. Possible loss of
vehicle.
Failure to ignite
charge. Failure of
parachute ejection.
recovery system
failure results in
dangerous, high-speed,
and unpredictable
flight. Possible loss of
vehicle.

|

Mitigation
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
Subscale flight tests. Wires
checked prior to launch for
any visual issues such as
burn marks or tares (SOP 021 Full Scale Launch step
9)
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
Careful packing and
placement of wires such
that they are not affected by
the ejection. (SOP 021
steps 180, 182, 188, 190)
Wires checked prior to
launch for any frayed wires
that could get in the way
(SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 9)

Flight Readiness Review
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Switch Band
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
Andrew Smelser
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
OD: 6.17”
Length: 1.00”
Thickness: .086”
Weight:
0.10 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Filament Spun
Component Description:
The switch band is located in the center of the coupler tube and extends from the coupler tube to the outer surface of
the vehicle. It connects to the coupler via a layer of epoxy. It serves as the housing for the two key switches that
activate the altimeters. Material is fiberglass because it is sufficiently strong, readily available, and cheaper than the
alternate option of carbon fiber. This will be made from the excess body tube.
Vendor:
-Cost:
-Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Loose Fit to Body
Tube

Loose Fit to Key
Switch

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

3

3

3

2

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Damage to or loss of switch
key causing premature
activation or activation failure
of the altimeters. failure to
eject recovery system causing
dangerous high-speed flight

Medium

Failure of switch key to
activate altimeters. failure to
eject recovery system or
premature ejection resulting in
unpredicted flight.

Medium

Loose rattling of switch key.
Loss of or failure of switch key
Failure to activate altimeters
resulting in failure of recovery
system ejection. Dangerous
and unpredictable flight

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
All components visually
checked for pre-flight
fractures. Band was epoxied
to the coupler such to
strengthen the part and
allow no rattling or
movement. SOP 017 Kinetic
Energy Drop demonstration.
Coupler and band assembled
when shear pin holes were
drilled into the body tube so
that the body tube lined up
to the band correctly.
“Rattle” check before flight
in SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 198.
Careful measuring,
tolerancing, and machining
of key switch holes. “Rattle”
check before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch step
198.

Flight Readiness Review
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Switch Lock
Sub-Group:
Coupler
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Copper, Silver, Zinc
General Dimensions:
Depth: 1.135”
OD: 0.760”
Weight:
0.350 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced
Component Description:
There are two switch locks mounted to the switch ring on the coupler and one on the nosecone. The ones on the coupler
power each altimeter separately while the one on the nosecone powers the GPS tracker. Avionics circuitry is closed
by the turn of a key. This design prevents the handling of the avionics bay and accidental activation of altimeters or
black powder charges. It also conserves battery power, for the tracker and altimeters can be powered on after the
rocket has already been assembled
Vendor:
Digikey
Cost:
$12.44 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Switches do not
Activate After
Key Turn

Loose Fit From
Body Tube

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

3

2

|

Criticality

Medium

Medium
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Potential Effect

Mitigation

Stratologger or tracker does
not power on. No resulting
flight data. parachutes fail
to deploy resulting in highspeed, dangerous, and
unpredictable flight.
Loose rattling of switch
key. Loss of or failure of
switch key. Failure to
activate altimeters or
tracker resulting in a loss of
data and failure of recovery
system ejection. Dangerous
and unpredictable flight

Activation checked
before flight in SOP 021 Full Scale Launch
steps 131. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.

|

Careful measuring,
tolerancing, and
machining of key
switch holes. “Rattle”
check before flight in
SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 198.
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Lower Body Tube
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
William Hankins
Material:
G12 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
ID: 6”
Length: 52”
Thickness: .085”
Weight:
6.35 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Filament Spun
Component Description:
The lower body tube is located aft of the coupler and extends to the thrust plate. This section houses the bottom half
of the coupler, main parachute recovery system, engine, and fin can assembly. The material chosen was fiberglass
because it is sufficiently strong, and cheaper than the alternate option of carbon fiber. The body tube has been
purchased from Madcow and the fin slits cut in house.
Vendor:
Madcow
Cost:
$228 / 60” Tube
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Material
Buckling

4

2

Medium

Rail Button
Shear

Unzipping

High Internal
Pressure

Charger Rocket Works

3

2

3

3

3

2
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Medium

Medium

Medium

Potential Effect
Loss of payload or vehicle as a
whole. Failure to separate in
flight or premature separation.
Stability failure causing
dangerous and unpredictable
flight.
Vehicle could lose stability off
the rail or bend during launch
resulting in unpredictable
flight, dangerous flight, high
launch angle, or large
vibrations that could damage
interior components.
Body tube not reusable.
Unstable, dangerous, and
unpredictable flight. damage to
fins, fincan, and other interior
components
Could cause fracture of the
body tube. Loss of payload or
vehicle as a whole. Failure to
separate or premature
separation that could result in
high speed and dangerous
flight

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
FEM analysis verified
through hand
calculations and factor
of safety. SOP 017
Vehicle Drop Test
Demonstration.
Verified through proper
button placement (fwd
button near the cg) and
hand calculations.
Proper installation, and
test launch.
Exterior checked for
fractures after
manufacturing. SOP
019 Fin Can Loading
Demonstration.
FEM analysis verified
through hand
calculations. Body tube
manufactured with
holes to relieve interior
pressure. SOP 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
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Main Parachute
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Balloon Cloth
General Dimensions:
Diameter: 12.00’
Suspension: 13.4’
Weight:
2.745 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Stitched Fabric
Component Description:
The main parachute is located between the coupler and motor section. The main parachute, a FruityChutes IFC-144,
is deployed after the drogue and is utilized to slow the descent velocity down to a point where the rocket body impacts
the ground within the allotted Kinetic Energy requirements. The coefficient of drag given by the manufacturer is 2.2.
Vendor:
FruityChutes
Cost:
$667.66
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Suspension
Failure

Burn From Black
Powder Ejection

Entanglement

Seam Ripping

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

2

5

3

4

3

1

3
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

High ascending velocity.
Parachute failure. damage
to other components upon
high speed ejection.
Dangerous flight
trajectory.

Medium

High descending velocity,
damage to vehicle body
upon impact. Possible loss
of vehicle. Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.

Medium

Recovery system fails to
deploy. High descending
velocity, damage to
vehicle body upon impact.
Dangerous and
unpredictable flight path.

Medium

High descent velocity.
damage to vehicle body
upon impact. dangerous
and unpredictable flight
path.

Recovery system pulled
taut before flight in
SOP - 021 Full Scale
Launch step 162. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
Proper packing
procedure in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch steps
164, 166. 174eliminate this issue.
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
Proper packing
procedure in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch steps
158, 172 ensure the
lines do not tangle. SOP
- 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration.
Parachute checked for
holes prior to flight.
Parachute purchased
from reputable vendor.
SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
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Lower Airframe Bulkhead
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Matthew Jones
Material:
Aluminum 6061-T6
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.995”
Thickness: 0.25” thick
Weight:
0.339 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Machined In House
Component Description:
The aft bulkhead is located just between the main parachute and engine section of the vehicle. This bracket is mounted
to the body tube using six bolts. It serves as the surface that takes the load from the main parachute via eye bolt.
Quarter inch aluminum is used due to the high loads at this location. The part has been machined in house from
aluminum plate because it is strong, readily available and cost effective.
Vendor:
McMaster
Cost:
$32.23 / 3’x6”x1/4” Plate
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Fracture

Body Tube Bolt
Failure

Stripped From Eye
Bolt

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

4

3

4

2
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Failure of recovery system to
stay connected to lower
airframe. Damage to eyebolt
and loss of parachutes.
unpredictable and high speed
flight trajectory due to
recovery system failure

Medium

Unstable rattling bulkhead
inside the vehicle. unstable
parachute ejection and
possible failure to recovery
system resulting in a
dangerous flight and loss of
vehicle.

Medium

Bulkhead not reusable. Loss
of parachute in ejection
process. Loss of vehicle.
Dangerous, unpredictable,
high speed flight path.

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
Verified by FEM load
analysis, hand calculations
and safety factor. All
components visually
checked for pre-flight
fractures. SOP - 005V1
Black Powder
Demonstration.
More than two bolts allows
for one bolt to break and the
bulkhead not have a failure.
FEM load analysis of
bulkhead verified by hand
calculations and a safety
factor. SOP - 005V1 Black
Powder Demonstration.
Verified by FEM load
analysis, hand calculations
and safety factor. SOP 005V1 Black Powder
Demonstration. Recovery
system pulled taut before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 162 to
ensure strong fit.
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FEA: Solid Edge was utilized for finite element analysis. The model is constrained at the
six rib ends where the 4-40 bolts will hold the bracket to the body tube. The load is applied at the
center where the eyebolt attaches. The load applied here was a generous 500lbs in the vertical
direction with safety factor included. This load is coming from the parachute ejection system. From
this we can see that the maximum bending deflection and maximum stress occur at the center of
the bulkhead. The maximum stress value lies at around 35ksi. All mesh elements lie below the
yield stress of 6061-T6 aluminum (about 40ksi) and therefore the bulkhead is safe for the loads of
full scale flight.

Charger Rocket Works
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Fin Can
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Kyle DeGreen
Material:
PLA Plastic
General Dimensions:
OD: 5.995”
ID: 2.990”
Height: 3.25”
Weight:
0.805 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
3D Printed In House
Component Description:
There are two support rings located at each end of the motor. These serve as mounting points for the fins. The Fin can
gives the motor tube stability and holds it into place to prevent any undesired movement. A complete set has been 3D
printed from plastic because the material was readily available and lightweight.
Vendor:
Amazon
Cost:
$20 / 1kg Filament
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Buckling

Loose fit

Bolt Shear

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

2

4

3
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Loss of motor alignment and
flight stability. Rattling parts
in engine section resulting in
damage to motor.
Unpredictable and
dangerous flight path.

Medium

Shaking of the motor and
fins resulting in fin flutter,
possible motor damage and
a dangerous, unpredictable
flight path.

Medium

Bolt shear failure would
cause the fin can to dislodge
and potentially cause the
motor to fall out

Hand calculations on flight
loads with factor of safety
were applied in SOP - 019
Fin Can Loading
Demonstration to ensure
successful flight.
Careful manufacturing,
tolerancing, and assembly
process. 3D printed for
smooth contact surface to
body tube. “Rattle” check
before flight in SOP - 021
Full Scale Launch step 198.
Several bolts located on fin
can such that the shearing of
one bolt will not result in
failure. Hand calculations on
flight loads with factor of
safety were applied in SOP 019 Fin Can Loading
Demonstration.
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Fin
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Benjamin Channell
Material:
G10 Fiberglass
General Dimensions:
Root Chord: 12”
Tip Chord: 8”
Thickness: 0.125”
Weight:
0.519 lbm each
Manufacturing Process:
Wet Saw – Made in house
Component Description:
There are four total fins located at the aft end of the vehicle attached to the fin can via 4 screws in each leg of the fin
can rings. The fins provide the rocket with greater stability during flight, helping maintain a stable trajectory and
regulating spin. The fins have been cut and rounded in house from fiberglass sheet. Trapezoidal fin shape allows for
a more aft center of gravity and lessens the possibility of breakage upon impact.
Anticipated Vendor:
McMaster
Anticipated Cost:
$85.42 / 24”x36”x1/8” Sheet
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Bolt Failure

Fin Flutter

Material Fracture

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

3

3

3

3
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Bolt failure would
result in fin flutter,
damage of the fin, or
damage of the fin can.
Possible loss of fin and
vehicle. Unstable and
unpredictable flight
path.

Several bolts attaching fin
to rocket such that a
failure of one bolt will not
result in a loss of a fin.
Hand calculations on
flight loads to ensure
successful flight. SOP 019 Fin Can Loading
Demonstration.

Medium

Medium

2019 NASA USLI

Damage of the fin can,
fins, and possibly the
vehicle as a whole.
Unstable and
unpredictable flight
path.
Fins no longer
reusable. loss of fin,
damage to fin, or
damage to fin can
could result. Unstable
and unpredictable
flight path.

|

Careful assembly and
manufacturing methods.
Several bolts securing fins
tightly to fin can. Subscale
flight testing.
All components checked
before flight for fractures.
Hand calculations on
flight loads to ensure
successful flight. SOP 019 Fin Can Loading
Demonstration.
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L1420R Motor
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
-Material:
Ammonium Perchlorate
Aluminum 6061-T6
General Dimensions:
Height: 19”
OD: 2.965”
Weight:
Wet: 10.1 lbm
Dry: 4.45 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
Vendor Supplied, Mass Produced
Component Description:
This motor lies in a motor casing and is located in the center of the fin can at the aft end of the rocket. Plugged reload
kits do not utilize a motor-actuated ejection charge. Requires forward seal disk during assembly. Motor was selected
based on the rocket’s overall weight, the predicted apogee, and the overall vehicle performance.
Anticipated Vendor:
Chris’ Rocket Supplies
Anticipated Cost:
$215

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Failure to ignite

Direct Flame

High AutoIgnition Temp

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

3

2

4

2

4

1
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Dangerous and
unpredictable process to
dismount the rocket.

Medium

Damage to surrounding
subjects, such as the
launchpad, to direct
flame. Foam and carbon
dioxide fire
extinguishers will not
work.

Medium

Direct flame ignition
builds to auto-ignition
temperature. Damage to
surrounding
components.
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Mitigation
Detailed launch SOP
process for rocket
misfire. 60 second
required wait before
approaching rocket.
Will not reuse same
launchpad without
proper cleaning
measures. All other
objects required to be a
safe distance away from
launchpad
eliminate any exposure
to established flame.
All components and
members required to be
a safe distance away
from launch pad.
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Retaining Ring
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
William Hankins
Material:
ABS Plastic
General Dimensions:
OD: 6.17”
ID: 2.67”
Thickness: 0.75”
Weight:
0.207 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
3D Printed In-house
Component Description:
The retention ring lies between the motor and thrust plate. It is designed to ensure that the motor and motor casing
remain in place during thrust and descent. The part has been 3D printed in-house due to material availability and
cost savings.
Vendor:
Amazon
Cost:
$20 / 1kg Filament

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Bolt Shear

Material Fracture

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

3

4

3
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Retaining ring could
become detached from
body. Shaking of thrust
plate, fin can, or motor

Medium

Retaining ring could
become detached from
body. Shaking of thrust
plate, fin can, or motor

2019 NASA USLI
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Mitigation
FEM analysis of flight
loads verified by hand
calculations and factor of
safety. SOP - 019 Fin
Can Loading
Demonstration.
All components checked
before flight for preflight fractures. FEM
analysis of flight loads
verified by hand
calculations and factor of
safety. SOP - 019 Fin
Can Loading
Demonstration.
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Thrust Plate
Sub-Group:
Lower Airframe
Mechanical Designer:
Kyle DeGreen
Material:
Aluminum 6061-T6
General Dimensions:
OD: 6.17”
ID: 2.99”
Thickness: 0.190”
Weight:
0.236 lbm
Manufacturing Process:
CNC Machined, In House
Component Description:
The thrust plate is located just aft of the retaining ring. This part is used for extra motor protection since the rocket is
high powered and the thrust could split a retaining ring. The thrust plate also eliminates shear loads on the ring and
the glue that holds them in the rocket by transferring loads directly to the body tube. It is made for easy removal if
damage occurs. The part is made of aluminum because of the strength qualities and the material was already in stock.
Vendor:
McMaster
Cost:
18.03$ per 8” x 8” x 0.19” plate

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Material Facture

Loose fit

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

4

2

4

2
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loss of motor alignment
and flight stability.
Rattling parts in engine
section resulting in
damage to motor.
Unpredictable and
dangerous flight path.

Medium

Shaking of the motor and
fins resulting in fin
flutter, possible motor
damage and a dangerous,
unpredictable flight path.
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Mitigation
All parts checked
before flight for
fracture. FEM analysis
of flight loads verified
by hand calculations
and factor of safety.
SOP - 019 Fin Can
Loading
Demonstration.
Careful manufacturing,
tolerancing, and
assembly process.
“Rattle” check before
flight in SOP - 021 Full
Scale Launch step 198.
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FEA: Solid Edge was utilized for finite element analysis. The model is constrained at the lip
where the plate interfaces with the lower body tube. The load is applied at the center where the aft
enclosure of the motor case grabs onto the plate. The load applied here was 625 lbs in the vertical
direction, a load factor of 1.5. This load is coming from the motor and thrust of launch. From this
load case, the maximum bending deflection occurs at the center of the thrust plate. Maximum
stresses lie at 28.4 ksi near the outer edges, which is well below the yield stress of 6061 aluminum.
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AUAV Power Module
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
17mm x 17mm (board dimensions)
Weight:
-Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
This component will regulate the voltage to secondary components from 11.1 V to 5 V.
Vendor:
mRobotics.io
Cost:
$34.90 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Overvoltage

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

1

4

1

4

2

5
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Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Low

Failure of component
thereby preventing
proper power
distribution, potential
mission failure

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the power
module

Low

Failure of component
leading to poor or no
power distribution

System designed to
prevent damage to the
power module due to
inflight loads

Loss of power, potential
mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Medium
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ZOP 11.1V Lithium Ion Battery
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
Lithium Polymer and Plastic
General Dimensions:
Length: 150 mm
Width: 45 mm
Thickness: 25 mm
Weight:
389 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
One lithium poly batteries will supply 11.1 V to all components on board the UAV. Capacity of 5000 mAh. XT60
plug. Will be colored red in accordance with SLI requirements.
Vendor:
banggood.com
Cost:
$30.64 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Physical damage

2

4

Medium

Fire, chemical leakage,
UAV fails to complete
mission

Battery charge not
within limits

2

4

Medium

Fire, failure of battery

Charger Rocket Works
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Mitigation
Demonstrated proper
deployment, designed
with proper protections,
i.e. steel plate chassis
encasing battery
Properly defined safe
charging procedures
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mRo Pixracer R15 Flight Computer
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
36mm x 36mm (board dimensions)
Weight:
10.54 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Delivers all commands to electronic speed controllers to adjust thrust and provide maneuvers. Also directs signals to
solenoid to release the simulated beacon.
Vendor:
mRobotics.io
Cost:
$99.00 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Overvoltage

2

5

Medium

Loss of ability to control
UAV, potential failure of
mission

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the computer

Medium

Loss of ability to control
UAV, potential mission
failure

System designed to
prevent damage to the
computer due to inflight
loads

Loss of control, potential
mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works
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5

2

5

|

Medium
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Caddx Turtle 1080p 60fps Mini HD FPV Camera
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
19mm x 19mm (camera)
28mm x 29mm (board)
Weight:
12 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Provides visual to flight operator. Aids in determining when drone is positioned above FEA.
Vendor:
Amazon.com
Cost:
$64.90 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Overvoltage

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

3

1

3

2

3

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loss of ability to control
UAV, potential failure of
mission

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the camera

Low

Loss of ability to control
UAV, potential mission
failure

System designed to
prevent damage to the
camera due to inflight
loads

Medium

Loss of ability to control,
increases difficulty of
control

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

2019 NASA USLI
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Airy Mini Video Transmitter
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
20mm x 20mm (board dimensions)
Weight:
2.4 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Properly translates video for transmission to the ground station and pilot.
Vendor:
helipal.com
Cost:
$19.90

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation
Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the video
transmitter

Overvoltage

2

3

Medium

Loss of video feed,
increases difficulty of
control

Physical Damage

1

3

Low

Loss of video feed,
increases difficulty of
control

System designed to
prevent damage to the
video transmitter due to
inflight loads

Loss of video, increases
difficulty of control

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works
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5

|

Medium
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eMax 2306-2400kV RS Motor
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
Diameter: 28.3mm
Height: 30.1mm
Weight:
33.84 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Provides propulsion to the UAV by spinning the propellers to
produce lift.
Vendor:
getfpv.com
Cost:
$19.99 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Overvoltage

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

5

2

5

2

5

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Medium

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the motors

Medium

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

System designed to
prevent damage to the
motors due to inflight
loads

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Medium
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Airbot Wraith32 ESC
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
15mm x 30mm (board dimensions)
Weight:
5.6 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Communicates between the flight computer and the motors to control the speed of the motor and thereby control the
flight of the vehicle
Vendor:
getfpv.com
Cost:
$16.99 each

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Overvoltage

2

5

Medium

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the ESC

Physical Damage

1

5

Medium

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

System designed to
prevent damage to the
ESC due to inflight loads

Loss of propulsion,
potential mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

2

5

|

Medium
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mRo GPS Module
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
-General Dimensions:
--Weight:
--Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
GPS module provides GPS location data to the ground station.
Vendor:
mRobotics.io
Cost:
$49.90

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation
Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the GPS module

Overvoltage

2

3

Medium

Loss of GPS position
data, increases difficulty
of control

Physical Damage

1

3

Low

Loss of GPS position
data, increases difficulty
of control

System designed to
prevent damage to the
GPS module due to
inflight loads

Medium

Loss of GPS position
data, increases difficulty
of control

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works
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3
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Upper Mounting Plate
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
PLA Plastic
General Dimensions:
--Weight:
--Manufacturing Process:
Additively Manufactured
Component Description:
Plate provides an interface to connect the battery bracket and other electronics. Also provides structural strength to
the UAV assembly.
Vendor:
--Cost:
---

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Physical Damage

1

3

Low

Potential loss of
structural integrity, could
lead to failure of mission
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Mitigation
System designed to
prevent damage or yield
of material of the plate
due to inflight loads
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Lower Mounting Plate
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
PLA Plastic
General Dimensions:
Length: 5.5 in
Height: 2.25 in
Thickness: 0.125 in
Weight:
Manufacturing Process:
Additively Manufactured
Component Description:
Lower Plate provides an additional attachment point for additional electronics of the UAV system.
Vendor:
--Cost:
---

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Physical Damage

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

1

3

|

Criticality

Low

2019 NASA USLI

Potential Effect
Potential loss of
structural integrity

|

Mitigation
System designed to
prevent damage or yield
of material of the plate
due to inflight loads
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UAV Propeller Arm
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
Carbon Fiber
General Dimensions:
Length: 18 in
Width: 0.75 in
Thickness: 0.125 in
Weight:
--Manufacturing Process:
Cured carbon fiber layup
Component Description:
Arms will be used to hold the UAV motors away from the
vehicle to allow for more efficient propulsion.
Vendor:
--Cost:
---

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Physical Damage

1

5

Medium

Charger Rocket Works
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Potential Effect
Loss of structural
integrity, potential
mission failure

|

Mitigation
System designed to
prevent damage to the
arms due to inflight loads
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Holybro 915MHz Radio Transmitter
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
--General Dimensions:
Length: 53 mm
Width: 26 mm
Thickness: 11 mm
Weight:
27 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
The radio transmitter will handle the telemetry
transmission to the ground station.
Vendor:
---Cost:
-----

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Overvoltage

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

3

1

3

2

4

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Loss of telemetry,
increases difficulty of
control

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the antenna

Low

Loss of telemetry,
increases difficulty of
control

System designed to
prevent damage to the
antenna due to inflight
loads

Loss of telemetry,
potential mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries

Medium

2019 NASA USLI
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STM Electronics Switch
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
--General Dimensions:
--Weight:
--Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
STM switch is used to provide a break in the circuit where necessary.
Vendor:
---Cost:
-----

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Severity

Criticality

Potential Effect

Overvoltage

2

3

Medium

Loss of video feed,
increases difficulty of
control

Physical Damage

1

3

Low

Loss of video feed,
increases difficulty of
control

Charger Rocket Works
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Mitigation
Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the transmitter
Circuitry designed to
prevent damage to the
transmitter due to inflight
loads
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Battery Bracket
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
Sheet Metal
General Dimension:
--Weight:
76g
Manufacturing process:
Bent and cut into shape
Component Description:
The battery bracket will hold the battery in
place as well as protect the electronics.
Vendor:
--Cost:
--Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Physical Damage

Charger Rocket Works
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1

3

|

Criticality

Low
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Potential Effect
Potential loss of
structural integrity

|

Mitigation
System designed to
prevent damage or yield
of material of the bracket
due to inflight loads
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Solenoid
Sub-Group:
Payload
Mechanical Designer:
Colton Connor
Material:
--General Dimensions:
Length: 51.9 mm
Width: 18.2 mm
Weight:
39 g
Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Solenoid will be used to retain and release the beacon on
command.
Vendor:
adafruit.com
Cost:
$7.50

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode

Likelihood

Overvoltage

Physical Damage

Power Loss

Charger Rocket Works

Severity

2

4

1

4

2

4

|

Criticality

Potential Effect

Mitigation

Medium

Loss of release
mechanism, potential
mission failure

Circuitry designed to
prevent higher than
designed voltages from
reaching the solenoid

Low

Loss of release
mechanism, potential
mission failure

System designed to
prevent damage to the
solenoid due to inflight
loads

Medium

Loss of release
mechanism, potential
mission failure

Power system designed to
prevent the loss of power
inflight; proper procedures
for charging UAV
batteries
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10 Appendix D: Full-Scale Launch Procedure
UAH Propulsion Research Center
OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR:
Full-Scale Rocket Prep and Launch
SOP #:

PRC–SOP–USLI-021

Revision:

A

Version:

1

Test Location: Launch Field

Test Date: ___________________

Test Team
Name

Role

This Procedure Contains the following Hazards
Human Subjects

Animal Subjects

Highly Toxic Chemicals

Toxins or toxin products

Pressurized gases

X

X
Explosives/Propellants

Microbial agents/products

Cell or tissue culture

Lasers

Selected Agents

Radioisotopes or x-ray generating equipment

Carcinogenic/mutagenic/teratogenic
chemicals

Human blood, body fluid, tissue

Recombinant DNA/RNA molecules
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REVISION BLOCK
Operating Procedures may be modified either through a Revision or a Version increment.
Revision Increments require a new Signoff Sheet and full approval. Version increments are for
minor corrections or additions to Red Team members. Version increments only require new
Red Team signature and a single approval from PRC Staff.
VER#

VERSION APPROVAL

REASON FOR REVISION

DEV.
HOURS

0

New SOP, To update Red Team and
Template, for 2018-2019 USLI

See Signature Page

110

1

Update SOP to include full UAV
integration steps, update Red Team, for
2018-2019 USLI

See Signature Page

5

ACTIVE WAIVERS
The following waivers have been reviewed by the procedure approval team and are accepted
based on assessment of additional mitigations put into effect for conducting the test
#
1

DESCRIPTION

MITIGATION

EXPIRES

RESPONSIBILITY

N/A
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Procedure Revision Approval:
I have personally reviewed each of the operational steps of the SOP and have no questions that the
operation can be performed safely and efficiently. I approve all red team personnel assigned in
this document and verify that they have proper training to act in the prescribed test roles outlined
in this procedure.
Hope Cash: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Author
William Hankins: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Vehicle Lead
Jade Kirkwood: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Vehicle Safety Lead
Colton Connor: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Payload Lead
Connor Gisburne: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Payload Safety Lead
Marcus Shelton: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Chief Engineer
Zachary Ruta: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Program Manager
Jason Winningham:

______________________________

Date: ____________

Mentor
Dr. David Lineberry: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Course Instructor
Dr. Robert Frederick: ______________________________

Date: ____________

PRC Director
Reviewed By:
UAH OEHS Director: ______________________________
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AUTHORIZED RED TEAM MEMBERS
Individuals identified below are authorized to participate in test operations as Red Team
Members through the SOP approval signatures. By signing the document below, the individuals
acknowledge that they have reviewed the procedure and understand the general and specific
safety requirements, personnel limits, and work descriptions necessary to accomplish their part
of the operation.
Additional Red Team Members may be added to this document without a procedure revision
pending approval of the PRC Director or Laboratory Supervisor or Facility Engineer prior to
participating in the experiment. Additional members require signatures of both the individual
to be added and the approver.
Authorized test individuals agree to abide by and follow the procedure outlined in this document
for conducting the described experiment. At a minimum, Red Team Members must maintain
active First Aid/CPR/AED certification.
Red Team
Members

Affiliation

First Aid/
CPR-AED
Cert Date

PRC
Safety
Quiz

David
Lineberry

PRC Staff

9/20/2017

Feb
2018

Jason
Winningham

Mentor

6/8/2018

Feb
2018

Hope Cash

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

William
Hankins

MAE 491
Student

10/4/2018

Sept
2018

Kyle DeGreen

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Colton Connor

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Daniel Corey

MAE 491
Student

8/14/2018

Sept
2018

Elena Pradhan

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Zachary Ruta

MAE 491
Student

10/4/2018

Sept
2018

Tanner
Schmitt

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Bao Ha

GTA
Mentor

10/13/2017

Jan
2019
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Declarations.
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used for assembly of a high
powered rocket. The procedure includes preparation and installation of black powder charges for
deployment of the recovery systems and loading of the solid rocket motor.
Test Location
This will occur at a NAR/TRA organized launch field. This provides a secured and controlled access area.
Assembly operations, up to the addition of energetic materials to the rocket, may be carried out either at a
launch field or prior to arrival at the launch field. Black powder charge loading and solid rocket propellant
loading may only be carried out at the launch field when testing is imminent. Handling of energetics will
be carried out by the NAR/TRA certified Team Mentor.
Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 test operators, but may be conducted by up to 5 persons. Operations
involving black powder or solid rocket propellant will be conducted under by the Team Mentor. One of the
operators will be designated as the Safety Monitor and will read procedures during testing and ensure all
steps are followed or any deviations are documented. The Safety Monitor will be identified on the front
page of the procedure. Two members must also be involved when moving the rocket, one for handling and
the other to notify any bystanders of the rocket’s presence.
Observer Policy
Observers will be allowed as authorized by launch field guidelines. Observers must remain safe distances
from energetic materials including black powder and solid rocket propellant.
Safety Policy
All PRC test operations require a minimum of two operators with First Aid, CPR, and AED training. Test
operations are carried out according to the PRC Facility Usage Policy outlined in PRC-SOP-001. A copy
of the facility usage policy may be found on the PRC website http://UAH.edu/prc. All personnel involved
with this operation have been empowered to stop any portion of this operation at any time if they feel it is
not proceeding in a safe manner. The PRC Director, PRC Research Engineer/Laboratory Supervisor, PRC
Facility Engineer, and other required personnel will be notified and a decision on whether to continue the
operation will be made at that time. No safety interlock will be modified, bypassed, or defeated unless the
test team has concurred and are aware of the inherent risks associated with the change. Otherwise, the
offender will be permanently expelled from the PRC and all of its facilities.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and closed toed
shoes are also required for testing. When handling Black Powder, nitrile gloves must be worn. Nearby Fire
Extinguisher must be on hand or locations identified prior to testing.
Procedure Deviations
At any point during the execution of this SOP any team member may call for a stand down of test operations
to discuss any concern related to safety. Additionally, during the execution of the SOP any deviation to the
procedures outlined in this document must be noted on the procedure and it must be identified on the cover
page that deviations were conducted. Revisions to the procedure may be required prior to the next test
operation. Prior to each test, verify that the procedures do not require modification due to specific test plan
requirements. In the event that redlines are required during execution, ensure that the redlines present no
safety, efficiency, or environmental concerns.
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PRE-TRAVEL PREPARATION PROCEDURES
PREPARATION OF BLACK POWDER CHARGES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inform all observers of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.
If preparing charges at the JRC, identify nearest AED location to team and observers.
Place all jewelry and electronic devices, tablets, and radios in an approved location.
Place Cell Phones in “airplane mode”
Make sure all personnel are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety glasses, goggles, or face
shield, hearing protection (if needed).
6. If testing at the JRC,
o If testing at the JRC, warning light should be turned to YELLOW during the set-up
procedure and throughout the experiment.
MUST WEAR NITRILE GLOVES WHILE HANDELING BLACK POWDER
TEAM MENOTR OR TEAM PRC FACULTY ONLY HANDLE BLACK POWDER
7. Remove black powder from designated container.
8. Use the following steps to prepare the ejection charges with black powder ONE AT A TIME.
Main
Main
Drogue Drogue Deploy Deploy
Primary Backup Primary Backup Primary Backup
9. Inspect E-Match to be used for
ejection charge for frayed
wires
10. Cut E-match to size and strip
ends.
11. Short ends of e-match by
twisting leads together.
12. Measure specified amount of
black powder to be used in a
volumetric measuring device
13. Transfer to flight charge
container
14. Close/seal container as
designed
15. Label charge with painters
tape Main Primary, Main
Backup, Drogue Primary, or
Drogue Backup as
appropriate, and include the
charge size
16. Record the volume of the
black powder in the cells on
this sheet
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17. Place Loaded Ejection charge
in Day box
18. Repeat from Step 9 until all
charges are prepared
19. Prepare rocket for transport to launch field
20. Check Stratologger configuration
21. Verify that the following materials have been packed for transport:
Blue/Black nosecone

Main parachute Assembly
(parachute, shock cord, nomex
sheets (2) and sleeve, quick links)

Forward airframe body tube

Nosecone switch keys

Lower Airframe body tube

Altimeter bay switch keys

Computer with Simulation
Software and Serial Terminal
Program

Stratologger Manual

Stratologger Download Chip/wire

Laptop with Stratologger software

Avionics Bay/Coupler (fully
assembled)

Day Box containing: Motor and
Black Powder
L1420 Motor, Reload kit, igniters,
E-matches (6)

Motor Case (75/5120)

Motor Case Seal Disk

Motor Case Aft Closure

Motor Forward Closure (Plugged)

Main Primary Ejection Charge

Drogue Primary Ejection Charge

Main Backup Ejection Charge

Drogue Backup Ejection Charge

New, unused 9V batteries (6)

Laptop with X-CTU

New, unused CR123 Batteries (6)

Ground station XBee, labeled

Rocket Tracker

Yagi antenna, RPSMA connector

Door-latch solenoid

Red XBee explorer (2)

Deployment ground system X-bee

Mini USB cable (2)

Latch detect switch (leaf-lever
switch)

Micro USB cable

(Payload deployment controller)
Circuit board

2 E-matches for payload

Power switch (screw switch)

Capacitor bank
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All screws for vehicle in closeable
containers
Scissors

Zipties

Hand drill

Channel lock

Hand drill bits

Wire strippers with bolt trimmers

Hammer

#2 Phillips screwdriver

6” calipers

7/16” wrench for coupler

Gray English allen wrench set

¼” nut driver

Regular needle nose pliers

Tape measure

Tiny Flat Head Screwdriver for
Stratologgers
Phillips head for Stratologger
mounting screws

Extra long needle nose pliers

Adjustable wrench

Electrical tape

Multimeter (with probes)

Gorilla tape

Scale for weighing rocket at launch
field
Dog barf

Painter’s/masking tape

Simple Green

Hand wipes

Ethanol alcohol

At least 2 printed copies of this
SOP

Nitrile Gloves

Cleaning brush

Table (2)

Paper towels

Assorted stranded wire

Trash bags

Rocket stands

Safety Glasses

First Aid Kit

Pop-up awning

Tarp

Clamps

10.10 rail button

Flat Head Screwdriver for
Bulkhead E-Match terminals

Shear Pins (4-40 Nylon in closeable
container

AT FIELD
ALL ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES WILL BE CONDUCTED BY RED TEAM MEMBERS ONLY
ALL PERSONNEL WILL WEAR SAFETY GLASSES THROUGHOUT THESE PROCEDURES

UPPER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY
NOSECONE CHECKLIST (CONDUCTED IN PARALLEL WITH UAV AND PISTON PREP)
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22. Remove nosecone bulkhead and assembly from nosecone
23. Use Multimeter to test voltage of new CR123 battery for tracker
Voltage measured: __________________
The CR123 should measure 3V or greater, anything less is NOT acceptable for flight.
Data may not be received from tracker if there is insufficient voltage.
24. Install new CR123 battery into GPS Tracker
25. Zip-tie CR123 battery to bracket, avoiding GPS with zip-tie
26. Verify XBee ziptied to tracker
27. Verify tracker is ON
28. Verify tracker connected to tracker power switch
29. Verify Raven’s positive power wire connected to Raven power switch
30. Use Multimeter to test voltage of new 9V battery for Raven
Voltage measured: __________________
The battery must measure 9V or greater, anything less is NOT acceptable for flight.
Data may not be received from Raven if there is insufficient voltage.
31. Attach Raven battery to nosecone bracket
32. Ziptie battery to Raven bracket
Avoid Raven with ziptie. Failing to ziptie battery could result in loss of power to Raven.
33. Verify tracker is attached to the nosecone bulkhead
34. Use Multimeter to test voltage of LiPo battery
Voltage measured: __________________
LiPo must read greater than 4V, anything less is NOT acceptable for flight.
No data will be received from data logger if insufficient voltage.
35. Insert microSD card into data logger
36. Install data logger SD card retention screw
37. Connect LiPo battery to gray terminal in data logger
38. Verify 1 Hz blue LED blinking on data logger
39. Turn OFF Raven and tracker
40. Install nosecone over nosecone bulkhead
41. Secure nosecone to bulkhead using two (2) ¼-20 nuts

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Vehicle Red Team Member
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UAV Prep Checklist (Conducted in Parallel with Nosecone and Piston Checklists)
42.

Measure LiPo cell voltages with voltage checker
Battery voltage must be at least 12.4 V

43.

Record LiPo cell voltages
Cell 1: ______ V. Cell 2: ______ V. Cell 3: ______ V

44. Verify/remove UAV propellers
45. Power on UAV ground station laptop
46. Insert microSD card into laptop
47. Verify/empty microSD card
Card must have at least 1 GB of free space
48. Insert microSD card into UAV flight computer
49. Insert battery into UAV
50. Secure battery to mounting bracket using two (2) zip tie loops
51. Tug on battery/verify securely retained
52. Connect UAV power plug to LiPo battery
53. Verify startup ok tune emitted by UAV
54. Open Mission Planner ground station software
55. Select COM port of telemetry radio
56. Set baud rate to 57600
57. Press “connect” button in Mission Planner
58. Verify the UAV has a 3D GPS fix
59. Verify battery voltage displayed in Mission Planner is within 0.05 V of checked voltage
60. Depress blue button on UAV controller to retract solenoid
61. Insert beacon into UAV beacon compartment
62. Release blue button on UAV controller
63. Tug on beacon/verify beacon retained
64. Verify no flagged issues on Mission Planner “Pre-Flight” tab
65. Gently shake assembled UAV/verify no loose mechanical or electrical connections
66. Disconnect LiPo battery from UAV power
67. Install 2x CCW and 2x CW propellers onto the UAV
Direction labels on propellers must match labels on UAV arms

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Payload Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

Piston Checklist (Conducted in Parallel with Nosecone and UAV Checklists)
Steps 68 – 85 may be conducted before departure to the launch field. Step 85 is waived
if these steps are conducted at launch field
68. Remove deployment circuit board from enclosure
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69. Check CR123A (x2) voltages
Anything less than 3.0 V is not acceptable for flight
Battery 1: _____ V. Battery 2: _____ V
70. Install batteries into deployment circuit board
71. Zip-tie batteries around circuit board
72. Install Plug 1 XBee radio (with wire antenna) into deployment circuit board
XBee labeled “Deploy”
73. Zip-tie radio around circuit board
74. Plug the door latch solenoid into header LATCH on the deployment circuit board
75. Plug the capacitor bank into header CAP on the deployment circuit board
76. Plug the power switch into header PWR SW on the deployment circuit board
77. Plug the latch detect switch into header DETECT on the deployment circuit board
78. Verify/set SW3 on the deployment circuit board to the ON position
79. Install cover over circuit board enclosure and secure to bulkhead
80. Tape over wire ports on circuit board enclosure
81. Secure any loose wires with tape or zip ties
82. Verify all wiring is clear of the retention latch and beam
83. Verify/set deployment controller to OFF using power switch
84. Verify no beeping emitted from deployment controller
85. Place a label over the power switch access port reading “Prepared <DATE> <TIME>. Do not
remove”

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Payload Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

All steps following this are to be completed on the flight line ONLY
86. Remove the label placed across the power switch in step 85, if applicable
Software Verification/Setup
87. Connect XBee and antenna to laptop computer
XBee is labeled “Deploy GS”
88. Open serial terminal on laptop
89. Connect serial terminal to appropriate COM port
90. Set serial terminal baud rate to 115200 baud
91. Verify/set deployment controller to ON using power switch
92. Verify buzzer beeping at approximately 1 Hz
93. Send text "UAH_CRW_verify_communications", terminated by a newline (\n) character. Do
not include quotes
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94. Verify board emits 3 short beeps, 3 long beeps, 3 short beeps (SOS)
95. Set deployment controller to OFF using power switch
Failing to set controller to OFF could result in unintentional detonation during charge
installation

E-MATCH INSTALLATION
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING BLACK POWDER CHARGES
96. Ensure deployment controller is off
Failure to do so may result in unintentional detonation
97. Verify no sound from deployment controller circuit board
Any sound provides an indication that the circuit is live.
98. Confirm with Mentor that rocket is ready for energetics
99. Identify primary and backup terminals on deployment electronics enclosure
100. Retrieve charges from Day Box
_______g Payload deployment Primary Charge Vol
_______g Payload deployment Charge Vol
101. Connect Ejection Charge (x2) e-match leads to terminals on deployment electronics
enclosure. Each terminal block is used for a separate charge and the terminal blocks have been
labeled
102. Give ejection charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly connected to the
terminal blocks
Failure to ensure secure connection may result in deployment failure
103. Place charge in charge well and place painter’s tape over well

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Payload Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

Payload Integration Checklist
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.

Test conductor(s) put on work gloves
Connect LiPo battery to UAV power
Verify startup ok tune emitted by UAV
Lower UAV onto deployment sheath vertical posts
Fold UAV arms inwards until UAV powers off
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109.
110.
111.
112.
113.

Fold deployment sheath inner flap over UAV and tuck under
Roll deployment sheath upper flap around sheath
Install 1x pipe clamp around the center of the deployment sheath to keep sheath rolled
Install upper airframe bulkhead into piston
Verify latch clicks during installation
Failure of latch click may result in loss of system during flight

114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.

Tug upper airframe bulkhead to verify it does not separate from piston
Align clocking marks on upper airframe and piston assembly
Insert piston and lower half of sheath into airframe
Remove pipe clamp from deployment sheath
Insert remainder of sheath and nosecone into airframe
Secure upper airframe bulkhead in body tube using six (6) ½” long torx drive #4-40 screws

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Payload Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

COUPLER CHECKLIST
(Conducted in Parallel with Upper Airframe Assembly: UAV/Piston/Payload Integration)
120. Verify that no black powder charges are attached to the terminal blocks on the AV Bay
bulkheads
121. Use Multimeter to verify voltage of new 9V battery for Stratologger (x2)
Voltage measured: __________________ Primary Stratologger
Voltage measured: __________________ Secondary Stratologger
If the batteries do not measure 9V or greater, they are NOT acceptable for flight
Recovery failure may occur if there is insufficient voltage
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.

Unscrew top coupler bulkhead
Remove top bulkhead from coupler and disconnect wires
Disconnect key switches
Install new 9V batteries into avionics sled (x2)
Ziptie 9V batteries to battery bracket
Tug Stratologger wires to ensure they are firmly connected
Slide lower bulkhead and avionics sled partially back into coupler
Connect switches
Switch on Stratologgers to check functionality one at a time
Beep count:

o

3 beeps
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o
o
o
o
o

132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

Main deployment altitude
Optional apogee delay indicated by 1 second tone (backup only)
Last flight apogee
2 or 3 digit number for battery voltage
Continuity beeps
Insert lower coupler bulkhead into body tube
Connect upper bulkhead to wire
Screw upper bulkhead onto coupler
Duct tape/secure cotter pin
Turn off Stratologger
Failing to turn off Stratologgers may result in unintentional detonation during charge
installation

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Vehicle Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

LOWER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY
(Conducted in Parallel with Upper Airframe Assembly: UAV/Piston/Payload Integration)
137. Remove the motor retainer
138. Verify/tighten all external bolts (16)

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Vehicle Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

DO NOT CONTINUE UNTIL UPPER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY,
COUPLER CHECKLIST, AND LOWER AIRFRAME ASSEMBLY
SECTIONS ARE COMPLETE

RECOVERY CHECKLIST
DROGUE INSTALLATION (UPPER AIRFRAME)
CONDUCTED IN PARALLEL WITH MAIN INSTALLATION (LOWER AIRFRAME)
139. Verify/Detangle Drogue Parachute Harness
140. Inspect Drogue Parachute Harness for damage, tears, deterioration
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141. Verify Drogue Parachute Recovery harness is attached to the upper airframe bulkhead
Failing to attach recovery harness may result in recovery failure
142. Verify/Attach Drogue Parachute to Drogue Parachute Harness
143. Verify that Drogue parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY HARNESS IS
TAUT (unpack)
144. Verify duct tape covers shock cord at lip of body tube
Failing to cover shock cord at lip could result in zipper through body tube
145. Verify Shock Cord Nomex Cloth is attached to the Drogue Parachute Harness
146. Verify that the Shock Cord Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness
147. Verify Parachute Nomex Cloth is attached to the Drogue Parachute Harness
148. Verify that the Parachute Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness
149. Verify/Attach the Drogue Parachute recovery harness is connected to eyebolt on the upper
coupler bulkhead
Failing to attach recovery harness may result in recovery failure
150. Fold the Drogue parachute in accordance with method used for successful Ejection Charge
Test
151. Wrap the Drogue parachute in the Parachute Nomex sheet attached to the recovery harness
152. Z-Fold 5ft sections of the recovery harness and secure folds with a rubber band
153. Insert recovery harness on the airframe side of the parachute into upper airframe body tube
longitudinally, starting with the outside edge and working in
154. Verify no transport painter’s tape is wrapped around Drogue/Nomex
Failure to remove transport painter’s tape may result in recovery failure
155. Insert folded Drogue/Nomex into upper airframe with Nomex facing towards coupler
156. Insert remaining unprotected shock cord on coupler side of parachute and cover with Shock
Cord Nomex
157. Coil Nomex Sleeve shock cord around the edges of body tube

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Vehicle Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

MAIN INSTALLATION (LOWER AIRFRAME)
CONDUCTED IN PARALLEL WITH DROGUE INSTALLATION (UPPER AIRFRAME)
158. Verify/Detangle Main Parachute Harness
159. Inspect Drogue Parachute Harness for damage, tears, deterioration
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160. Verify Main Parachute Recovery harness is attached to the lower airframe bulkhead
Failing to attach recovery harness may result in recovery failure
161. Verify/Attach Main Parachute to Main Parachute Harness
162. Verify that Main parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY HARNESS IS
TAUT (unpack)
163. Verify duct tape covers shock cord at lip of body tube
Failing to cover shock cord at lip could result in zipper through body tube
164. Verify Shock Cord Nomex Cloth is attached to the Main Parachute Harness
165. Verify that the Shock Cord Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness
166. Verify Parachute Nomex Cloth is attached to the Main Parachute Harness
167. Verify that the Parachute Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness
168. Verify/Attach that the Main Parachute recovery harness is connected to eyebolt on the
lower coupler bulkhead
Failing to attach recovery harness may result in recovery failure
169. Fold the Main parachute in accordance with method used for successful Ejection Charge
Test
170. Wrap the Main parachute and unprotected line on the coupler side in the Parachute Nomex
sheet attached to the recovery harness
171. Z-Fold 5ft sections of the recovery harness and secure folds with a rubber band
172. Insert recovery harness on the airframe side of the parachute into lower airframe body tube
longitudinally, starting with the outside edge and working in
173. Verify no transport painter’s tape is wrapped around Main/Nomex
Failure to remove transport painter’s tape may result in recovery failure
174. Insert folded Main/Nomex into lower airframe with Nomex facing towards coupler
175. Coil Nomex Sleeve shock cord around the edges of body tube

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Vehicle Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

DO NOT CONTINUE UNTIL RECOVERY CHECKLIST IS
COMPLETE
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EJECTION CHARGE INSTALLATION
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING BLACK POWDER CHARGES
176. Ensure Stratologgers are off
Failure to do so may result in unintentional detonation
177. Confirm with Mentor that rocket is ready for energetics
178. Identify primary and backup terminals on coupler for both main and drogue
179. Retrieve Drogue charges from Day Box
_______g Drogue Primary Charge Vol
_______g Drogue Secondary Charge Vol
180. Connect Ejection Charge (x2) e-match leads to terminals on upper coupler bulkhead. Each
terminal block is used for a separate charge and the terminal blocks have been labeled.
181. Give Drogue Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly connected to
the Terminal Blocks
Failure to ensure secure connection may result in recovery failure
182. Place charge in charge well and place painter’s tape over well
183. Insert dog barf in upper airframe
184. Attach upper airframe to coupler
185. Insert 2 new shear pins (nylon #4-40)
Failure to use NEW shear pins may result in premature recovery separation
186. Ensure Stratologgers are off
Failure to do so may result in unintentional detonation
187. Retrieve Main charges from Day Box
_______g Main Primary Charge Vol
_______g Main Secondary Charge Vol
188. Connect Ejection Charge (x2) e-match leads to terminals on lower coupler bulkhead. Each
terminal block is used for a separate charge, and the terminal blocks have been labeled.
189. Give Main Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly connected to
the Terminal Blocks
Failure to ensure secure connection may result in recovery failure
190. Place charge in charge well and place painter’s tape over well
191. Insert dog barf into lower airframe (2 Bao hands)
192. Attach lower airframe to coupler
193. Insert 8 new shear pins (nylon #4-40)
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Failure to use NEW shear pins may result in premature recovery separation

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

___________________________________
Red Team Member

MOTOR INSTALLATION
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING MOTOR
NOTE: ALL PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED TO
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER

COMPLY

WITH

PPE

194. Assemble motor per manufacturer instructions.
195. NAR/TRA Mentor install motor case into lower airframe
196. Install motor retainer with 2 4-40 bolts

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Team Mentor

___________________________________
Safety Officer

FINAL CHECKOUT
TWO PEOPLE ARE REQUIRED FOR MOVING ROCKET - AIM ROCKET AWAY FROM OBSERVERS
197. Measure length of fully assembled rocket
Length: ______________________
198. Perform Shake Test to ensure that rocket components are secured and that the rocket will
not drag separate in flight
199. Balance rocket to measure the CG location
200. Mark CG location on rocket
201. Weigh Fully Assembled Rocket
Weight: ______________________
202. Record CP location
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CP: ______________________
203. Ensure that this CG location is at least 2 body diameters (12 inches) away from the marked
CP.
Distance between CG and CP: ____________________
Static Stability Margin: ________________
204. Verify that Thrust-to-Weight Ratio at ignition with flight motor is GREATER THAN 5:1
205. Fill out Flight Card.
206. Copy flight info to log.

o
o
o
o
o

Motor:_____________________
Final Mass:__________________
Expected Max Velocity:_________________
Expected Altitude:__________________
Thrust-to-Weight:_____________________

207. Red Team Sign Procedure to Confirm Rocket is Ready for Flight

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

___________________________________
Red Team Member

PAD CHECKLIST
(TO BE SUPERVISED BY NAR MENTOR/FIELD RSO)
PPEs are REQUIRED to be worn by ALL team members around rocket
208. Take team photo with rocket
209. GPS Tracker powered on
210. Verify GPS lock with ground station
211. Take rocket, igniter, flight card, and keys to RSO
212. Verify Launch Control System is safed
213. Set Raven powered on
214. Verify audible tone from Raven
215. Place the rocket on the launch rail
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216. Raise rail to desired launch position
When applying launch angle, do not aim launch rail at surrounding structure, trees, or
power lines, aim into wind
217. Verify excess, dead vegetation away from launch rail
218. Measure and record launch angle
Angle: ______________________
219. ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL MOVE AWAY FROM PAD
220. Turn on payload deployment electronics\
221. Verify 1 Hz beep
222. Turn on Primary Stratologger power switches
223. Listen for Stratologger startup sequence
224. Check continuity: 3 beeps every 0.8 seconds

o

If unsuccessful continuity check






o

Turn off Stratologger
Identify problem to RSO
Lower launch rail
Remove rocket
Transport back to work area to debug problem

If continuity check successful



Turn off Stratologger and continue procedure

225. Turn on Backup Stratologger power switches
226. Listen for Stratologger startup sequence
227. Check continuity: 3 beeps every 0.8 seconds

o

If unsuccessful continuity check






o

Turn off Stratologger
Identify problem to RSO
Lower launch rail
Remove rocket
Transport back to work area to debug problem

If continuity check successful
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Turn Primary Stratologger on and continue procedure

228. Communicate with Ground Station Team to verify GPS Tracker connection

o

If consistent GPS lock is not achieved







Turn off Stratologgers
Identify problem to RSO
Lower launch rail
Remove rocket
Transport back to work area to replace tracker system with backup

TEAM MENTOR COMPLETES SUBSEQUENT STEPS
229. Ensure ignitor is at proper length and is knotted/capped
230. Ensure ignitor is attached to control leads
231. Ensure igniter is in place
232. ALL PERSONNEL MOVE AWAY FROM ALL CONNECTED PADS
233. Confirm Continuity Check on Launch Control System
234. Visually confirm clear airspace
235. Arm Launch Control System

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

___________________________________
Red Team Member

POST-FLIGHT CHECKLIST
BEFORE WALKING THROUGH WOODED AREAS, OBSERVE VEGETATION
236. Take pictures before rocket is disturbed
If the rocket is in a tree (above where a team member can reach it from the ground) or
power line, DO NOT attempt to retrieve the rocket without assistance. DO NOT attempt
to retrieve the rocket from powerlines.
237. Record maximum altitude:
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Maximum Altitude (Primary Stratologger): __________________
Maximum Altitude (Secondary Stratologger): __________________
238. Condition of Vehicle
Notes:

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

___________________________________
Red Team Member

FINAL CHECKLIST
239. Verify all deployment controllers are OFF
240. Condition of Shock Cord (Main and Drogue)

241. Condition of motor retention system
242. Weigh rocket:
Final weight: __________________
243. Repack ALL tools, materials, and equipment for transportation
244. Dispose of all garbage in trash bag
Inspect ground for: Zip-ties, shear pins, tape, etc.

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Officer

___________________________________
Red Team Member
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11 Appendix E: UAV Field Deployment and Flight
UAH Propulsion Research Center
OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR:

UAV Field Deployment and Flight
SOP #:

PRC–SOP–USLI-025

Revision:

A

Version:

0

Test Location: Launch Field

Test Date: ___________________
Test Team
Name

Role

This Procedure Contains the following Hazards
Human Subjects

Animal Subjects

Highly Toxic Chemicals

Toxins or toxin products

Pressurized gases

X

X
Explosives/Propellants

Microbial agents/products

Cell or tissue culture

Lasers

Selected Agents

Radioisotopes or x-ray generating equipment

Carcinogenic/mutagenic/teratogenic
chemicals

Human blood, body fluid, tissue

Recombinant DNA/RNA molecules
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REVISION BLOCK
Operating Procedures may be modified either through a Revision or a Version increment.
Revision Increments require a new Signoff Sheet and full approval. Version increments are for
minor corrections or additions to Red Team members. Version increments only require new
Red Team signature and a single approval from PRC Staff.
VER#

VERSION APPROVAL

REASON FOR REVISION
New SOP, to update Red Team, for
2018-2019 ULSI

0

See Signature Page

DEV.
HOURS

5

ACTIVE WAIVERS
The following waivers have been reviewed by the procedure approval team and are accepted
based on assessment of additional mitigations put into effect for conducting the test
#
1

DESCRIPTION

MITIGATION

EXPIRES

RESPONSIBILITY

N/A

Procedure Revision Approval:
I have personally reviewed each of the operational steps of the SOP and have no questions that the
operation can be performed safely and efficiently. I approve all red team personnel assigned in
this document and verify that they have proper training to act in the prescribed test roles outlined
in this procedure.

Hope Cash: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Author
Colton Connor: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Payload Lead
Connor Gisburne: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Payload Safety Lead
Marcus Shelton: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Chief Engineer
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Zachary Ruta: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Program Manager
Jason Winningham: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Mentor
Dr. David Lineberry: ______________________________

Date: ____________

Course Instructor

Dr. Robert Frederick: _______________________________

Date: ____________

Reviewed By:
UAH OEHS Director: ______________________________

Date: ___________

AUTHORIZED RED TEAM MEMBERS
Individuals identified below are authorized to participate in test operations as Red Team
Members through the SOP approval signatures. By signing the document below, the individuals
acknowledge that they have reviewed the procedure and understand the general and specific
safety requirements, personnel limits, and work descriptions necessary to accomplish their part
of the operation.
Additional Red Team Members may be added to this document without a procedure revision
pending approval of the PRC Director or Laboratory Supervisor or Facility Engineer prior to
participating in the experiment. Additional members require signatures of both the individual
to be added and the approver.
Authorized test individuals agree to abide by and follow the procedure outlined in this document
for conducting the described experiment. At a minimum, Red Team Members must maintain
active First Aid/CPR/AED certification.
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Red Team
Members

Affiliation

First Aid/
CPR-AED
Cert Date

PRC
Safety
Quiz

David
Lineberry

PRC Staff

9/20/2017

Feb
2018

Jason
Winningham

Mentor

6/8/2018

Feb
2018

Hope Cash

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Daniel Corey

MAE 491
Student

8/14/2018

Sept
2018

Elena Pradhan

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Hunter Hood

MAE 491
Student

10/4/2018

Sept
2018

Joshua Claytor

MAE 491
Student

10/13/2018

Sept
2018

Sakurako
Kuba

MAE 491
Student

10/4/2018

Sept
2018

Colton Connor

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Connor
Gisburne

MAE 491
Student

10/18/2018

Sept
2018

Tanner
Schmitt

MAE 491
Student

10/5/2018

Sept
2018

Signature

Approval
Initials

Declarations.
Objective
This SOP establishes procedures and defines safety precautions that will be used for deployment
and flight of a UAV from a high power rocket after landing. The procedure includes preparation
for deployment, deployment procedures, and procedures for proper flight of the UAV at a launch
site.
Test Location
This will occur at a NAR/TRA organized launch field. FAA laws state that the UAV must be flown
in uncontrolled airspace (Class G), under 400 ft altitude, and within line-of-sight of the operator.
Assembly operations, up to the addition of energetic materials to the rocket, may be carried out
either at a launch field or prior to arrival at the launch field. Black powder charge loading may
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only be carried out at the launch field when testing is imminent. Handling of energetics will be
carried out by the NAR/TRA certified Team Mentor. UAV cannot be flown in wet conditions or
over people.
Roles and Responsibilities
This procedure requires a minimum of 2 test operators. One of the operators will be designated as
the Safety Monitor and will read procedures during testing and ensure all steps are followed or any
deviations are documented. The Safety Monitor will be identified on the front page of the
procedure.
Observer Policy
Observers will be allowed as authorized by launch field guidelines. Observers must remain safe
distances from energetic materials including black powder and the UAV.
Safety Policy
All PRC test operations require a minimum of two operators with First Aid, CPR, and AED
training. Test operations are carried out according to the PRC Facility Usage Policy outlined in
PRC-SOP-001. A copy of the facility usage policy may be found on the PRC website
http://UAH.edu/prc. All personnel involved with this operation have been empowered to stop any
portion of this operation at any time if they feel it is not proceeding in a safe manner. The PRC
Director, PRC Research Engineer/Laboratory Supervisor, PRC Facility Engineer, and other
required personnel will be notified and a decision on whether to continue the operation will be
made at that time. No safety interlock will be modified, bypassed, or defeated unless the test team
has concurred and are aware of the inherent risks associated with the change. Otherwise, the
offender will be permanently expelled from the PRC and all of its facilities.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Test personnel must wear safety glasses at all times during test operations. Long pants and closed
toed shoes are also required for testing. When handling black powder, nitrile gloves must be worn.
Procedure Deviations
At any point during the execution of this SOP any team member may call for a stand down of test
operations to discuss any concern related to safety. Additionally, during the execution of the SOP
any deviation to the procedures outlined in this document must be noted on the procedure and it
must be identified on the cover page that deviations were conducted. Revisions to the procedure
may be required prior to the next test operation. Prior to each test, verify that the procedures do
not require modification due to specific test plan requirements. In the event that redlines are
required during execution, ensure that the redlines present no safety, efficiency, or environmental
concerns.
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HAND OVER OF OPERATIONS TO PAYLOAD RED TEAM
ALL ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES WILL BE CONDUCTED BY RED TEAM MEMBERS ONLY
ALL PERSONNEL WILL WEAR SAFETY GLASSES THROUGHOUT THESE PROCEDURES
1. Confirm with Safety Officer that Post-Flight Checklist on SOP 21 is complete
2. Verify Payload Red Team members are wearing safety glasses
3. Confirm with Remote Deployment Officer that rocket is GO for deployment

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

DEPLOYMENT CHECKLIST
4. Move laptop with controls to within line-of-sight of rocket
5. All personnel must be at least 30 ft away
ARM CONTROLLER
6. From the serial terminal, send text "UAH_CRW_arm_payload_deployment", terminated by a
newline (\n) character. Do not include quotes
7. Verify rapid (~5 Hz) beeps coming from controller
PRIMARY E-MATCH
8. From the serial terminal, send text "UAH_CRW_deploy_payload_primary", terminated by a
newline (\n) character. Do not include quotes
9. Observe automatic sequence. Sequence concludes when beep rate changes to 1 Hz
o If payload continues beeping rapidly (5 Hz or continuous buzz)
 From the serial terminal, send text
"UAH_CRW_disarm_payload_deployment", terminated by a newline (\n)
character. Do not include quotes
10. Verify successful deployment
Sheath is open, UAV is intact and upright

o
o

If deployment successful, proceed to step Error! Reference source not found.
If deployment did not occur, continue to section “Error! Reference source not
found.”

BACKUP DEPLOYMENT CHARGE
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This section to occur after UAV flight and landing if primary charge was successful, or
immediately after primary deployment charge if that charge fails to fully deploy the UAV
11. If deployment with primary charge was successful, execute the UAV Flight Checklist before
continuing this section
12. Repeat steps 6 - 7 to re-arm controller
13. From the serial terminal, send text "UAH_CRW_deploy_payload_backup", terminated by a
newline (\n) character. Do not include quotes
14. Observe automatic sequence. Sequence concludes when beep rate changes to 1 Hz
o If payload continues beeping rapidly (5 Hz or continuous buzz)
 From
the
serial
terminal,
send
text
"UAH_CRW_disarm_payload_deployment", terminated by a newline (\n)
character. Do not include quotes
15. Verify successful deployment
Sheath is open, UAV is intact and upright

o

If deployment was successful, execute the UAV Flight Checklist, then continue
with Error! Reference source not found.

o

If deployment did not occur, immediately move to Error! Reference source
not found.

16. Proceed to Error! Reference source not found.

DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM SAFING/HANG FIRE
17. Verify/wait a minimum of two (2) minutes since the last charge firing attempt to approach the
vehicle
18. Turn the deployment controller power switch to OFF
19. Verify no sound coming from deployment controller
20. Assess whether unburnt energetics are present

o
o

If the payload did not deploy, assume energetics present
If the payload deployed, visually inspect charge wells from top of upper
airframe

21. Return airframe to team vehicle processing station
22. Airframe to be carried vertically and right-side up if energetics are still present. The top of the
airframe must be above the head of the tallest personnel present.
This avoids injury to personnel if unburnt energetics detonate during transport
23. Remove six (6) screws from upper airframe bulkhead
24. Remove upper airframe bulkhead and payload assembly (if present) from body tube
The following step must be completed by the Team Mentor
25. Remove any remaining energetics from the airframe
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UAV FLIGHT CHECKLIST
UAV MUST BE FLOWN WITHIN LINE-OF-SIGHT
Failure to do so will result in federal prosecution for violating FAA regulation 107.31
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION/SETUP
26. Identify FEA(s) closest to rocket landing site
27. Select an FEA for the UAV flight
Consider distance from landing site, wind speed and direction, and locations of people and
other rockets
28. Determine latitude, longitude, and ground altitude of selected FEA
29. Verify/change ground station location to ensure line-of-sight to UAV throughout flight
30. Power on laptop
31. Open Mission Planner Ground Station Software
32. Select COM port of antenna input
33. Set baud rate to 57600
34. Press “connect” on program
35. Verify the UAV is properly transmitting telemetry using GPS 3D Fix
36. Enter coordinates of destination as a waypoint on Mission Planner, on the “Flight Plan” tab
37. Change the waypoint type of the destination to “LOITER_UNLIM”
38. If flight length is greater than 1/8 mile, enter intermediate waypoints between the takeoff
location and the FEA
39. Verify/change order of waypoints to match desired UAV flight direction
40. Press “Write WPs” in Mission Planner
This stores the waypoints on the UAV
41. Press “Read WPs” in Mission Planner
This reads the waypoints stored on the UAV back to the ground station
42. Verify read waypoint(s) match the desired waypoint(s)
Any mismatch may result in an unintended and undesired UAV flight path
43. Switch to “Flight Data” tab on Mission Planner

FLIGHT SEQUENCE
44. Verify all personnel are at least 30 ft away from UAV
45. Verify all items on the Mission Planner Pre-Flight checklist are complete
46. Arm UAV using UAV controller green button
Do not arm from Mission Planner. Use of the controller verifies it is connected and
working before flight
47. Verify UAV emits arming tune
48. Verify all personnel ready for UAV takeoff
49. Place UAV into “Auto” mode
Landing can be manually commanded with the yellow button on the controller
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UAV will autonomously lift off and fly to the FEA waypoint defined in Mission Planner

Do NOT fly UAV over people or above 400 feet
BEACON RELEASE SEQUENCE
50. Verify/place UAV into Loiter mode from Mission Planner
51. Using the manual UAV controller, lower the UAV to approximately 5 ft above the center of
the FEA
52. Command beacon release using the left trigger on the UAV controller
53. Visually verify beacon release
54. Fly UAV laterally to at least 10 ft from the edge of the FEA
55. Command UAV landing using the YELLOW button on the UAV controller
56. Disarm UAV using the RED button on the UAV controller

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

FINAL UAV CLOSEOUT
57. Put on work gloves
58. Disconnect battery from UAV power harness
59. Remove battery and place in LiPo safe bag
60. Return UAV to work bench/table
61. Remove and store propellers
62. Pack UAV for transport

Verification Signatures:
___________________________________
Red Team Member

___________________________________
Safety Monitor

___________________________________
Red Team Member
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EMERGENCY LANDING PROCEDURES
LANDING OVER EMPTY AREA
Execute steps in this section in order until landing occurs. Once the UAV reaches the
ground, move to “Recovery from Emergency Landing”
63. Press the YELLOW button on deployment controller to command immediate landing
This is hazardous to any objects below the UAV
64. Command UAV landing from Mission Planner
This is hazardous to any objects below the UAV
65. Disarm UAV using the red button on the deployment controller
The UAV will fall uncontrolled to the ground
This is extremely hazardous to any objects below the UAV
Disarming in flight will result in irreparable damage to the UAV
66. Disarm UAV from Mission Planner
The UAV will fall uncontrolled to the ground
This is extremely hazardous to any objects below the UAV
Disarming in flight will result in irreparable damage to the UAV
67. If landing has still not occurred, follow UAV from a safe distance until battery depletion
68. Execute “Recovery from Emergency Landing” steps

LANDING OVER HAZARDOUS AREA
69. Place the UAV in “Loiter” mode
The UAV will hover in place and respond to manual commands
70. Manually fly the UAV to an empty area
71. Execute the “Landing over Empty Area” procedure

RECOVERY FROM EMERGENCY LANDING
72. Test conductor put on work gloves
73. Test conductor to approach UAV
74. If UAV appears undamaged, return to step 36
75. If any damage is visible, execute “Final UAV Closeout.” Do not attempt further flight
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12 Appendix F: Full-Scale Flight Data
Inertial Measurement Unit Data
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Raven3 Data
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13 Appendix G: Deployment Controller Electrical
Schematic
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